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Abstract 

TBE DELIVERY OF ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY VIEWED 

FROM THE CONSUMER PERSPECTIVE: INDEPENDENT LIVING 

Obiective The goal of this snidy is to describe the expenences of adult consumers with 
disabilities who receive assistive technology service delivery in Manitoba. The study 
examines the impact of the delivery of assistive technology on the consumer's ability to 
iive independently in the cornmunity . Experiences of perçons wit h disabilities, both with 
and with little involvement in the Independent Living movement, are explored. Their 
perceptions of the delivery of the assistive technology including professionai, political, 
and vendor relationships are descnbed. 
Method Seventeen adults with a range of disabilities, who were either highly or minimaily 
involved with the Independent Living Movement, participated in tape-recorded semi- 
stmctured interviews f?om November 1994 to February 1995. The respondents were 
asked what it was like to acquire equipment and about their relationships with 
professionals and vendors. Data were coded to facilitate analysis using thematic categories 
including barriers and facilitators Uinuencing access to assistive technology and strategies 
for overcorning obstacles. A modified critical ethnographie methodology was used. 
Resuit~ Barriers to gening equipment included its cost, the eiigibility requirements, lack of 
information, lack of choice, complicated bureaucraties, attitudes of professionals and 
vendors, and the lack of an accessible environment. To overcome these barriers individu& 
developed various strategies including: 'playing the gameYy, the invention of new assistive 
technology, peer support, the development of resource networks, and speaking up for 
what they needed. Participants offered recomrnendations for improvement in the delivery 
of assistive technology which include providing consumers with funds to purchase their 
own assistive technology and maintainhg a product display centre. Participants 
recomrnended that a govemrnent-fùnded program be maintained, but that a new program 
incorporate Independent Living principles. 
Conclusion The delivery of assistive technology in Manitoba was perceived b y 
participants to offer minimal opportunities for application of basic elements of 
Independent Living Principles. Both consumers and the researcher recommended changes 
to improve s e ~ c e  delivery and make it more compatible with the Independent Living 
mode1 of seMce delivery. 
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION 

The Independent Living Movement is a major social movement, initiated by 

consumers with disabilities, which seeks opportunities and nghts equal to those enjoyed by 

non-disabled persons. It is seen as a major force in the emancipation of persons with 

disabilities (EMS, 1986). An important component of living independently with a disability 

is assistive technology - equipment made for persons with disabilities which enables 

increased independence in everyday living. 

Assistive technology has traditionally been provided at the recomrnendation of a 

professional, not at the request of the consumer. Recent societal changes whicli challenge 

the current assurnptions in the delivery of this equipment include: 

8 the increased influence of the Independent Living Movernent reflected in 

the demand of consumers for rights and control 

0 policies and laws that mandate rights for consumen with disabilities. 

These changes have occurred dunng a period of other societal changes such as 

decreasing health-care resources and a proliferation of assistive-technology vendors. 

Current changes in societal attitudes brought about by these and other factors force a re- 

examination of the delivery of these seMces within the paradigrn of the Independent 

Living Movement. Very little information exîsts that masures the impact of assistive 

technology on persons with disabilities. The impact of the current delivery of assistive 

technology has not been thoroughly exarnined in the light of these societal changes. 



Signifieance of the Research 

Little systematic documentation of the consumets perspective on the delivery of 

assistive technology has been found. While some research has been done in the United 

States, the Canadian system has virtually remained unexamined. It is essential that we 

begin to study our own system within the context of Canadian culture including our 

political, legal and health care systems. 

This research is of potential interest to a number of groups. Disability consumer 

groups need to know if services are delivered according to their expectations. 

Govements, rehabilitation professionals, and vendors are interested in ways of delivering 

the most cost effective and efficient services. It is hoped that this research will become a 

step toward enhancing our present delivery of assistive technology. 

Definitions and Terms Used 

For the purposes of this study assistive technology is defined by the widely use( 

definition provided in (Public law) 100-407, the Technical Assistance to the States Act in 

the United States. The definition of an assistive technology device is 

Any item, piece of equipment or product system whether acquired commercially 
off the shelf, modified, or customized that is used to increase or improve functional 
capabilities of individuais with disabilities. (Cook & Hussey, 1995: p. 5) 

This definition encompasses both complex high-technology devices such as computerized 

wheelchairs and environmental control systems and simpler low technology deMces like 

walkers and bath seats. 



The United States (Public Law 100-407) defines assistive technology service as 

"any service that directly assists an individual with a disability in the selectiori, acquisition 

or use of an assistive technology device" (Cook & Hussey, 1995: p. 6). 

The law fiirther clarifies the definition with the inclusion of evaluation 

needs and skills for assistive technolog)r, the acquisition of assistive technology; the 

selection, design, repair, and fabrication of assistive technology systems; the coordination 

of seMces with other therapies; and the training of individuais with disabilities and those 

working with them to use the technologies effectively. This definition demonstrates the 

broad spectmm of seMces inherent in the delivery of assistive technologies. (Cook & 

Hussey, 1995) 

For this study, Mobility and Agility Disabilities are defined by the definitions 

provided in the Health Activity Limitation Survey (HALS). 

"Mobility Disabilitv is a limitation in walking, moving from room io room, canying 

an object 10 metres, or standing for long periods." (Health Activity Limitation Survey, 

Statistics Canada, 1990) 

"Aeility Disabilitv is a limitation in bending, dressing, getting in or out of bed, 

cutting toenails, grasping objects reaching or cutting food. (Health Activity Limitation 

Survey, Statistics Canada, 1990) 

The terms "assistive technology", 'cassistive devices", "assistive equipment" and 

"equipment" are d l  used interchangeably in this document because the term "assistive 

technology" is a relatively new technical term that is not yet fully integrated into the 

language of consumers with disabilities or with professionals. 



As weU, every attempt has ben made to use "person fimt language" where the 

term 'cperson/consumer with a disability" is preferred over ""disabled consumer" or 

"disabled person". This emphasies the point that although the person happens to have a 

disability, he or she is a person first and should be considered as such. 

The term "consumer" is ofien interchanged with "respondent" or "persan with a 

disability" to reflect the current terminology of the Independent Living Movement. The 

term ''client" is used when in reference to relationships with professionals. 

Another term used in this study is "bureaucracy". This term was described and 

defined by the respondents themselves to mean inflexibility and multiple layers of 

officials/professiona1ç and procedures to get through in order to obtain assistive 

technology. 

The term "medical model or traditional rehabilitation model" in this study is 

that defined by DeJong (1979) as one where the role of the person with a disability is a 

patientklient, the professional controls access to services the definition of the problem is 

with the "patient's'' mentd or physical impainnents and the professional haç ultimate 

control. 

Goal and Objectives 

The overall goal of this study is to describe the expenences of adult consumers 

with disabilities with assistive technology service deliveiy in Manitoba. The study 

examines the impact of the delivery of assistive technology on the consumer's ability to 

live independently in the community. Expenences of persons with disabilities, both with 

and with no involvernent in the Independent Living Movement, are explored. Their 



perceptions of the delivery of the assistive technology including professional, political, 

and vendor relationships are descnbed. 

The Soecifiç Obiectives of the Studv Are: 

1. To describe the experiences of urban dwelling adults with disabilities with the 

delivery of assistive technology senrice in Manitoba. 

2. To identiQ the barriers and faciiitators in the present delivery of assistive 

technology that inhibit/promote independent living. 

3. To descnbe the extent to which the delivery of assistive technology in Manitoba 

facilitates achievement of Independent Living principles. 

4. To describe the social and political contexts within which the delivery of 

assistive technology to adults in Manitoba occurs, including organizational 

and historical perspectives. 

In order to integrate the knowledge from previous studies in the area of assistive 

echn ology seMce delivery and to address the research goals and objectives outlined in 

this introduction, this thesis includes the following chapters and associated content: 

Chapter 2: Literature Review - summarizes and integrates previous literature 
explonng the nature of the delivery of assistive technology and consumer 
perspectives of this seMce delivery 

Chapter 3: Initial Conceptual Framework- presents the framework developed 
as a result of the literature review in order to guide the study design, 
implementation and analysis. It also describes an existing conceptual mode1 which 
guided the analysis. 

Chapter 4: Research Design, Methodology, Methods and Implementation 
- describes the overall design of the snidy including sarnpling, instrumentation and 



andysis, ethical considerations, and the implementation, chronology of the 
fieldwork and introduction to the Paradigrn Mode1 used in analysis 

Chapter 5: Core Category, Conditions and Context- descnbes the first three 
categories of the Paradigm model. Includes a summary of participant 
characteristics including the types of assistive technology they useci, a discussion of 
the core category of getting equipment needed for independence. Also includes a 
description of the context: the delivery of assistive technology in Manitoba 

Chapter 6: htervening Conditions- uses the participants' narratives to describe 
barriers and facilitators to getting equi pment needed for independence 

Chapter 7: Strategies for Getting Equipment- uses the participant narratives to 
describe strategies used to overcome barriers to getting equipment 

Chapter 8: Consequences - uses the participant narratives to describe the 
consequences of getting or not getting equipment. 

Chapter 9: Conclusions- surnmarizes the primary findings of this study, the 
modified conceptual model, the snidy limitations and the implications for future 
research, policy and practise 



CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE) 

This literature review will focus on the following areas: assistive technology, the 

Independent Living movement; assistive technology and govemment policy; and 

professionalization of assistive technology. 

Assistive Tec hnology 

Assistive technology is seen as necessary to living independently with a disûbility. 

Assistive technology can make the difference between a person with a disability becorning 

self-supponing or remaining dependent on governent  support (Phillips, 1990). The 

prirnary goal of assistive technology is to reduce the impact of physical impairment by 

providing a bridge between an individual's functional limitations and the demands of the 

physical environment (Friedmann and Capulong, 1984). In a comprehensive study of the 

financing of assistive technology, conducted by the National Council on Disability (1 993) 

in the United States, individuals and farnilies reported that as a result of assistive 

t echnology 

about 62% of working age persons were able to reduce dependence on their 

family members and 58% were able to reduce dependence on paid assistance 

about 92% of employed persons reported that assistive technology helped them to 

work faster or better, 83% indicated that they earned more money and 67% 

indicated that assistive technology helped them obtain employment. 

Moa studies of assistive technology tend to look at case histories of  users' 



experience with individual items, mechanicd aspects of the item, utilization and rasons 

for abandonment of items. (Brooks, 199 1; Rogers & Holm, 1992; Phillips & Zhoq 1993) 

There have been very few studies which examine the social, political outcornes or in- 

depth consumer perspectives of assistive technology . Brooks (1 99 1 ) sumyed 595 

Amencan scientists and engineers with disabilities to investigate how assistive 

technologies utilized in social settings were perceived by persons with disabilities who 

also maintained these occupational positions. Variations in device use within public and 

pnvate settings and dserences in attitudes associated with differences in demographic and 

disability characteristics were found. Users themselves suggested that fùrther research be 

conducted to examine the systems that develop and distnbute assistive devices. This 

recommendation was based on two concerns: that the systems which provide assistive 

devices were neither clearly defined nor readily available to the user. The informants 

commented that the process of obtaining assistive devices was fhstrating. 

In a qualitative study, Miles-Tapping and MacDonald (1994) explored the lifestyle 

implications of power mobility. The technology users in the study described their sense of 

empowerment which resulted fiom access to their electric mobility aids. As well they 

stated that this technology enabled them to be more productive, enjoy more leisure, and 

accomplish more selfcare. In another qualitative study, Scherer (1 993) followed a small 

number of individuals with disabilities and examined how technology impacted on their 

lives and to "get inside" the disability experience. Both studies illustrated the importance 

of assistive technology to consumers' lives. Ho wever, there is little information in either 



study about the experience of assistive technology acquisition or dealings with 

professionals. 

The Independent Living Movement 

The Independent Living Movement began in the 1970s as the result of grassroots 

efforts to infiuence disability policies. The Movement has been descnbed as a product of a 

number of contemporary social movements including the rise of consumensm, civil rights, 

and the self-help focus. ( Zukas, 1975, DeJong, 1979). Within the Independent Living 

paradigm, the person with a disabiiity is defined as a consumer rather than as a patient or 

client. This paradigm provides an alternative to the medical and rehabilitation rnodels 

which focus on the limitations of the individual and on hisher inadequate performance of 

daily living tasks. (DeJong 1979, Crewe & Zola 1984, EMS, 1986). Within the 

Independent Living paradigm, problems are defined in terms of barriers in the environment 

inciuding economic, architectural, or support systerns rather than in terms of the 

consumer's physical andor mental disabilities (DeJong, 1979). As well, the paradigm 

emphasizes that pathology can be found in unprotected rights and in over-dependency on 

relatives and professionals (Dunn, 1 994). 

Harlan Hahn, a well known Amencan disability rights advocate, has described the 

ccminority-groupyy mode1 (1988). This mode1 emphasizes that environmental bamiers have 

more impact than biological or psycho1ogica.I forces in shaping major life experiences of 

persons with disabilities. He argues that having to live with the shared constraints of 

inaccessible physical, social, and communicative environments and being denied equal 



access to education, employment, transportation, and housing while contending with 

negative stereotypes and minimal political power has constmcted a distinct minority-group 

experience which includes the segregation, discrimigation, and exploitation of people with 

disabilities (Hahn, 1988). Brooks (1 99 1) also comrnents that the iack of study about users' 

responses to disability technology demonstrates the disadvantaged (minority group) 

position of persons with disabilities. Hahn's minority perspective is congruent with the 

principles of the Independent Living rnovement which place emphasis on the environment 

rather than on the individual. 

The Independent Living movement defines independent living as 

'The process of translating into reality the theory that, given appropriate 
supportive services, accessible environrnents, and pertinent information and 
skills, severely disabled individu& may actively participate in al1 aspects of 
society" (Crewe & Zola, 1983 p. 25) 

"Independence" according to the Independent Living (IL) movement has been 

described by the following pnnciples: 

8 to take part in al1 aspects of society as non-disabled people do 

8 to live outside of an institution (Kibele, 1989) 

to have control over one's life (Rock, 1988; Frieden & Cole, 1985) 

to include decision making (Rock 1988, Kibele 1989) 

8 to include fieedorn of choice (Lord & Osborne-Way, 1987) 

O to be able to engage in nsk taking @dong 1979, Rock 1988) 

The latter four pnnciples are particularly important to the process of engaging in 



assistive technology. 

The Movement recognizes "independence" through dependence upon socid and 

technological support. Such an interpretation presents a vision of "independence" as 

mutuai dependence, aiso referred to as interdependence. (Townsend & Ryan, 1991). 

Rogers and Holm (1992) also pointed out that devices that do not provide independence 

for the individual may provide assistance for caregivers. This aspect is important in the 

Independent Living paradigrn which recognizes "independence" with caregiver support. 

The primary meaning of independence to the Independent Living Movernent is the 

ability to have control over one's life in the community (Crewe and Zola, 1984). In many 

situations, control is facilitated through the consumer's use of assistive technologies and 

attendant care. In contrast, the traditional rehabilitation definition of independence focuses 

on individuai physicai performance @dong, 1979, Jongbloed and Crichton, 1990, Law, 

1991) in which assistive technologies are used to increase physical functioning. However, 

Zola (1982) pointed out that consumers prefer devices that facilitate independence 

associated with social and psychological freedoms, not just physical functioning. 

Assistive Technology And Govemment Policy 

Govements play a central role in the allocation of assistive technology. The 

United Nations declared 198 1 the International Year of Disabled Persons and the 

beginning of a concerted effort to promote independent living. Later the penod fiom 1983 

to 1992 was declared the Decade of Disabled Persons to highlight the importance of 

responding to the needs of individuals with disabilities around the world. Govemment 

organizations have begun slowly to incorporate independent living concepts into some 



policies and prograrns as a result of consumer advocacy efforts. However, according to 

Dum (1994) most individuals who are disabled in Canada still confiont a multitude of 

barrien which include economic, architectural, transportation, and as Dunn commented, 

"paternalistic" barriers. These barriers include the inability or unwillingness of 

professionals to accept people with disabilities as experts about their own needs. 

Many persons with disabilities have low ificomes. In 1986 approximately 57% of 

individuals with disabilities had incomes below $10,000 (Ross & S hiliington, 1990). 

According to DUM (1994) roughly 15% were unemployed, more than 80% did not have 

any post-secondary education, and only 42% of individuals that require specid 

transportation received it. DUM (1 990) used the 1986 Health Activity Limitation Survey 

(HALS) data base to study barrien conf?onting seniors with disabilities. He found that 

8% of the disabled seniors in non-institutional households who required mobility aids did 

not have them rnainly due to the primary barrier of cost. Although Dunn's study focuses 

predorninantly on the experiences of seniors, it may dso illustrate a difficulty that younger 

adult persons with disabilities face. Having low incomes and complex health conditions, 

persons with disabilities are often dependent on public programs for decisions about 

technology. 

In Canada, assistive technologies corne under the umbrella of personai supports. 

'Personal supports" also includes attendant services, home health care, homemaker 

services, and respite care. However, there are no comrnon agreed-upon definitions of 

personal supports (Dunn, 1994). Dum (1 994) conducted a survey of several govemment 

departments in Canada and found that polices related to personal supports are ofien 



complex and confusing. There are multiple levels of jurisdiction, and individuals with 

different disabiliîies and ages fd under different government departments. To rjman (1 993) 

pointed out a nurnber of problems with the overail system of personal supports in Canada 

including access (disparities in availability, complexities, high costs), complicated eligibility 

d e s ,  and unresponsiveness to consumer needs. As wel, the author discusses that these 

services reinforce dependency relations, paternalism, and the medical model. DUM ( 1994) 

concluded that although there has been a movement toward independent living poiicies, 

this has been eroded by profound reductions in public expenditures in the 1990's. 

However, neither DUM (1 994) nor To jman (1 993) examined assistive technology 

seMces independently from other seMces in either of these studies. 

In most instances in North Amenca, individuals receive support for basic 

equipment such as toileting equipment but not for higher levei activities such as 

communication boards, environmental control systems, or car modifications. Seelman 

(1993) cornmented that by supporting lower human functions but not functions that 

support independent living, the govenunent is inadvertently supporting the heaith care 

industry and professional control of the individual rather than supporting the individual 

in cornrnunity integration. 

According to Brooks (1 99 1 ), existing distribution systems exen strong social 

control over allocation of assistive devices. AUocation is ofien based on the particular 

department's definition of disability as well as public attitudes which often reflect the 

historic prejudice expenenced by individuals with disabilities (Seelman, 1993). In the 

United States there is evidence of denials by third party payers of requests for approval of 



funding of technology. (Donovan, Carter, Wilkerson, 1987). 

There is evidence that hdividuals do not have the technology that they require. 

Some 199 1 Health Activity Limitation Survey resdts for individuals with severe and 

moderate rnobility disabilities are sumrnarized in Table 1 .  

Table (1) 

Persons With Moderate And Severe 

Disabilities Aged 15 To 64 Reporting Using Or Needing Mobility Aids 

Using Needing Total % Needing 

Canada 2 13,680 73,445 287,125 25.6% 

Manitoba 6230 2480 8710 28.5% 

Winnipeg 3424 1300 4724 27.5% 

(Adapted from Statistics Canada, 1993) 



Table 1 demonstrates that considering those reporthg a mobility disability in the 

15 to 64 age category, nationally 25.6% did not have the mobility device they needed. 

This percentage was higher in Manitoba (28.5%) and in Winnipeg (27.5%) than the 

national level of unrnet needs. Much of the data regarding agility disabilities was not 

recorded in this report from Statistics Canada, therefore a similar table could not be made. 

At this time there is little documentation of the numbers of other assistive technologîes in 

use or needed by consumers in Canada. 

Manitoba is recognized for providing the most extensive support seMces for 

people with disabilities in Canada (Dunn, 1994). One of the most innovative prograrns is 

individualized fùnding in which funding is given directly to the consumer to hire, fire and 

direct hisher own support worker. However, there has not been a similar program for 

assistive technology. 

Brooks (1991) commented that distribution problems will persist as long as most 

assistive devices are distributed t hrough medical systems and financed largely through 

public reimbursement. O'Day and Corcoran ( 1994), in a review of the system, stated that 

the acquisition of assistive technology in the United States presents many problems, 

including lack of funds to purchase equipment, no centralized information and evaluation 

system, fiaud and abuse by some providers and denials of needed equipment by third party 

payers despite the gains made in public policy in that country. 



Professionalization of Assistive Technology 

Professional dominance has had an impact on the allocation of disability resources 

(Seelman, 1993). The Ofice of Technology Assessrnent in the United States of Amenca 

found that the assessrnent of need for technology is moa often based on perceptions of 

professionals or program administrators rather than through consultation with the 

consumers themselves. (Kohn, Mortoh,& LeBlanc, 199 1). Phillips and Zhoa (1993) 

surveyed 227 adults with disabilities fiom various States in the United States and found 

that whether or not the consumer's personal opinion was considered in selection was one 

of the important predictors of device abandonment. Systernic problems related to device 

abandonment identified in a study involving persons with rheumatic disease included 

incorrect prescription, lack of instruction, delays in receiving devices, and lack of 

awareness of options (Rogers and Holm, 1992). Studies documenting the professionai 

and bureaucratic nature of the assistive technology system could not be found, however, 

the need for change has been identified in cornmentaries from researchers in the United 

States (McKnight, 1 988; Gradel, 1 99 1 ; McNaughton 1993). Phillips and Zhoa (1 993) 

suggested a collaborative consumer-oriented mode1 and funher suggested an Independent 

Living paradigm approach to service delivery. 

Summary 

The literature review has highlighted several areas. There is a link between living 

independently in the community and the use of assistive technology. The Independent 

Living novement advocates the nghts of persons with disabilities over their functional 

limitations. Ifit is assurned that assistive technology is important to independent living, 



any barriers to its delivery will have a negative impact on independent living. Some 

possible barriers in the system that have been identified in this literature review include: 

negative public aîtitudes, iack of access to the technology, complicated eligibility 

requirements, costs, multiple jurisdiction over assistive technologies and medicai mode1 

s e ~ c e  delivery including professional dominance. However, it must be noted that none of 

these areas have been thoroughly examined with the consumers thernselves. 

There has been virtually no cross-disability research examining the consumer with 

a disability's perception of assistive technology service delivery in Canada. As Kohn et al 

(1991) pointed, out a key missing Iink across al1 types of s e ~ c e  delivery is the assessrnent 

of the extent to which interventions have impact on the iives and needs of consumers. 

Thus the intent of this research is to fil1 this gap in assistive technology and Independent 

Living movement research. It explores the consumer perspective of the delivery of 

assistive technology in Manitoba to determine what it is like to be a receiver of these 

seMces and if this service delivery embodies Independent Living principles. 



CHAPTER 3: INITIAL CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

The literature review revealed t hat the delivery of assistive technology is influenced 

by a wide range of factors. To ensure that the study objectives were addressed in a 

comprehensive manner and that the i n t e ~ e w  guide reflected both the current knowledge 

in the field as well as the identified gaps, a conceptual framework was developed prior to 

data collection. The primary fùnction of this framework was to surnrnarize the apparent 

themes in the literature review and to provide a guide fiom which to develop and choose 

i n t e ~ e w  questions. The framework was an attempt to reflect the relationship of the 

respondents' expenences within a broader socio-political context, and to recognize the 

interactive nature of personal and structurai resources regarding the delivery of assistive 

technology from the consumer perspective. This framework was based on the literature 

review and the investigator's personal experiences. No attempt was made at the outset to 

make any directional linkages since relationships between the individual variables could 

not be postulated before data collection was undertaken. 

The initial conceptual framework was as indicated in Figure I on page 3 1. It is a 

mode1 of environmental influences on the consumer who needs and uses assistive 

technology. The consumer with a mobility or agility disability requires assistive technology 

to live independently in the cornmunity. There are many environmental factors that 

influence the acquisition, use and maintenance of assistive technology which c m  be 

enablers or barriers to the process. 

There is a current explosion of new and more assistive technologies in a 



marketplace influenced by a strong consumer demand for convenience, personal choice, 

continuity, and courtesy. The influence of the Independent Living philosophy including 

the ability to make choices, to take nsks, to participate in decision making, to have control 

over one's life and to participate in the community also factors into the situation. 

ûther possible barrien or enablers include the bureaucratic, politicai and histoncal 

organization of the delivery of assistive tecbnology in Manitoba and relationships between 

professionais and vendors. Over-riding al1 of these barrien and enablers are societal 

attitudes, the accessiaility of the built environment and laws related to assistive 

techology . 

What impact these factors had on the experience of those interviewed was 

unknown at the outset of the audy. The primary research questions were therefore: 

Which of these was relevant to these study participants? Which are enablen and which are 

barriers? What relationships do these factors have to Independent Living pnnciples? 

This conceptual framework guided the process of this study f?om its design and 

irnplementation through to data collection and analysis. An existing model also assisted in 

the data analysis and will now be discussed. 

The Individual and Environmental Determinants of Handicap Situations 

and Social Participation Model 

The investigator found the Individual and Environmental Determinants of 

Handicap Situations and Social Participation Model (Whiteneck 62 Fougeyrollas, 1996) 



also useful as a fiamework for data analysis. This disablement model uses environmental 

variables as one of the main factors to explain social participation outcornes of the 

individual with a disability. One environmental variable discussed is assistive technology. 

The purpose of this mode4 which was developed by the CanadiadQuebec Society 

for the Classification of Impairment, Disability and Handicap, is to provide a disablement 

model which goes beyond the present World Health Organization's (WHO) International 

Classification of Impairment, Disability, Handicap (ICIDH) (Woods, 1980). This model 

has been developed in consultation with organizations of persons with disabilities. In fact 

one of the authors, Dr. Patrick Fougeyrollas, an anthropologist, has a disability himself. 

Two of the major criticisms of the present WHO ICIDH are its implied linear 

causalities of the disablement process md the lack of recognition of the environment as an 

important contributor to the disablement process (Whiteneck & Fougeyrollas, 1996). A 

number of environmental factors can facilitate or constrain an individual who has a 

disability. These factors include the built environment, policies, laws, climate, and the 

social environment. These factors interact with the individual's disability and personality 

characteristics. If they constrain the individual t hey are said to create a Wandicapped 

Situation"; if they facilitate, they are said to create "Social Participation" for the individual 

(See Figures 2 & 3, pages 32 and 33). The authors point out that it is only through the 

examination of the unique impairments and abilitieddisabilities of a given individual, 

interacting with his/her unique personal identity, and with the unique environmentai 

factors which hdshe faces, that particular handicaps can be understood. 

The authors also suggest three levels fiom which to analyse the environment. The 



The authon dso suggest three levels h m  which to analyse the environment. The 

"micro range" recognites the immediate personai environment of the individual with the 

focus on p hysicai and fùnctional characteristics; the "meso Ieve 1" considers a somewhat 

broader community environment and focuses on the attitudes and beliefs held by people 

which the individual encounters; the "rnacro level" encompasses broad societal 

environment focusing on policy issues. As well, five characteristics of environments, which 

influence how poorly or how well an individual becomes an active productive member of 

society, have been proposed. These include Access, Accommodation, Resource 

Availability, Social Support, and Equality. A chart providing examples of these 

characteristics combined with irnpainnent groups with resultant environmental factors is 

provided in Figure 4 (page 34). This chart is taken directly from Whiteneck's and 

Fougeyrollas' (1 996) document. (Witten permission has been provided for use of dl these 

Figures, see Appendix A- 1 ) How this mode1 was used in analysis will be discussed in 

Chapter 6. 

Summary 

In sumrnary the initiai conceptual rnodel developed by the investigator was used to 

guide the data collection process and portions of the data analysis. The existing Individual 

and Environmental Determinants of Handicap Situations and Social Participation Model 

(Whiteneck & FougeyroUas, 1996) provided a framework for other portions of the data 

analy sis. 



Figure 1 
Initial Conceptual Framework 

Model illustrates how the disabled consumer's ability to live independently is 
embedded in broad social constnicts. Bamers + Enabling factors will affect the 
ind~duats'abifity to /ive independently. 
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CHAPTER 4 - RESEARCH DESIGN: METHODOLOGY, 
METHODS, AND IMPLEMENTATION 

A qualitative approach was chosen for this midy because of the need to document 

the individual's experience with the delivery of assistive technology and to identifir 

relevant variables. Marshall and Rossman (1989) describe these two reasons (the 

individual perspective and identification of variables) as cntical in choosing a qualitative 

approach. It is important to explore the frame of reference of a consumer with a disability 

and this can oniy be done adequately through qualitative methods such as the in-depth 

interview. 

Specifically, critical ethnographic methodology was chosen because the personal 

expenence of the health-care system cannot be considered in isolation fiom the social, 

cultural and politicai context in which people find themselves (McLean, 1990). Critical 

et hnography refers to the reflective process of choosing between conceptuai alternatives 

and making value-laden judgements of meaning and method to challenge research, policy 

and other forms of human activity (Thomas, 1993). According to Thomas (1993), critical 

ethnographers use their work to aid emancipatory goals or to negate the repressive 

influences that lead to unnecessary social domination of aü groups. 

Another name for this methodology is "institutionai ethnography" as described by 

Smith (1 987). She discussed how systemic forces, which are not evident to people, can 

exert powefil control over their lives. By making these forces explicit, it becomes 

possible to change social relations to create a more equitable situation. 



This approach is important since a critical ethnography of the assistive technology 

system couid not be found in the literature. 

Time Liae 

The time line for the study is shown in Appendix J. Interviews were carried out 

between November 2 994 and February 1995 

Sample Seleetion 

The following criteria were applied selection of inforrnants: 

urban dwelling (Winnipeg, Manitoba) 

adult (> 18 yrs to <65 yrs) 

mobility disability 

may have an agility disability 

To ensure hornogeneity in the disability and assistive technology seMce utilization 

experience, the foilowing exclusion criteria were applied. 

those with significant hearing or visual impairment 

seniors and children 

rural residents 

The researcher chose to include in this sampling ody people in Winnipeg because 

of their availability to her (a sarnple of convenience) as well as the fact that there would be 

an anticipated difference of experience with rural dwellers. She also decided to interview 

both those who had been involved with the Independent Living philosophy and those who 



had not been directly involved. 

Sarn~le Selection Methods 

There were three methods of sample selection involving three groups of people 

interviewed. These were non-IL involved (approached through contacting Fokus Housing, 

Riverside Lions Estates and the Canadian Paraplegic Association); IL-involved (contacted 

via various disability organizations); and subject-norninated sarnpling also cailed snowball 

sampling (reached by asking interviewees to provide narnes of other potential i n t e ~ e w  

candidates). Figure 5 is a flowchart of the sampling process. 



FIGURE 5 

Fiowchart Summary of Samplhg Process 

Contact IO 10 Sinclair, FoAus units, 

Disability organizations 

Participant nominateci persons 

who volunteer 

Contact consumers by le tter, include s tudy paraphrase 

Telephone contact - screenuig interview administered 

to consumers \vho are ~dluig  to participate in study 

C o n f i t i o n  of eligibility hsed on 

impairment, experience uith nssistive technology 

system, e x i e n c e  with Independent Living Movement 

Based on screening inteniew results, 

dot b c i p a n t s  into the appropriate m p l i n g  ce11 

1 

Forma1 consent form signed by participant 

l 

Mer interview ask participant to norninate 

0 t h  persons who might participate 



S'le: Non-involved ln Inde~endent Livi n g al) Mo vement 

One sample was drawn fiom two congregate disability housing facilities in 

Winnipeg, Manitoba: Ten Ten Sinclair transitional living housing and Fokus housing . It 

was hoped this method would provide a mixture of individuals both new to and familia. 

with the assistive technology system. (See Appendix A for explanation of Ten Ten and 

Fokus housing). Consumers, living in these environments, usually have a significant level 

of disability that would require some sort of assistive technology. Halfway through the 

shidy, it was decided to contact another facility - Riverside Lions Estates - which had a 

high number of residents with disabilities. Permission was obtained to place a poster in the 

lobby of this apartment block advertising for study participants. Only one person 

responded. The Canadian Paraplegic Association was also contacted for assistance. They 

were able to provide two names of people who did volunteer to participate 

(See Appendix B). 

endent Living (?? Movement 

Through reviewing the staff and volunteer lias of various disabiliv consumer 

organizations in Wuuiipeg, Manitoba hcluding the Independent Living Resource Centre, 

Disabled People International, Manitoba League of the Physically Handicapped, Canadian 

Paraplegic Association and the Council of Canadians with Disabilities, names were chosen 

and people approached about participating in the study. (Appendix B) It was presumed 



that valuable information could be gained fkom key individuals who hold executive, staff 

or committee positions in disability organizations and who can provide an informed 

viewpoint on the subject. These Uidividuals could also report on their organizationst past 

histones, policies and future plans regarding assistive technologies. 

A consumer with a disability, who is highly involved in the Independent Living 

movement, was presumed for the purposes of this study to 

1) occupy a leadership position or be employed with a disability organization 

2) have experience with the assistive technology delivery system, as determined by 

answers to questions during interview. 

fibiect-Nomznuted Smnpling Tec-tre 

After one interview of each subject in both groups, the individual was asked if 

he/she knew of someone who would be interested in being a participant in this study. 

These individuals were then contacted by phone or by mail and provided with the same 

information given to other individuals in the study. Subjects were assigned to either the IL 

involved or non-involved groups, based on the earlier definition. Individuals who qualified 

for the IL non-involved group did not have to live in Ten Ten Sinclair or Fokus housing. 

Access to Respondents 

M e r  approval fiom the University of Manitoba Faculty Cornmittee on the Use of 

Human Subjects in Research, a forrriai request to access residents at the Ten Ten Sinclair, 

Fokus Housing and at Riverside Lions Estates was made (See Appendix B). Eligibility 



was described in the letter to the managers and then repeated in the screening i n t e ~ e w  

questions. The same ietter was sent to individuals involved with disability organizations to 

enlia persons who are highly involved in the Independent Living Movement (Appendix 

B). Included with these letters was the study's paraphrased statement (Appendix C). The 

contact letter stated that the potential participants would receive a foilow-up telephone 

call within one to two weeks to determine their interest in participating in the study. 

The individuals were asked if they wodd consent to answenng a screening 

interview (Appendix D) over the telephone. Provisions were made for the potential 

participant, if uncornfortable a n s w e ~ g  the questions over the telephone, to be 

interviewed in person. This did not occur. Individuals who did not wish to participate in 

the study would not have been asked to complete the screening questions. Again, this did 

not occur. Based on the responses to the screening i n t e ~ e w ,  individuals were inforrned 

whether or not they were eligible to participate in the study. Those who did not meet the 

criteria were excluded from the study and their screening i n t e ~ e w  data and persona1 

information was destroyed. This possibility was expiained to the individual pnor to the 

administration of the screening interview questions. If accepted into the study, the final 

aspect of this telephone call was to set up a meeting to sign a formal consent (Appendix 

E). Once again, the potential participant was told that agreeing to participate in the study 

would mean being interviewed. Every reasonable effort was made to ensure that there was 

a witness to the signing of the consent. However, this was not always possible. 



Phases in the Methodology 

There were four phases including three overlapping phases and one final phase 

involved in this methodology (See Figure 6) .  

1) In-depth semi-structured interviews with Independent Living Movement 

non-involved consumers with disabilities 

2) In-depth semi-stmctured interviews with Independent Living Movement 

involved consumers with disabilities 

3)  Descriptive Profile of the Delivery of Assistive Technology in 

Manitoba 

4) A final phase of the study will be to b ~ g  together in a forum the persons 

interviewed in phases one and two to discuss the results and to validate the 

analysis. Participants can then use the information to assist in Iobbying 

efforts if desired. This last phase is a recognized technique in critical 

ethnography (Thomas, 1993). This wili occur outside the context of this 

thesis. 



Figure 6 

Phases in the Methodology 

II Phase 1 : Non-Involved in Independent Living Movement Interviews 

Core Interview: Personal Experiences 

Indirect Exploration of IL Principles 

Phase 2: Highly Involved in Independent Living Movement Interviews 

Il Direct Exploration o f  IL Principles 1 

- 

Core I n t e ~ e w :  Personal Experiences 

- 

1 Phase 3: Descriptive Profile of the Delivery of Assistive Technology in Manitoba 1 

I 

1 Review o f  Official Documents 1 
1- - 

- - - 

Literature Review 1 
1 I n t e ~ e w s  with Highly IL Involved Consumers 1 

1 Phase 4: Forum 1 



Phases (1) and 12): Interview Procedures 

A series of semi-structured in-depth i n t e ~ e w s  with IL non-involved and involved 

consumers with disabilities was carrieci out. InteMews were approximately 1 - 1 112 hours 

in duration. AU interviews were audio-taped and then transcribed. A record of ail 

interviews was kept (Appendix F). Each individual was asked three sets of questions (see 

Appendu G). These included the (A) Background Questionnaire, (£3) The Core 

Interview, and the (C) Specific questions for either the IL non-involved or invoived 

individuais. 

Prior to the interview, each person was given a background information 

questionnaire to document basic demographic characteristics. (Appendix G- 1) 

Cure /ritervia0 

The core inteMew was given to both groups and centred around their own 

expenence with the delivery of assistive technology. Topics covered in Appendix G-2 

were discussed. The questions listed served merely as a guide for the researcher with some 

questions ornitted or expanded upon depending upon the direction taken by the interview. 

Participants were allowed to expand on their own experiences and perceptions. 

These questions were designed to explore indirectly the way these individuais 

44 



approach the assistive technology delivery system (describeci below) in terms of what is 

advocated in the Independent Living philosophy. For instance? one question was "Ifa 

professional told you that you could not have a piece of equipment and you felt you 

should have it, what would you do?" The added questions for this group are listed in 

Appendix G-3. 

soecific Oztestions for the IL-involved indiviat~als wz~h disnbilities 

The additional questions for this group were designed to explore whether or not 

Independent Living principles were evident during their experience with the system. For 

instance? "Did you feel you were given control over choices regarding assistive 

technology?" It was hoped that the respondents would understand this type of terminology 

as expressing Independent Living principles. The added questions for this g o u p  are listed 

in Appendix G-4. 

A description of the assistive technology system in Manitoba was developed 

including methods of funding, personnel, laws and policies, and methods of access. This 

was related to the larger societal and political environment in which the Manitoban 

assistive technology system is situated. 

This description was developed through several information sources including 

review of official documents, review of lay documents, and the interviews with consumers 

highly involved in the Independent Living Movement. This policy and system review 

helped in understanding the environmentaYculturaI context of the consumer's expenences. 



Requests for information were sent to the Home Care Equiprnent Pool and to 

Rehabilitation Engineering Senrices. ( Ap pendk K) 

This review was necessarily iimited because of the defined scope of a Masters 

thesis. It is understood that a more in-depth profile should be generated in a 

comprehensive critical ethnography. However, this was beyond the scope of this project. 

Phase Four: Consumer Forum 

Al1 persons in te~ewed from Phases 1 and 2 will be invited back to a forum where 

results of the analysis will be discussed. They will be sent a letter of invitation to 

participate (Appendix H) with the understanding that they are under no obligation to do so 

even though they have already participated in the interviews. The forum is a recognized 

method of critical ethnography not only to ensure trustwonhiness of the of the study, but 

also to dlow the participants a spnngboard for future action should they wish to take it 

(Thomas, 1993). This forum will occur after the thesis defence. 

Managing and Recording Data 

InteMews were recorded and coded using Word Perfect for Windows ( 6.1A) 

word processing software. Interviews were stored both in audio-tape and hard-copy 

format. Confidentiality was protected by identifyuig transcripts, audiotapes and 

questionnaires by numbered codes rather than by participant narnes. The master list of 

narnes and codes was kept separate fiorn the study data. 



Data Analysis Strategies 

Data obtained from i n t e ~ e w s  were coded thematicdy, indexed, and any 

comrnon themes extracted. Following each interview, preliminary analysis of the data 

occurred to detemllne any connection with the Iiterature or any emerging patterns nom 

the analysis of previous data. It was hoped that this preliminary analysis would increase 

the efficiency of data collection and analysis. A "Contact Summary Form" (Appendix: I) 

described by Miles and Huberman (1994) was prepared after each in t e~ew.  This became 

the main method of coding, indexing and later extracting themes. 

The Strauss and Corbin Paradim Model 

To assia further in the andysis of the data, the investigator decided to use the Paradigm 

Analytical Model suggested by Strauss and Corbin (1990). This mode1 is intended to assin 

the researcher in moving towards an inductive approach to the material. This is a rnethod 

of axial' and selective2 coding suggested by the authors. The focus becomes one of 

relationships, connections and context which serve to enhance the density of analysis and 

the precision of the generated hypothesis. 

In the Paradigm Model, Strauss and Corbin (1990) link sub-categories to a 

category in a set of relationships denoting causal conditions, phenornenon, context, 

intervening conditions, actionfinteractional strategies, and consequences. These are 

Aûal Coding: A set of procedures whereby data are put back together in new ways after open coding. by m a h g  
connections between categories. This is doue by utiliUng a coding paradigm involving conditions, contek% action, 
fiteractional strategies and consequences (Strauss & Corbin, 1 990, p.96). 

Selrxtive Coding: The procas of seiecting the core category, systematically relating it to 0th categories. validating 
those relationships and f&g in categories that need finzher tefinement and development.(Strauss & Corbin, 1990, 
p. 1 16) 



defined in Table 2 (page 52). The analytic process follows a logical sequence in which a 

core category is chosen £kt. This is termed the phenomenon. Then sub-categories are 

linked to the phenornenon in the following way: A (conditions) lead to B (the 

phenomenon), which occurs within C (context), impacted on by D (intervening 

conditions), leading to E ( actions/intewentions) and resulting in F (consequences) 

relating to the core category. Strauss and Corbin (1990) beiieve that this is the only way to 

develop a theory for the data presented. 

They cautioned that this model should not be confused with a linear model as the 

analysis occurs in a dynamic fmhion, recognizing that no step occurs in isolation or 

without having an impact on others. This process insures that a systematic approach is 

utilized as the data fiom the i n t e ~ e w s  are grouped and integrated. It aiso provides a 

framework for the researcher to explore occurrences that do not appear to fit within the 

emerging t hemes. 

In this study the model was used to assist the researcher to h e  the data and 

provide a descriptive model for understanding the common themes among the 

respondents. The core category of "'Acquiring Assistive Technolog Needed for 

Independence" arose not only fiom the grounded theory of the paradigm model but also 

through the initial design and direction for interviewing. This core category then provided 

a focal point around which the other emergent categories were integrated into the 

analysis. A process of contextualïïtion descnbed by Denzin (1989) then occurred where 

what has been lemed about the phenomenon is fit back into the social world where it 

occurs. A critical analysis of this sociai world was carried out as suggested by Poland 



(1992). Through the process of grounding the core category and its contributing features 

within a socio-political context and consideration of conditions and consequences, a 

working theory was induced. This theory will be presentd in Chapter 9 in the 'modified 

conceptual modei" section. 

The paradigrn mode1 described by Strauss and Corbin (1990) dong with the 

categones determined in this study are illustrated in Figure 7 on page 53. Each category 

will be described in the following chapters. 

Trustworthiness of the Study 

To ensure trustworthiness, a process of triangulation occurred. This was achieved 

through the interviews, a review of historical documents and interviews of key individuals 

as well as what will be accomplished through the process of the final forum. My advisor 

for this thesis also reviewed the transcripts and themes and either agreed on themes or 

offered suggestions for further themes. The drafl thesis was also given to two of the study 

participants for cornments. 

Management of the Researcher Role 

In many respects, I c m  be considered to be an "insider" in this research for the following 

reasons: 

01 am known to many of these individuals due to my involvernent on various 

committees of disability groups 

*I know some people in management positions at Ten Ten Sinclair and Fokus 

1 am an occupational therapist who has an assistive technology private 

practise 



1 keep up to date on consumer issues related to assistive technology 

through my membership with RESNA 

.I have a disability myselfwhich can be an advantage for entry into this 

community 

It was an advantage for me not to have previously known everyone who 

volunteered for the interview from the non-involved group. I am M y  aware that many of 

the insider roles that 1 have can be an advantage. However, 1 am also aware of the dangers 

of being an insider and made every attempt to guard against my own bias in this project. 

As well, 1 attempted to probe for information fiom the participants even when these 

persons assumed 1 knew what they were talking about. 

Ethicd Considerations 

Approvai from the University of Manitoba's Faculty Cornmittee on the Use of 

Human Subjects in Research was obtained in July, 1994. Formal requests for entry were 

made to Ten Ten Sinclair, the Fokus units, Riverside Lions and the Canadian Paraplegic 

Association. Individual letters were sent to recognized leaders in disability organizations. 

Informed written consent was obtained fiom al1 participants. Each participant was 

told that participation in the study was voluntary and that he or she was fkee to refuse to 

anmer specfic questions or to discontinue at any tirne. 

Coddentiality was protected by identifjing transcripts, audiotapes and 

questionnaires by nurnbered codes rather than by participant names. The master list of 

names and codes was kept separate from the study data. 



As much as possible, descriptive information that would Iead to identification of a 

participant does not appear in any report. However, it was acknowledged to the 

participants that, due to the relatively s d l  population of persons with disabilities in 

Winnipeg and due to the familiarity of many of the highly involved consumer 

personalities, it is possible that some of their information may be recognizable. To alleviate 

some of this dificulty, identities were masked through the use ofpseudonyms and 

composite data aggregation, and, when necessary, the direct permission to use information 

and quotations from consumers once the data were aggregated. 



Table 2 

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS IN STRAUSS AND CORBIN PARADIGM MODEL 

(Strauss & Corbin, 1990) 

CAUSAL CONDITIONS - events, incidents, happenings that lead to the occurrence or 
development of a phenomenon. 

PHENOMENON (CORE CATEGORY) - the central idea, event, happening, incident 
about which a set of actions or interactions are directed at managing, handling, or to 
which the set of actions is related. 

CONTEXT - the specific set of properties that pertain to a phenomenon, that is, the 
locations of events or incidents pertaining to a phenomenon dong a dimensional range. 
Context represents the particular set of conditions within which the actionlinteractional 
strategies are taken. 

INTERVENING CONDITIONS - the structural conditions, bearing on 
actiodinteractional strategies that pertain to a phenomenon. They facilitate or constrain 
the strategies taken within a specific conte-. 

ACTIONSlINTERVENTIONS - strategies devised to manage, handl~ carry out, 
respond to a phenomenon under a specific set of perceived conditions. 

CONSEQUENCES - outcornes or results of action and interaction. 
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Chapter Five 



CHAPTER 5 - RESULTS: THE CORE CATEGORY, THE 
CONDITIONS, THE CONTEXT 

This chapter of results presents the analysis of the data in relationship to three 

categories of the Strauss and Corbin (1990) model: 1) core category, 

2) conditions, and 3) context. Use of  this model as an analytic framework provided the 

investigator with a systematic method of  developing a grounded theory. 

The Core Category 

The core category for this study has been &en the title "Acquisition of Assistive 

Technology Needed for Independence". The core category or phenomenon is defined 

as "the central idea, event, happening, incident about which a set of actions or interactions 

are directed at managing, handling, or to which the set of actions is related" (Strauss & 

Corbin, 1990, p.96). 

While there may be more than one core category found within the data set, 

Strauss and Corbin stressed the importance of deaiing with one, and only one, core 

category at this level of analysis. 

" ... a decision as to the central phenomenon is crucial to the 
audy. The central phenomenon is at the heart of  the 
integration process. It is the essentid cernent in putting 
together-and keeping together - al1 the components in the 
theory" (Strauss and Corbin, 1990: 124). 

The selection of "The Acquisition of Assistive Technology Needed for Independence" 

as the core category was based on the initial question going into the interviews and the 

main topic on which all participants focused. Although the initial question focused on 



'What is your experience with the delivery of assistive technology in Manitoba", the 

participants expandeci on it and discussed how important it was to acquire the equipment 

(assistive technology) to allow for independence in their ïives. The researcher could then 

fit other themes into the categories of cont ea ,  intervening conditions, strategies and 

consequences which seemed to relate well to the chosen core category. 

. . *  v Acauisition of Assistive Technologv is Important for Indeoendence 

Assistive technology is one aspect of the iife of the person with a disability. However, 

it is a very important aspect in North Amerka. There has been a technology explosion in 

society in general: remote controls to operate televisions and garage doors, cornputers, 

electronic mail, and fax machines are commonplace items in the 1990s. Many of these 

items could be considered luxunes, since people could still fùnction, aibeit, perhaps less 

efficiently without them. However, to a person with a disability in North Amenca, where 

the expectation is, given the proper resources, the individual can be self-sufficient in al1 

aspects of life, assistive technology is not a luxury. It is a thread woven into the fabric of 

life. If this thread is missing, the ability to live independently is weakened. 

The following excerpts illustrate the meaning of assistive technology in various 

participants' lives: 'Tf I dih't have my wheelchair I wouldn't be able to go out, walk to 

work and walk home. I wmkin't have a job (00 1 .IL p. 8 ). 

The following person explains how important even relatively simple devices are to 

her fùnctioning: 



I wmId buy a c m  opener jzist like every other person would bziy a cm2 
opener. if's going to mean a lot more to me than it wmld be to an able 
bodiedperson mid il's going to be more important for me to chose a 
spec13c c m  opmer as compared to a lot of other people ... Weke not 
talking special as in lzmry,.. I think everyone else in the free world can do 
it. why sharI&'t I? (.O0 1 .IL p.9 478-496) 

Having the appropriate assistive technology means the dioerence between living in the 

cornmunity or living in an institution to the next participant: 

It aiways bothers me wheri people can't [get what they need] becmise the 
thi~gs thut I zcse are so important to me and I've got to have hem. I 
cmddft [ive here withour the paver chair md the T m  [environmentd 
control unit] I'd be in a mrrsing home some pluce, thal's the drflerence il 
makes in my lifstyle now. Lord knows how many other people jzist 
haven't had the good fortune I've had (.OOI.NIL p.9 ). 

The next respondent had explained in her interview how a scooter was more beneficial to 

her than a power wheelchair because she felt it allowed her to keep her back muscles 

strong so that she could participate in other activities. 

As I snid the scooter was the best thitlg that happened to me, ... I cm1 still 
get irito a canoe md canoe, I cmi still ride on a smwmobile behind 
somebody, a d  hose eqwïences in life is the r e m  why I'm able to ride 
the scooter too ( O  1 1 .NIL p 12). 

The following respondent described the psychological and social impact of a manual 

venus a power wheelchair. 

The solutioji of a back-up to a mmmai wheelchair user is pite effectzve 
but to apower wheelchair iiser. someone not able to really be mobile wzth 
a matnicd chair, whrn your power chair breaks down in the eady part of a 
weekend. you're really immobile for the rest of the weekerd untiI oflce 
hotirs [of the Wheelchair Repair Service] open again. and that's a terrible 
cost personaliy. Yozr have to reIy on someone else to push you around 
(012.L p7-8 ). 

These excerpts from the participants' narratives illustrate the importance of the 



technology to their lives. The individuals discussed how technology is important to 

fùnctioning, participation in meaningfùl activities, to eligibility for living arrangements and 

to their standard of living. One individual described assistive technology as a necessity not 

a luxury. 

Causal Conditions 

According to Strauss and Corbin (1990) the "Causal Conditions" of the paradigm mode1 

refer to: 

the events or incidents that lead to the occurrence or development of a 
phenomenon. For example, if interested in the phenomenon of pain, we 
might discover that breaking a leg or having arthrîtis can lead to pain 
(P- 100) 

In this study, causal conditions wilf be discussed in terms of the demographic and 

disability-related variables influencing the expenence of individuals interviewed and how 

these factors in tum influence their need for assistive technology. This will include age, 

type of disorder, onset of disability, level of disability, sarnpling source, type of residence, 

employment status, use of an attendant, highly involved versus not highly involved in the 

Independent Living Movement, length of time using assistive technology, type of assistive 

technology used and main assistive technology source. 

As described previously, this sample was drawn fiom a variety of sources including 

disability organizations, Fokus Housing, Riverside Lions Housing, Canadian Paraplegic 

Association, and Snowball sampling. Seventeen urban dwelling adults with both mobility 



and agility irnpairments were interviewed. Al1 had agility as well as mobility impairments. 

Age R a n e  

Exact age was not requested, however age-range data demonstrated an age range 

for the sample between 26 and 65, with twelve out of the seventeen individuals between 

46 and 55 years. Age of onset of their disabilities ranged frorn birth to adulthood. 

Reasons for Disability 

Reasons for disability included Polio: 6; Spinal cord injury: 4; Spinal Muscular 

Atrophy: 2; Rheumatoid Arfhritis: 1 ; Cerebral Palsy: 1 ; Brain Injury: I ; and Multiple 

Sclerosis: 2. Individuals had either been bom with their disability (1) or acquired it as a 

child (6), adolescent (4) or as an adult (6). Thus even in this small sample of seventeen 

individuais, there was present a variety of different disabilities and age at which the 

disability was acquired. 

Level of DisabiIity 

Although everyone in this sample had both a mobility and an agility impairment, 

their levels of impairment differed. Individuals ranged from having complete quadriplegia, 

various levels of quadriplegia, to quadriparesis, to paraplegia, to hemiplegia, to arthritis in 

dl four limbs. 

Samplin~ Source 

Nine people were obtained through direct letters to disability organizations. Four 

were obtained fiom the Fokus Housing, one from Riverside Lions housing, one from CPA 

and two fiom Snowball sampling. 



Residence 

N i e  individuals live in Fokus housing, three in apartments not associated with 

Fokus, and five live in houses. 

Use of Attendant 

Three people indicated that they did not use an attendant, however one of these 

individuais later discussed how his wife assisted him with some of his ADL tasks. 

Highly lnvolved versus Not Hi hlv Involved in the Independent Livine Movement 

/IL versus NIL) 

Nine out of the seventeen individuals were classified as IL, defined for the 

purposes of this study as: 

1) having a leadership position or empioyed with a disability organization; 
2) well versed in the Independent Living philosophy; and 
3) having a wider perspective on the delivery of assistive technology due to 

their position in a disability organization. 

Five of the seventeen individuals i n t e ~ e w e d  were femdes and of these, three were 
classified as IL. 

Nine out of the seventeen people i n t e ~ e w e d  worked full-the, six were 

unemployed, one retired early due to disability, and one was on a leave of absence due to 

health problerns. Individuals, who were employed, worked in a variety of occupations 



including three management positions in disability organjzations, three individuais who 

provide information, referrd and counseliing at disability organizations, two individuals 

who have senior management positions with the provincial govemment. One individual 

was an office worker at a disability organization and one was an educator. Of those 

unemployed, one had never worked, one had worked as a labourer which resulted in 

hifier injury, one had owned a pnvate business prior to injury, one had been in the army 

prior to onset of the disease, one had worked in an office, one had been a homemaker and 

one person had worked as a health-related professional prior to retirement. 

It should be noted that in the W o n - I L  distribution related to employment: in the 

NIL classification, 6/8 were unemployed, while in the IL classification none were 

unemployed with the exception of one who retired due to hisher disability. Part of thk is, 

of course, due to the classification method which was set up to identi@ IL versus NIL 

individuals. 

Assistive Technoloq 

Time using assistive technology ranged fiom six to 40 years with the average time 

being 28.3 years. This average provides an estimate of the length of time with a disability 

and provides evidence that the individuals had had a considerable expenence with assistive 

technology and its delivery system. 

Main Source of Assistive Technologl! 

For 15 of 17 individuals the main source of assistive technology hnding was the 



government-sponsored program . The two remainùig individuals were covered by 

Worker's Compensation. Two individuals also had innirance coverage. 

Tvae Of Assisirive Technolq  Used 

A wide variety of assistive technology used was descnbed by these individuals in 

the interview. This variety included devices in the following assistive technology 

categories: mobility, home modifications, lifting, bathing, bed, dressing, writingreading 

communication (no augmentative comrnu~ucation devices were included), breathing, 

driving, and orthotics. 

The average number ofassistive technology devices per person was 7.9 devices. 

The average of the NIL group was 7.6 and of the IL group was 8.2 devices; however, one 

person in the IL group skewed the results by having sixteen devices. 

By far the most common type of assistive technology was mobility aids (including 

power and manual wheelchairs). The next most widely used types of assistive technology 

included driving adaptations and lifts, door openers, wheelchair cushions, reachers, body 

lifters and speaker phones. Three individuals were ventilator(respirator) dependent and 

two othen used a CPAP (Continuous Positive Air Pressure) machine which may indicate 

that they will be ventilator candidates in the near fûture. This is a machine that assists in 

keeping the ainvay open at night when the individual is asleep. It is used by persons with 

sleep apnea, however, many people with post-polio syndrome have had to start using it 

with the detenoration of their condition. 



It is possible that respondents may have forgotten some of the items during the 

interview since they take them for granted. This did happen during some of the 

in te~ews .  For instance, an individual would describe Wher assistive technology but 

neglect to include the powerchair in which hdshe was sitting until the investigator 

reminded them of it. Therefore, it is possible that the numbers of devices are not entirely 

accurate. However, the figures do provide a feel for the type of equipment the participants 

have. 

-sa1 Conditions 

These seventeen individuals have experienced agility and mobility disabilities as the 

result of binh disorder, disease or trauma. Most individuals have had their disability for 

several years and thus have had expenence with the delivery of assistive technology. 

Although most are employed, they still rely on the government-sponsored program for 

assistive technology. Their disability requires that they use a wide variety of assistive 

technologies. 

The Context 

According to Strauss and Corbin (1 990, p. 10 1 ), cotlrexl " represents the specific 

set of properties that pertain to a phenomenon; that is, the location of events or incidents 

pertaining to a phenornenon dong a dimensional range". Descnbing the context enables 

one to understand the rasons for an individual to choose certain strategies in particular 

situations. In this study, the context is described from a socio-political perspective as the 

range of assistive technology senrices or ccsystems7' available to the adult consumer in 



Winnipeg, Manitoba. 

hsistive Technolow Service Delivery in C u  

wthin the context of Manitoba Health guidelines, assistive technology is 

considered to be a support senrice. Hedth seMces are generally covered by provincial 

govemment programs in Canada which are govemed by the Canada Health Act (1984) 

which defines five principles: public administration, comprehensiveness, universality, 

portability, and accessibility. (Statutes of Canada, 1993). Despite these principles each 

province in Canada controls its own health care program and this results in diffierences in 

the delivery of services across Canada. The delivery of assistive technology, including 

what equiprnent is provided and what seMces are provided, diEers across Canada. For 

instance, at the time of this study (1994-95) , Ontario had a specific Assistive Device 

Program (ADP) with specific ADP vendors and seMce providers. Ontario consumers had 

a wider variety of products available to them than did the consumers in Manitoba. 

Traditionally, govemment-sponsored programs have been delivered using a medical mode1 

( where authority for decision making rests with a professional, pnmarily a physician) , 

which is described in some detail in this thesis. 

Trends 

Manitobans have been faced with government cutbacks to their health care system 

sirnilar to those in other provinces in Canada and to the States in the United States. The 



rise of the disability consumer movernent, increased consumer rights, increased 

accessibility of the built environment and the proliferation of new assistive technology 

professionals and vendors has happened at the same tirne. 

Two important pieces of legislation in the United States relate to assistive 

technologies. The Amencans with Disabilities Act (1990) is a civil rights act which 

guarantees equal access to and oppomullties in employment, transportation, public 

accommodations, state and local govemment, and telecommunications for individuals with 

disabilities. Many issues of access revolve around the use of assistive technologies. The 

Technology-ReIated Assistance Act (1994) was the first federal legislation that specifically 

addressed expansion of the availability of assistive technology devices and services. 

Although there is no sirnilar Iegislation in Canada, their impact spills over into this country 

as people expect to be treated in a sirnilar manner. 

Acquisition Patterns 

Within the context of assistive technology delivery, there are four acquisition 

routes for adults with disabilities in Manitoba. They can: 

1. rely on the government sponsored programs 

2. rely on private or public insurance 

3. purchase their own equipment directly from a vendor 

4. use a mixture of these acquisition routes. 

Because there is no coordinated approach to assistive technology in Manitoba, it 

could not be said that there is an assistive technology c'system". There is a variety of 



acquisition routes with multiple providers, sometimes a duplication of effort, and 

dependent on the person's eligibility for entitlement. The following quote provides a 

backdrop for the present deiivery of assistive technology. 

ïhere hm not beeri a coordimled upproUch here for ussistive devices. ... 
a's a varieîy and a hodgepodge of imrance, like Azltopac. and private 
imrance companies, and Htie Cross utrd SUD crnd Cana& Pension P l m  
and Workers Compe~ts~tion mui Veteruns Itrdependence Program, u 
mynad of other progroms al2 apprwching and duplicuting the access to 
products bawd on somebody's assesment or need and entitlernenf. and it 
ail gels back ro whose money pays for what mrd therefore who controls the 
choices m?d whar buremcracy fhey ptrt in place lo i@eme?»t those 
choices. So il's a very mixed tip world there. ail mixed zip in this 
duplication of private and public services and who pays for what (-003. IL 
pl 1)- 

Each of the three discrete acquisition routes will now be discussed. However, it 

should be noted that very little officiai information was available from these sources. One 

is reliant on brief pamphlets or one-page documents. In the case of the Home Care 

program, it was very difficult to obtain any idormation at dl. The information presented is 

that which was available at the time of the study (1994-95). 

A cotri.~itzon Route I : Provir icial Goven~mertt-S~orrsored Promams 

There are three government-sponsored assistive technology programs: the 1) Home Care 

Equipment Branch, 2) Wheelchair SeMces and the 3) Special Devices Program in the 

Rehabilitation Engineering Department, Heaith Sciences Centre. These are separately run 

programs. Occupational therapy and physical therapy assessments (4) also make up part of 

this "system". Formal peer counsellors (5) working at non-profit agencies will also be 

mentioned in this section. 



Home Care Emi~ment  Brandi 

The Home Care Equipment Branch is an ami of  Manitoba Heaith. Its objectives are to 

on loan certain types of medical equipment to facilitate the care of 
individuals within their own homes rather than hospitals or other types of 
institutions with an aim of improving the health and well-being of the 
population. l 

Note that al1 equipment was descnbed as "medical equipment" irnplying a medical 

model rather than a cornmunity model. Many changes have occurred within this 

government branch since the early 1990's. Before this time, more equipment was available 

on loan. At the time of the interviews, the following assistive technology items related to 

this study were available: commode chairs, hospital beds, side rails, overhead bars, Hoyer 

Lifis. 

Prior to the 1990ts, bath stools, raised toilet seats, canes, cmtches, walkers, and 

grab bars were also provided. The type of equiprnent provided by this program has 

lessened with government cutbacks. The Branch also bulk purchases standard and 

motorized wheelchairs which are distributed, maintained and controlled by the Society for 

Manitobans with Disabilities Inc. through Wheelchair Services. 

Wheelchair Services 

There are two prograrns operating under Wheelchair SeMces: the Standard 

1. This and following references are from a four-page document from the Home Care Branch 
entitled "Program Objectives or Goals" which is not dated. See Appendk K-1. 



Wheelchair and the Motorized Wheelchair programs. 

Standard Wheelchair Program 

Program documentation describes this service in the fotlowing statement: 

?the Society for Manitobans with Disabilities Inc. act as service agents for 
the Province. Wheelchairs are provided to residents of Manitoba on a loan 
basis under physician's prescription."' 

Motorized FKheelchair Promam 

The second program is described in the same document: 

''This program provides a lirnited number of motorized wheelchairs 
(approximately 30 per annurn) to Manitoba residents who through 
an assessrnent process are deemed to be in need of a power chair. 
The assessrnent is perfoxmed by a Wheelchair cornmittee who 
pnorize distribution by considering the extent of disability and 
whether the applicant is working or attending an educational 
facility. Mer approva! the power chairs are purchased by [the 
Home Care Branch] and distributed by the Society for Manitobans 
with Disabilities Inc.. .. 
... This program is geared towards assisting the physically disabled 
who are employed or attending an educational facility. priontintion 
is required due to a lirnited number of power chairs available for 
loan." 

In order to qua le  for a wheelchair, the individual must have a physician's 

prescription, illustrating the medicai mode1 in place. Prioritization is also given on the basis 

of extent of disability, vocational and educational needs. The Society for Manitobans with 

Disabilities dso sells mobility aids and accessories including wheelchairs, scooters, canes, 

cmtches, walkers, seating and home-care products. This has created some tension 

between the vendor and disabiiity 

2. Monnation quoted in this section is taken fiom either the previously mentioned 
document provided by the Home Care Branch or a pamphlet fiom the Society for 
Manitobans with Disabilities entitled "Wheelchair Senrices". 



cornmunities, both of whom feel that the Society for Manitobans with Disabilities has an 

unfair purchashg advantage over other vendon and can thus undercut their markets 

(Personal communication with investigator Feb, 1995). 

Soecia! Devices at Rehabifitatzorz Engineering 

The Rehabilitation Engineering Department of the Health Sciences 

Centre in Winnipeg provides prosthetic, orthotic, and specid devices 

services for the " physically challenged". 

According to their pamphlet, "ad~dts with disabifities have come to rely otz the 

SpeciaI Devices Section for speciaked mechanical and elecironic ai& These ai& 

iircIzde uz~tomotive adaptations, wheelchoir r n o d ~ ~ c ~ ~ z o n î .  and seatirzg, comrnunicatiorz 

aids, eerwironrnerrtal corztroZs, and many o thr  azds /O e n h c e  hi& living. Each device is 

cicstorn made or rnodfied to meet the client 's i~tdividual neetr" (Departmental pamphlet). 

To obtain these services, the individual can either contact the program directly or 

go through agencies such as the Canadian Paraplegic Association, Cornmunity Therapy 

S e ~ c e s ,  or various community interest groups. Multidisciplinary clinics are available 

when necessary for assessrnent of technology needs. This seMce is hospital based and 

uses the medical mode1 of service delivery. 

Ocnr~a~ io~~a t  and PhvsicaZ 731ercrp-v Assessmen~s 

Other than the Rehabilitation Engineering assessments, occupational and physical 

therapy adult assistive technology assessments are available through Cornrnunity Therapy 

SeMces and occupational therapy services at many of the hospitals and long-tem care 



facilities. Occupational therapy services are also available at Ten Ten Sinclair. In most 

cases, assistive technology consultation is performed by occupational therapists. Expertise 

plus the amount and type of services available varies in these various organizations. There 

is one known private assistive technology consultation service operated by an 

occupational therapist and a rehabilitation engineer. These services are not fùnded by the 

government-sponsored program but are mentioned here for completeness. The number of 

private occupational and physical therapy organizations in Winnipeg is increasing and 

many of these organizations may offer some assistive technology consultations. 

Fonnal Peer Cmmsellors 

Although not formally recognized as part of the assistive technology team, formal 

peer counsellors were a very important team component mentioned by study participants. 

Formai peer counselling is recognized as that advice and assistance given by peers who are 

comparably disabled and who are paid by disability associations to provide advice and 

assistance. This seMce is available at Ten Ten Sinclair, Canadian Paraplegic Association 

and the Independent Living Resource Centre. 

Idealized descriptions and flow charts have been developed by the investigator to 

charactenze the four methods of assistive technology acquisition.To illustrate the usual 

process an individual goes through to obtain equipment in the government-sponsored 

programs, the fIow diagram (Figure 8) on page 72 has been constmcted by the researcher 

based on the data obtained. 



Someone relying on the provincial govemment program either knows what 

equipment they need or want. If they don? know what they need or want, a primary 

source of information appean tu be their peers. (This will be discussed later in Chapter 

7:"Strategies"). The individual m u t  then gain entry into the program according to certain 

eligibility cfitena. Eligibility criteria for either the Home Care Equiprnent or Wheelchair 

Services is as follows: 

Clients receiving equipment from the Home Care Equipment 
Branch must be residents of the Province of Manitoba, must be 
registered with the Manitoba Health Services Commission and 
under the medical care of a physician, public health nurse or 
Victorian Order of Nursing. The medical condition of the client 
must warrant that home care is the rnost appropriate type of care. 
Al1 requests for the loan of medical equipment must be placed by 
authorized medical personnel. Equipment is supplied to the patient 
without charge under the direction of a physician or other health 
care personnel. It should be noted, the program is a comrnunity 
based program and seMces are not provided to residents of heaith 
care institutions ie, persona1 care homes.' 

3~nformation quoted in this section is taken from either the previously mentioned 
document provided by the Home Care Branch or a pamphlet from the Society for Manitobans 
wit h Disabilities entitled "Wheelchair Services". 



Figure 8 

HOW EQUIPMENT IS OBTAINED 

Acquisition Route 1: Proincial Government Sponsored Program 

Consumer Eligible for Program 

Refend From Healt h Care Professional 

Multiple InteMewd Professional v Assessments 

Equipment Provided 

i + 
Province Provides Maintenance 



As the previous paragraph indicates, the eligibility criteria is based on a "rnedical model" 

in which a professional determines eligiiility. It specifies that the individual must be under 

"medical c d ,  equiprnent is called "medical equipment" and requests must be placed by 

"authorized medical personnel". Equipment is under the "direction of a physician or other 

hedth care personnel. Although initially referred to as "clients" in this paragraph, 

individuals are later referred to as "patients". 

According to the Society for Manitobans Wheelchair Services pamphlet, other 

eligibility requirements include "Aboriginal persons with Treaty status through an 

agreement with Health and Welfare Canada". However, 'Tndividuals covered by Workers 

Compensation and the Department of Veterans Anairs as well as residents of persona1 

care homes and institutions are NOT ELIGIBLE for loan, maintenance or serviceyy 

Individuals, who live in personal care homes and institutions, must pay for their 

own equipment. This, in effect, sets up an inequitable situation. Although not described in 

the materials available From the Home Care Branch, a professional assessment by an 

occupational therapist, a physiotherapist, or sometimes a nurse or physician is usually 

required prior to obtaining the equipment. In some cases, this step was circumvented, as 

described by individuals i n t e ~ e w e d  who "hew the nght comections" or %ho were 

known a long time by the system". However, this did not always work as several persons 

with long-time disabilities descnbed how they had t o  be assessed for what they felt were 

very minor types of equipment. 

Equipment is provided fiom the stock available fiom Home Care, Wheelchair 



Services or from Rehabilitation Engineering. Maintenance is provided by these services. 

There are several private insurance companies that cover the cost of assistive 

technologies, however, it is beyond the scope of this study to descnbe the policies of these 

various companies. As wel1, there are several public insurance companies that cover the 

expenses of  assistive technology. These include Workers Compensation, Vocational 

Rehabilitation for Disabled People (VRDP), and Manitoba Public Insurance Corporation. 

(Indian ARairs and Veterans Main ,  Departments of the Federal Govemment, dso cover 

certain individuals but these two groups are not part of this study.) Both the private and 

public insurance companies will occasionaily employ occupational therapists on contracts 

fiom pnvately and publicly funded organizations to assess what equipment is needed. 

To illustrate the process of "acquisition of equipment" in this case? a flow diagram 

(Figure 9) on page 75 has been constructed by the researcher based on the data obtained. 

Again the individual either knows what rhey want or need or they don't know and 

they seek the advice of peers. The insurance company may request a professional 

assessrnent by an occupational therapist, physiotherapist, or physician. For those who do 

not know what they want or need, this provides necessary assistance. For those who do 

know what they want, this may be considered to be just an added step. In some cases the 

insurance company will contact the vendors, while in other cases, the individual will 

contact the vendor directly. Maintenance may be the responsibility of either the individual 

or the company depending upon the specific terms of the policy. 
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There are a growing number of assistive technology vendors in Winnipeg. Thirty- 

two vendors were found in the City of Winnipeg Yellow Pages (1994) who sold products 

used by individuals in this study. They were listed under various categones: Medical 

Supplies (17); Wheel chairs (6); and Wheel Chair Lifts and Ramps (9). Severd of these 

vendors have formed a vendor association (personal communication Nov, 1994). It should 

be noted that some products for penons with disabiIities are purchased f?om vendors who 

are not listed as providing "disability" related technology. Therefore, they would not be 

considered in this list. For instance, a 16" high toilet can be purchased from a plurnbing 

distributor. As another example, some people get their power wheelchairs upholstered by 

an upholsterer (Based on results of interviews). 

For professionai assessments, a person can contact a pnvately or publicly funded 

occupational therapist for advice about what to purchase from a vendor after obtaining a 

physician's assessment. The person may then take hidher purchase to Kehabilitation 

E n g i n e e ~ g  Services for modifications. 

The process that the individuai experiences to obtain equipment directly fiom the 

vendor is illustrated in Figure 10, page 78. 

Again ifindividuals do not know what they need, they may talk to peers; they may 

also talk with professionals. They must seek out vendon, shop around for the price and 

the feahires that they want and then purchase the equipment. These steps are similar to 

purchasing other commodities in society. In this case, the individuals are responsible for 



maintairing their own equipment and thus must seek out repair services. Note that one 

major difference between this "~ystern~~ and the other two, is the lack of bureaucratie steps 

involved. 



Figure IO 

HOW EQUIPMENC IS OBTAlINED 
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The majority of the study infonnants fit into this fourth category. They may use 

the govemrnent-sponsored systern but they also purchase equipment directiy on their own. 

Altematively, they rnay receive sorne sort of insurance but use the government-sponsored 

systern and aiso pay for some items on their own. 

Acauisition Summary 

The limitations and assets of the first three acquisition methods are outlined in 

Table 3, page 80. For instance, although the govenunent sponsored method is free, 

respondents identified barriers including bureaucratic "red tape", multiple professional 

assessments and limited choices available. Some equiprnent is dependent on whether or 

not the person works or is enrolled in an educational program. 

Having insurance to purchase equipment means that the person would have to 

have had a traumatic injury resulting in disability. They still generally have to go through 

the bureaucracy, including professional assessments. Eligibility for assistive technology 

may be dependent on whether the item is deemed to be medicaliy or vocationally 

necessary. Eligibility is also dependent on the type of disability. 

When consumers have their own money to purchase assistive technology, they can 

deal directly with a vendor, potentially hire an occupationai therapist and  as a result, have 

more control over the process. Acquisition method four has the advantages and 

disadvantages of al1 three methods. 



Table 3 

Critique of Each Assistive Technology Acquisition Method 
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This section of the chapter began with a social-political perspective bnefly 

describing assistive technology service deiivery in Canada and the United States. Four 

assistive technology acquisition methods have been descnbed to provide a backdrop or 

"context" to the core category of "acquisition of assistive technology needed for 

independence". The dimensionai range descnbed is one going &om "little choice, little 

control, no cost" in the government-sponsored program to "having choice and control but 

costing a great deal of rnoney" in the third method where consumers purchase assistive 

technology and equipment with their own money. There is also variety in the application 

of the medical model, dependent on the acquisition route used. 

Chapter Five Summary 

This chapter has deait with the analysis of the data related to three categories of 

the Strauss and Corbin Mode1 (1990) : the core category (acquisition of assistive 

technology needed for independence), the conditions and the context. The following 

chapters have been organized around the rest of the Strauss and Corbin categones of 

intervening conditions strategies (actions/interventions), and finally consequences. 



CHAPTER 6 - RESULTS : INTERVENINC CONDITIONS 

Strauss and Corbin's (1990) Psradigm Model defines intervening conditions as 

the structural conditions bearing on a~tio~nteractionai strategies that 
pertain to a phenomenon. They facilitate or constrain the strategies taken 
within a spec5c context. (p.96) 

In this case, the researcher has defined this category as those conditions which facilitate or 

constrain the acquisition of assistive technology needed for independence. These 

conditions or themes were chosen for this category based on interpretation of the data 

fiom the informants. Several intervening conditions were identified, including information 

sources, bureaucracies, choice, professionals, vendon, and accessibility of the built 

environment. 

It is this researcher's contention that these intervening conditions are dl examples 

of environmental factors which either facilitate or constrain the individual's ability to get 

assistive technology. The ability to procure assidve technology facilitates independence. 

The reverse is also tme: the inabiiity to procure assistive technology creates a barrier and 

constrains independence. 

Disabled Peoples International (198 1) defined handicap as "the loss or limitation 

of opportunities to take part in the normal Ne of the community on an equal level with 

others due to physical and social barriers". Social attitudes, policies and inaccessible 

environments, which disallow the acquisition of assistive technology create a handicapping 

situation for individuais with disabilities in which they cannot hlly participate on an equd 

level with others in their community. 



One fiame work that recognizes the importance of the environment creating 

barriers or facilitators for penons with disabilities is that developed by Whiteneck & 

Fougeyrollas (1996). This researcher decided to frame part of the analysis using the mode1 

as was discussed in Chapter three. By fiaming the analysis within the Individual and 

Environmental Deteminants of Handicap Situations and Social Participation Mode1 

(Whiteneck & Fougeyrollas, 1996), the researcher was better able to class@ and j u w  

assignment of themes to the Intervening Conditions category. This integration and 

analysis will be discussed at the end of the chapter. 

The intervening conditions identified fiom the data analy sis were: 

1) idormation sources, 2) cost and eligibility, 3) bureaucracies, 4) choice, 

5)professionals, 6) vendors, and 7) accessibility of the built environment. 

Information Sources 

Respondents descnbed several possible sources of assistive technology 

information. These included disability-related magazines, therapists, peers, advertising 

fiom vendors, disability organizations, direct contact with vendors, vendor displays, 

ProductAbilityl and ARCOR'. However, most of those responding in this ares were 

classified as "IL" rneaning that they probably had adequate access to information. Many 

1. ProductAbility was created as a product information service. Originaily located at 
ARCOR, it did offer some product displays. However, after ARCOR closed in 1995, 
ProductAbility moved to Ten-Ten Sinclair. In 1996 ProductAbility lost a great deal of its 
fûnding . 

2. ARCOR stood for the Aging and Rehabilitation Product Development Centre, a 
federally funded organization. The organization closed in 1995 after five years. ARCOR 
still existed during the time that interviews were conducted. 



of these persons worked at disability organizations which directly provided this type of 

information to the public. It is important to note that not allc7L" classified individuais felt 

comected to information sources. Two persons who provided data in this area were 

classified as 'T\n[L". One of these people commented that she did not "have a clue" as to 

how to find out information on equipment. Even with this nurnber of idormation sources 

several problems were identified, even by those classified as 'TL". 

Problems with Information Sources 

Five themes emerged related to problems with information sources: 

A) Three groups particularly seem to lack information 

B) Transportation to many of the vendors is dificult 

C) There is no place to go to check out products 

D) Information provided in magazine ads is haphazard; people seem to like to cal1 peers 

for the information 

E) People do not know where to go to get information 

nree  Grmi~s Particularlv Seem fo Lack Information. 

The data indicate that three groups particularly seem to lack information: seniors 

with disabilities (007.L 003.L); the newly disabled (002.L); and anyone who does not 

have a spinal cord injury (016.L). The following passage implies that those who are not 

comected via professionals are on theû own in the system and also implies variation in 



how people qua;iSr for this ccinfonnation connecting system". 

Where do yorr get a wheelchor? How do you get a wheelchair? Whar 
kind of information? ïhere are banancaUy people who don? go into the 
Rehab ho.spitaZ. .. ntey might end up being disabled because they're elder& 
and they don? need any social worker. t k y  don 'r get any projesszonal, 
they j t s ~  need a wheelchar ami in thaf area I fmnd a for mount of 
people q i n g  that il's wry cornplicated. you don't know where to get the 
information. Very o f ln  they phone the Red Cross. Well the Red Cross 
tends out certain kinds of wheelchairs but zhey don't sell my wheekhairs, 
su then ym sfart looking around and some people have paid an 
astronomical amount becaure they donPt know whar kÎnd of wheelchair 
they s h d d  be getting (007.L p.7). 

I've seen younger ineqverienced zrsers corne out reaily W n g  no i&a even where 
tu srart on what kind of a prdtct or even devices thnt are avdable.. .Some 
people, believe if or not, don't even k m  thal a TOSC unit [environmental 
control unit/ exists andjust knowingyou c m  red& get a device that will tunz 
(ighs on or ofland open y w  door und thot for you...And of course when zt 
cornes down to it, yozr do need some kind of access tu the ic7fomation or access to 
people who have fhot i~iforrnation or deliver thai kind of informafion (002. IL p7). 

This latter statement was made by an individual who works for a disability organization 

and whose job it is to advise on assistive technology equipment. 

Several questions arise nom these data. How long does it take for a newly disabled 

person to find information on assistive technology? What political and societal values 

influence the lack of access by elderly disabled people who receive less information than 

other people with disabilities such as those with spinal cord injuries? Why do persons with 

spinal cord injuries get more information on technology than persons with other 

diagnoses, such as brain injuries, multiple sclerosis, cerebral palsy, and spina bifida? 1s it 

because they could potentially use more technology or is it because of greater advocacy 

activity arnong the mernbers of this group? These questions need fùrther study. 



Tran~ortation /O Mmv of  the Péndors is Bifimrlt 

In Winnipeg many of the assistive technology vendors are located in industrial 

parks, rather than in malls. This forces the individual to make a specific trip to the vendor 

location. One individual (0 14.NIL) discussed the difficulties wit h wheelchair 

transportation systems which would be used to get to a vendor. If HandiTransit is used, it 

must be booked three days in advance. Priority is given to those who work, go to school 

or who require transportation to go to a doctor's appointment. Although this individual is 

eligible for some pnvate transportation, only 24 social tnps are allowed per year, which is 

how a trip to the vendor would be classified. Therefore, the individual mua protect those 

outing times. 
7llere is No Place to go to Check Otrt Prodzrcrs 

Several informants commented on the absence of a centre where a wide range of 

aids and adaptations could be evaluated: 

I press I've aiuqys wotldered why ive coiilah 't go sommhere attd see wlmt 
iim availnble ami have a Iittie more choice and more it~ormatiotr about 
aJter~~a~iws ami clioice aboirt u~hat we were gohg to try. It's hard to Jeal 
in t h  abstrucr ro decide ivhat orle nreds. ... I wottder what other thil~gs 1 
dodt h o w  abocrr thal cotrld make my iife a lot easier. coirld make my life 
more itidepetlde~. thut rfl had some better access to the i~forrnatioï~ thnt 
1 migh chwse to try ami mi& ziItimatdy bet~efit from ( O  1 2. IL p5). 

I'm ttoi mare of a pluce thal you cair go tu and check out, kitld of thing 
atid play arowtd. withoril the birreaircracy there. withorit the profsssio,tuis 
there. jiisî some place where yorr cati go attd~zrst look mld see what's there 
(005.L p6). 



Information Provided in Mu~uzine A& is Hmhmard: People Seem to Like to C d  Peers 
for the Information 

Informants also commented on the value of peer advice and hazards of advertising 

materials: 

I think oll people have access tu that information because there are 
[ibrmes, there are all kittas of mag~czines on the d e r  t h y m  c m  
mbscribe to ifyou want IO. Ifind that a iot of people don't bother, it's a 
Iot easier phoning up someone Iike myse[for one of the counselors at the 
Rehab, or at CPA [Canadian Paraplegic Association] or phoning up the 
ocnipationul therapy department or something like that and saying I need 
something like fhis rather than looking forymrself(0 1 6 - M L  p5-6). 

One possible reason for people calling up individuals for information, is that the 

information provided in magazines is provided in a haphazard fashion, usually only 

through advertisements. Some of these magazines are published in the United States and 

others are published in Canada. Most contain very little local advertising. AIthough the 

individual quoted above discussed how people do not bother looking things up, he also 

cornrnents that products seen in magazines do not always do what they are supposed to 

do. There is such a variety of products, that it is difficult to say that one product is better 

than another without a complete assessrnent (0 16.L). 

Several questions arise from these data. How many persons with disabilities have 

access to or are actuaily subscnbing to magazines containing information on assistive 

technology? How do people find out about "expens"? How long does it take afler 

disability is diagnosed before the individual establishes contact with a disability-related 

association? Which diagnostic groupings and which age groups are rnost likely to cd1 an 

association? Again further study is required in this area. 



O I Pe D e Do Not Kmw mere to Go to Get information 

Two individuals (0 l4.NIL, 0 12.E) emphasized the problem that people do not 

know where to get information. One of these individuals, classifïed as "IL" who might 

have been expected to know where to access technology, in fact possessed minimai 

information. However, this individual was not working in a setting where he wouid corne 

into contact with this kind of information. ProductAbility was a phone-in information 

source on assistive technology, yet when the name was brought up during the interviews, 

many of the respondents had never heard of it. Therefore, it would seem that the 

information is not being accessed and is not widely known within the disability 

cornmunity. One individual mentioned that he did not know what was available from 

Home Care (012.L). 

In summary, the problerns of gaining access to appropriate information are best 

surnmed up by a respondent who stated, "I  rhink there is a lack of i~tformarion. a lack of 

go& i»formation, and a lack of accessible injormatior~. " (007. IL p7) 

Whv is Information Necessa-? 

These data suggest that information is necessaxy to ensure that an individuai with a 

disability 

a) gets a better selection of assistive technology (002.L) 

b) is not at the mercy of the salespeople (002.E) 

c) c m  make an informed choice (003.E) and 



dj can improve the quality of your life by knowing what is out there (002.L). 

It would also seem to follow that information can provide control over one's situation, in 

keeping with the p ~ c i p l e s  of the Independent Living Movement. 

S o 1 u t i d  Recommendations from Respondents Regrding Info- 

The respondents suggested solutions to resolve this lack of information: 

a) providing easy access to information was the main solution, including newspaper 

articles (003 .IL); b) locating vendors in malls (005.L) (014.NIL); and c) selling products 

in regular department stores and through regular catalogues (003.K). This latter solution 

was to emphasize that assistive technology products do not have to be sold solely through 

medical suppliers; they could become everyday devices to be purchased at stores like 

Eatons (003 .IL). One of the most frequently made recommendations was d) development 

of an assistive technology 'display centre7' where consumers could go to see items and try 

them out. Peers would work at such a centre. Some felt that this centre should include 

items available fkom the Home Care program. One individual stated: 

61 my m i t d  if's sort of l i k  a storefront sort of display area where those 
things that govemment decides to make avuzlable to people who t~eed to 
maintain their independence are kind of shown fogerher with some 
documentatiorz, photogrqhs or otherwzse of h m  they're used, a n d h  nul 
saying there shouk'dn't be conrrols to make w e  thal people don? just tuke 
o lirtle of everything and not use most of il ... but there sh& be some sort 
of easier access to information on what is available. Perhqs the 
tinderlyizgproblem is there should be more mailable (012.L p 6 ). 



Another recommended: 

nerr  is a need for being sensitive and lemning how to comrnunicute the 
potentiars of technical devices for people including seniors whojind these 
ciacnting su I think thafs why the concept of a display centre har&-onfull 
experzential open-access displuy centre is crucial so that people get 
hank-on experience and they'll tuke home aprodirct to try out before they 
have to purchme it or get it from a governmenl agency (003. IL  p9). 

These statements imply that the "display centre" would not be controUed by one vendor 

and that a variety of vendors and manufacturers could display their products. Vendors 

may argue that consumers already have the option of visiting their showrooms but one 

younger women described her expenence with this approach: 

I've been to pendor] just becmise it's close to where I live. I went over 
there one afrrnoon aïai lookrd mmnd but tha~  one hasjus~ more 
wheelchuirs md seniors stzrfi which I guess one day I'I[ be btrt - - They 
didz't seem to have a lot of the kitchen stuflor other things (005.L p6). 

Vendors rnay tend to specialize in one area, therefore it was necessary to have a 

display centre containing a broader range of assistive technology. 

A data base is required to know where to get specific technology and there should 

be a method of comparative evaluation of similar products. At the present time, the 

database and evaluation method is in the head of whatever expert is contacted and is based 

on experience since very little product comparison research has been done in the assistive 

technology field. However, respondents suggested that this information is very valuable 

and saves them hours of research. If these "experts" are peers it may add credibility to the 

advice provided. 



This researcher dso feels that the Internet promises to become a valuable source of 

product information to persons with disabilities. There are some vendors who have already 

established home pages; this will expand in the fùture. The computer offers persons with 

disabilities access to information without the barriers associated with transpoxtation 

systems. However, it does not offer the necessq reality of seeing the product and having 

hands-on expenence. 

Conclusion: Information 

In conclusion there does seem to be a lack of information about assistive 

technology in the Winnipeg community. Lack of information results in the lack of 

informed choice for the consumer. Consumers' proposed solutions involve the provision of 

more accessible information which is not provided in a professionally/medically dominated 

rnanner. This perspective can be summarized in the following quote 

So I think znformed choice with tons of information and opfiorrs and place 
to pracîice with the device b e f m  yozt biy a toaster or a T I.: or any~hing 
you need to be able tu m e s s  if and compare it wzth peers and see which 
prodircts work- - one is a self-brildingprocesrtifdingprocess und otle is a reliarice on 
the profesiotl doing i f  for y011 or a combination of the two. My 6est 
aàvice is t h  the relation with the professions neeh  fo be one of 
consttltarrt and we need tojind a mechanism so it c m  be as healrhy and 
constrr~ctive as possible (003. IL p9 ) . 

Although not explored in this research, the researcher's own experience suggests that 

professionals and vendors aiso feel there is a lack of information. They also have difficulty 

knowing what products are available. Perhaps by considering the solutions proposed by 

consumers and by making products and product information more readiiy accessible, all 



stakeholders would benefit. 

Inequdity of Distribution: Cost and Eligibüity for Assistive Technology 

One of the main problems in having a disability and needing assistive technology is 

the cost. The costs of the vast majority of assistive technology are not covered by 

goverment prograrns. This means that additional items have to be obtained through other 

means. Assistive technology is seen by the respondents as having inflated pricing 

compared to items in the rest of society. (0 14.NIL, 0 17.m) Those who work and do not 

have any sort of insurance coverage must purchase their own equipment (usually because 

they have a disability originating at birth or with chronic disease). They benefit very little 

from income tax benefits.(OOS.IL) Some people are forced to access charitable funds 

raiseci by s e ~ c e  clubs to obtain more expensive items. However, some individuals 

consider this process to be degrading (00 1 .IL). Ail people inte~ewed appreciated the 

government-finded program even for the small arnount that it does cover: 

But then I'm also gratefiîl for the wherlchuir program. I imagine 
sometirnes ihat if1 di& 't have the support of meelchair Services that I 
wmld~  *t have the abiîig tofinction at the Ievel I'm functio~ting. i'd have 
a harder time, if1 had to puy for ail the eqiripment and servicing and 
everything else out of rny pocket, my stm~ciard of livirig would be 
substaiwiah'y lower - I can telî that becatise I have other things [like] 
prescription h g s ,  a îot of them are tzot mailable that used to be 
uvaiIabIe. So I'm gratefid for the system Manitoba h a  (00 1 7 . d  p -9). 

For those individuals who qualifi, some technology is covered by pnvate or public 

insurance (Manitoba Public Insurance Corporation, Workef s Compensation Board), and 



special govermnent programs for employment training programs such as Vocational 

Rehabilitation for Disabled People (VRDP). Those on social assistance do receive 

supplementaq coverage in addition to the universal program benefits which are provided. 

EIigibility for the amount and type of assistive technology available to individuals is 

dependent on variables such as: a) type and cause of  disability and b) determination of 

medical and vocational need. 

T p e  and Cause of Dzsability 

If an individual is bom with a disabiliîy, acquires a disability through disease, or in 

some cases, incurs an accident away from work, hekhe has virtually no extra coverage for 

equipment needs. This is in contrast to someone who acquires a disability as a result of an 

industrial or motor vehicle accident where most of the costs are covered by the insurance 

provider. People on social assistance do get more equipment covered; however, it is 

usudly dependent on assessment of "medical need". It has been suggested that persons 

cannot afEord to get off of social assistance and take jobs offering low wages because their 

equipment needs cannot be met if they have to pay for them out of their own pockets 

(004.L). Those who have acquired their disability through trauma are perceived as being 

entitled to substantially more insurance compensation to purchase equipment and more 

tax breaks than others with disabiiities (00S.L) . 

The following example illustrates how equipment provision from an agency is 

dependent on disability type. This informant's narrative highlights the ciifference in 

entitlement between a person with a speech impairment and a person who is d e d  The 

individual cited is a person who works at a disability agency. 



The biggest problern that I hear aboirt in my job is the irnre of mortey: the 
cost of things that aren 't covered by goverrimerzt p r o  For example 
I recedy hnd an issue mise where somebody who ts speech impaired, who 
cunrzot talk? had wanted to try to obtain a telephone device for the de@ 
[TTY] so yorr see tu talk on the phone to people iisirig a telephotte device. 
She cati hear fine. her mind isfi,le but she jirst cadi talk any more. Her 
speech is gorie, and that's the dlffererzce she cm't trse the phone . Now the 
deaf commrrnity hm a way of gettzng TTY's reimbursed thrmgh Manitoba 
Health- Arid if speech-impaired peoplr try to go throirgh the same 
program? they me told 'Mis is rlot for speech-impairedpeople. if's for 
deaf peopple " It 's the same problem reaiiy and if she was deof too theri 
she coirld get il. 6trt she's on& speech impaired so they wmlù'ri't help her 
with the morzey for it. mat's arz example of afirlmzcial kimi of rn ismr . 
TTTs are 3 or 4 tttrr~dred dolhrs to get a Jecetit otze I gwss maybe if's 
too much for hrr. ..she doesn 't feel she is able to pay for it (004.L p 10). 

Another respondent described a friend who is ambulatory using a walker. Because of this, 

she does not qualify for a " disabled apartment" or for some of the seMces others would 

get. 

The mite that she's livirzg in tzow she's lived for two months ivithotrt ary 
iight btilbs bz two of her rooms becmrse the matrager doestt'f h m  tu help 
a hnlrdicapped persorz p24t ligh bulbs irz ( O  1 1 .NIL. p 1 3). 

Not only is money allocated based on disability type, it is also based on classifications of 

medical and vocational need. 

Ckzss~ficatio,> of  Need: ''MeJirnl Need " and " Vocatiot,rnl Need" 

As was descnbed in Chapter 4, the Home Care program describes assistive 

technology as "medical equipment7'. The Wheelchair program prioritizes allocation of 

power chairs to use by persons who are working or who are taking training. Even for 



those who have insurance coverage, decisions about which equipment will be covered is 

often determined by assessment of "medical need". The problem with this classification as 

the basis for compensation is in the definition of medical need. For instance, is the need 

for an elevator a medical need or a vocational need? If one has insurance that looks at 

'~ocational need", then one may qualiS> for the elevator since it could be argued that the 

individual needs the elevator to get out of the house to go to work every morning. 

However, an elevator would never be considered a medical need. 

There do not seem to be clear guidelines about what is considered to be a medical 

or a vocational expense. The individuai in the following example works as a consumer 

advisor with special expertise in benefit determination and even he did not have a clear 

idea of what needs are covered. He explained about some of the items in his home that 

were covered by Worker's Compensation. 

InteMewer: Yet they worrIddt pay for the it~îrrconz ? 

Interviewer: Brrt they pcziJfor the rleva~or. 

R. Ya. 1 press it nllows me to get orrt of the hûirsr so I cal? get to work, I 
suppose yorr corild argue that. Irm riot sure how that all ivorks and I 
slrppose rhe voccftional cow~selors mid Irm m t  nrre what aIl zhe litles of 
the varioirs propie who work at the Worker's Comp are but I guess they 
hme a set of giiidehzes thut they f ohw  amil nrppose some of h e m  
follow them to the Zetter rnzd others sort of advocate IO their sipervisors 
ott the clieds beha& I'm tlot sure how that realiy works (0 16.E p.5) 

Because people have argued with insurance companies and Revenue Canada, these 



organizations have now somewhat expanded what they will classi6 as a "medical 

expense". For instance according to respondent 0 16.IL, Revenue Canada will now 

consider a van lie and some home modifications as "medicd expenses". 

This researcher argues that there does not seem to be a category entitling 

consumers to compensation for the cost of "independent living needs" ie: needs that go 

beyond "medical" or "employment" categories. For instance, a computer with adapted 

hardware and sofhvare cm enable the consumer to achieve productivity and leisure 

participation. However, one individuai explained how social allowance would classify a 

computer or van: 

I dort 't hzow al1 the mles of the social allowance program io be honest 
with yori 6zit I thi'tk that they look al thitgs that are medicaf[y mcessary 
ami a ~rn  I h f t  thirrk woirld be class~jkd as beirtg medicaily rwcessary. 
A czishiorr wozild be coveredpossibly but a van liff. 1 1hR1k worild not be 
covmd. I dodt h o w  - some devices like the compter for example might 
trot be cot~sidrred medicaiiy necessary alid so they might riot prortde thal. 

Interviewer: It's alrnos~ like n medical system rather thm them lookztg a& Ït m 
helping yoir become it~depalciertt. 

Respondent: 7herek rzo eqzripmerrt program right rzow that lF ai> It~depet~irirrzt 
Livirtg phiiosophy. As far as I htow il's all b d  otz either a medical med or 
sometimes people seem tu get the epipmeiit throzrgh the FRDP program thal will 
etmbfe them to be employed ami so they catt rise thnt kind of a~r argument. lfyorr 
rwed speciaf equipmerzt for ajob. open you c m  gel it ~hrorrgh CIRDP, but fit 's 
)lot reiated Io either medical condition or al, employment sittcatiort than there m e  
1 2 0  programs that I'm awure ofthat will help people with things to jzist help them 
[ive dniiy (004.L p-5). 

One individuai discussed the lack of entitlement in areas not covered by vocational 

compensation as a human rights issue. He stated: 



A lot of this is attached to employment, a lot of things are attached to how 
motivutedpeople are, whether they're involved in the comrnzr~tiîy or mt. 
Those are the people who get top priority. r fym hqpen to be jtrst a quiet 
person, szt ut home md watch T. K .  read books und erzjoy yozrr balcony 
und maybe some flowers on the balcony. people watch and those kinds of 
things, yozi wotrld not 6e a top pi-ïority for these special devices, whtch is 
unfortirnate because they have as mrch right IO that IzYestyIe and getting 
from the T. K ait on the bakorly is a s  important for t h  as it is for me to 
gerfrom hem down to The Forkr (009.IL p.9). 

The data show that assistive technology entitlement is based on the medical mode1 rather 

than considered as a human right. A few other authors have discussed this area of medical 

need and denial of assistive technology (O'Day & Corcoran 1994, and Donovan, Carter, 

and Wilkerson, 1987). Donovan et al (1987) received 110 responses to a questionnaire 

sent to members of the Amencan Spinal Injury Association. They found that 180 pieces of 

equipment had been denied. One half of the items denied were eventually procured, 

indicating that perseverance may pay off. The majority of respondents relied on families or 

charity. The authors commented that the reasons &en for denial revealed a shallow level 

of comprehension by some third party payers about the importance of "durable medical 

equipment " . 

Proposals fiom the Consumer Organizations to Address Cost and Elimbility Issues 

Consumer groups across Canada have been invited to submit proposais to the 

Federal Sociai Policy Review which has taken place over the past two years. The 

Manitoba League of Persons With Disabilities (MLPD) and the Council of Canadians with 

3-  The Forks Markets is a historic site, federal park and a market place in downtown 
Winnipeg. 



Disabilities (CCD) has put forth a proposai to assia consumers in recovering the extra 

costs associated with disability (CCD, 1996). They propose a better tax 

credit system. Assistive technologies are not specifically addressed in the CCD proposal 

but are implied. An informant ~rnmarized the proposa!: 

Weil. rue w m  very involved in t h  Federal Social Policy Revirw.. In rhere 
we are proposirtg a way to deal with the issue ojcost throzrgh the tax 
system by making eprtptnent that people need completely rrfirmhble 
throtrgh tuxes. So if1 buy a 54,000 iifr for my vatt 1 couid put it ott my 
taxes ami gerS4, 000 rebate und we t e  recommendirig rha~ Thar iciea is 
beirzg recomrnettded by maty orga~rizatiorts. trot otrly orcrs.. . fie proposa1 
is that therti has to be some garekeeper for the rnotrey. becmrse no 
goverttmertt is goitzg to accept se(faetermirtatiott? eveir though wr might 
iike to propose seY-cr'eterminatiort. We 've recomme~~deci to t h  govenzrnent 
ro create some sort of procesr thnl htvolves users. coo.wrners, disabled 
p o p k  n~zdprofessiotals and thot Systern be mattdafed to have some 
orrrhority lo ver%y the ~ierds for epipmerzt 
r004.L pl3 ). 

Cntical to this discussion is the phrase "no government is going to accept self- 

determination". The assumption which might be made fiorn this passage would be that 

self-determination would rnean giving the rnoney to the consumer who would then choose 

hisher own equiprnent. The consumer organizations have recomrnended a compromise 

involving various constituents in a process of gatekeeping. 

This concept of using a gatekeeper would fit one informant's perception that some 

people who had comprehensive insurance coverage tended to use their benefits to acquire 

equipment which they did not need. He proposed that there should be some son of 



I know peop fe who are covered by varims irt~~irmtces und thry ptrrchase 
di this stziff or they got rhemselves a big settlement and they've pwchased 
al[ kirtdr of needless equiprnent and thet1 if's OasîcaI& rotting in their 
basement. There hm to be some Rind o ja  policing , for Iack of a word. ... 
wirhoui denytng somebody something thut they need. I dort 't know how 
yoir 'd do thut but I think I'd like fo see thuf ( O  1 6.IL p20 ). 

Conclusion: Con & Elieibility 

In conclusion, cost is a very important factor in determining one's ability to acquire 

assistive technology. Although some people qualie for insurance or governrnent prograrns 

that dlow for more of the equipment, these prograrns are dependent on meeting the 

critena of specific classifications of disability and on medicd andior vocational need. 

There are no prograrns that consider "independent living needs" in Manitoba. This means 

that if a person requires a piece of equipment to be independent, but which is not required 

for medical or for vocationai need, it will not be covered. Individuals who have a non- 

traumatic disability and who work were perceived as receiving the least benefits. 

Consumer organizations have put forth recomrnendations for changing reguiations 

defining entitlement to benefits to the Federal Social Policy Review. AIthough consumers 

would iike to have a system which maximizes self-determination, they realize that the 

goverment is unlikely to agree to this mode1 and have offered a compromise in the form 

of a panel of gatekeepers. However creation of such a panel also potentially risks creating 

another level of bureaucracy. It seems that at this time there is a clear inequality in the 

distribution of assistive technology in Manitoba. 



The Impact of Bureaucracy on Equipment Acquisition 

One of the most fiequent areas discussed by respondents was the "bureaucracy" 

that controlled assistive technology. (The t e m  bureaucracy was defined by the 

respondents in the popular context rather than by a sociological definition). In refemng to 

%ureaucracy7' the respondents descnbed the numbers of people they needed to contact 

and talk to, even when they required only a simple device or  when they knew exactly what 

type of assistive technology they wanted. As will be illustrated in the following examples, 

bureaucratic barriers created time delays and instilled in consumers a feeling of not being 

trusted to know what they wanted. Generally, "bureaucracy" was seen as a significant 

barrier to obtaining assistive technology. 

Themes highiighted in this section are: 

a) lack of coordination across multiple bureaucracies 

b) needless contacts by professionals 

c) bureaucracy creating time delays 

d) bureaucratic bamen because penons with disabilities were not believed 

or thought to be incapable of making a decision 

e) consumers doing without rather than going through the bureaucracy. 

f) inflexibility created by bureaucracy 

In the following example, the individual descnbed the process of getting his van 



modified by Rehabilitation Engineering and approved by the Motor Vehicle Branch. 

There appears to be a lack of coordination across the two bureaucracies which make 

competing demands. It should be noted that this was not the respondent's first adapted 

van. There seems to be a "Catch-22" situation created by the process of getting vehicle 

modifications made. This individual also pointed out that the process was intimidating to 

him. This acknowledgment was significant because this person a leader in the IL 

movement. He stated: 

It 's h d  t o f i d  yorrr way throrrgh t h  bicrmcracy but if's trot only Rehab 
E~~gimeritrg's brrreoi/cracy. tir' dso Motor C'ehicfes, l~cetrsztrg atrd so or>. 
Yoir h m  to get yoirr vehicle eqripped so that yoic cmr take cirivittg lessom 
so that yoiï c m  get a liceitse - but to get yorrr vehicle rquipped. you're 
snpposd to have a licrnse - there are  hos sr kim3 of dilemmas Iike 
hco~~sistencies. irmies where.. . it really seerns i~rstrrmorrrrtub~e sometimes 
to kivow how to sarifi, aLf the areas - birrearccrncy - the demat~ds of the 
r.arioirs birreuircracies which are in corrjkt with oiie amther. If yorr 're 
starting ivhere yoir 've mver drive~r before. yorr dodt have n ficeme md a 
record .. . -6111 it k very iirtricate. very dzflciclt. and very sort of 
brtirnidatiirrg as I recul[ (.O 12.L p.9- 10). 

Needless Contacts by profession al^ 

In the following passage, the individual discussed the experience of acquiring low- 

tech assistive technology items in a process which required him to submit to multiple 

interviews with professionals. He described not only the cost in time away fiom work for 

him, but also implied that the cost to the system was unnecessary. In the first part of the 

passage he detailed i n t e ~ e w s  which included discussions about equipment and needs for 

attendant care. 



I worrld sornetimes have to stay home- work ... mzd they wotrld go on it 
seemedfor an hour and a havwith iwo peopIe cnzswering aItenmtiveiy two 
people qziestiorting aboirt a great varieîy of thi~igs. 1 thozight it was a /Me 
bit onerous. ..At one poht I hud to have a bath board replacecl because it 
was breaking or brokert, because I had iised it for a while, waîer h a g e d .  
or whntever and that w m ' t  very d # k d î  actiialiy birt still it took a Zittle 
bit of time, i f  look a few phone calls - I think it look ~ h e r  inrterview. I 
gziess my getrerd impression was that these devices I was irsing mzd that I 
hud the betzefil of thrmigh the progrm [Home Gare/ were fair& l m  cost 
and were fair& simple ami the amotmt of resozrrce invesmietrt bz the 
process was primarily personnel U I I ~  time. By the timr two projiessior~ais 
came to see me two or three tzmes for mz hour and a halfeach, ... the cost 
of delivering the items w m  probabiy exceeded &y aimost tetz foid by rhe 
process. Ir took ais0 my resoiirces and energy to accommodate thut 
process. so I had a lrttie criticism of the baiance there. If seems to me it 
shmild have beerz mz easier more streamlhed way to have uccess ro those 
loiv cos/ items (O0 1 2. IL p. 5). 

Bureaucracv Creates Time Delays to Acquire Equipment 

In the foilowing narrative, the respondent descnbed that she had just moved into a 

Fokus Housing unit. She had seen a lifi for the seat of her power chair which she felt 

would be handy to get to higher cupboards and to reach filing cabinets at her new job. To 

get the device, she again had to go through a process that took months. 

And get him [the p hysician] to upprove it sayirg, yes 1 med if. atrd then i f  
had to go to Rehab E~rgi~~eering attd thetz they said okay ntid rhey firzaiiy 
put it 111 bu! it jiist look those extra mo/iths to piish it al! throtigh . . .. It 
didrr 't t& n cozipie of dqs ,  i r  look a coqde of months to go throtigh und 
Rehab Etzgrirerritg, at thut tzme, ives the m~ly place that wm doing this 
kitrd of sfzrfi: su they were real(y backed zcp with other equipmetrt m d  
things they ivere doi>zg for orher people. Waititrg iisr kil,d of thirg 
(.OOS.IL p4). 

This delay created by the need for her to deal with multiple bureaucratic layers no doubt 

would have had some eEect on her functioning in the home as well as at work. 



to be Incapabte of Makine a Decision 

In the following two examples, the respondents expressed the feeling that 

assessments for equipment by professionals were made because persons with disabilities 

were not to be believed. These respondents were talking about very simple devices that, in 

some cases, they have had for years. One persons stated: 

A rherapist carne roirl and said "ya I did need it " ami then my doctor wote 
n letrrr ru socid sen9ices thar I rweded it badly ami theti yoir go from 
rhrre. It might t& longer - month or so bzri in the long nm yoir get it, I 
thirzk. .. . I kww whnt I rwed2.d and I watited it. my do I have to go 
throzrgh ail this rigmntok? Come OH! Aren 't I smart enough to tell you? 
- I men,> - I med n IIJ in the bath tub - Pleuse get me one. Whar more 
dues n therqist k71ow. hoiv dors she know whnt I tzeed? She doesn't /ive in 
my body. ... I thitik rhar - a loi of thiugs, riever mitid the ba~h tctb lifr. w 
had to hme an occrrpatiortal therapist or wharrver to assessyori - what 
for? P3y >rot jzrst s q ,  " Hey gtcys I jzeed this. I know I med this becazrse I 
cm't do it o,i my own, su pleuse. I wed rhis. " I think they tltink ive're ail 
stupid (O 1 4. NIL p4). 

hother  commented: 

Yn. becaicsr they djdri't mnke the o~zes thnt I hnd ami so they hnd to corne 
nrid re-assess me. I guess thaz's the frrstra~im for me is them not 
believing you - like I'm the co~zszrmrr, this is what I md I know rny 
meds berter thm whaiyozr do, sort of thir~g (05.E p5). 

The idea of the consumer as expert with special knowledge of hidher own 

situation, expressed by the Independent Living philosophy, is eroded by the notion of the 

necessity of professional assessment. The philosophy of persons with disabilities being able 

to take nsks and responsibility is also contrasted to a bureaucratie system which requires 



professional assessrnents for every item. 

Consumers Do Wit hout Rat her Than Goin3 Through the Bureaucracv 

Some respondents indicated that persons with disabilities do without equipment 

rather than going through the bureaucratic process. This process was descnbed as "hell" 

by one individuai. 

Il's just rhnr yorr have to get urr 0.7: to come down utid upprove fhat yozi 
med this ... ISn sayig I r r d  i f  utidyorr thiirk I'm goirig to lie aborif this 
kimi of ihi~ig? I dot? 't hme m'y cotr~iectioris wifh O. T. s alrd I haver> 't itr 
years.. . . . . . so l muid I pess  ali of thnt orher With my electric 
lifr,[for her wheelchair] again I had to get a medical doctor to sigi scryitig. 
' Yes, she dues t r d  th is ivt' (O0 S .  IL p3 ) . 

Another respondent described an experience she had trying to purchase a product 

(Spenco) which she applied to her trunk to prevent pressure areas. She had always 

purchased the product on her own from an occupational therapy department. One day the 

policy changed and she needed an occupational therapist's assessrnent to obtain the item. 

I'rv beerr zrsirrg i f  for years, rrow yozi tell me becatrse fhere's a riw poiicy 
in place that I cmr't gel if. So those kitids of thiiigs realiy aiuioy me. Yorr 
ccur 't take the word of a consumer - il's rcot evm like I was doitig dmgs. If 
I wns sayitg I realiy treed arrother 200 Valitm. I've beetz doitrg it for years 
so jzrst giw it to me, il's rior even arythitig remoteiy close &O that, if's a 
littie piece of foam. and so - those kilid of thiltgs I thittk are a waste of 
tirne and eriergy. Il's very firstratirig so people do without things. Yozi 
don't wmt to go back ifyotr go throzrgh so mzrch heil, so those kirids of 
thitigs I wozrld change. I wotrld suy, y m  know i fa  corwrmer says il's what 
they need then I worrld say this is what they need I thid thaz there muy 
be issues with d@erenf individrrals who may have disabilities that affect 
their cognitive judgemenr and theil yotr rleed to look at thar. brrr I thi~ik 
yotr need to look af if us an individual. Look at these issues ail 
i~idividually and maybe il might take a little more time but I think theti 



yorr 'il be fit fzng the bill of what yocc 're s~pposed fo be doihg. Thar "s how 
I 'dchge  it. ThorlFmy idealstk world(.OOl.IL p. 10 ). 

Her recornmendation is that every situation be looked at individuaily. If an individual really 

knows what she wants why spend aii of the extra money on a professional assessrnent to 

end up with the same end product? Again she expressed the idea of not believing the 

"word of the consumer". 

Inflexibilitv Created bv Bureaucracy 

The repair of assistive technologies, in particular wheelchairs, illustrates the 

inflexible nature of bureaucracy. When people discussed repair senrices, most of them 

were describing the repair seMce offered fiee of charge by the Wheelchair Program at the 

Society for Manitobans with Disabilities. Respondents were happy with the fact that the 

wheelchair program technicians would make home or office calls and would even meet the 

individual on the Street; they found the technicians to be very helpfui. (012.IL, Oli.NLL, 

O14.NIL7 008.NL). The main cornplaint directed at the program was the lack of provision 

of repair seMce afler 5pm and on weekends and holidays. If a wheelchair needs to be 

repaired after business hours, the individual is forced to use a manual chair for this time 

period and this can severely lirnit the functioning of someone dependent on a power chair. 

This problem dso occurs in situations in which it takes days to repair the chair. One 

respondent descnbed that in these situations, he was forced to spend time in bed because 

this was the only way he could operate his environmental controls. He could not go to 

work. (008.NIL) 



Yoir dodt have a back-irp power chair - limited mrrnber ofpower chairs 
bidi especialb in the nrral meas or olrtside of Witmipeg, the back-rp 
availabiiiîy is extrernely important because it may tuke dàys or lo~ger to 
have a repair done on a chair, so you have tu double yorrr rolling stock by 
rioi having any kitrd of holiakzy or 24-hour repair capcity. me people in 
thnr program recognire the problem m7d have been trying for muny yews 
tu achieve a frrndiing base where rhey worrld be able io provide a crisis or 
weeketid service. The solution of a back-up to a mamai wheelchair user 
is qrrite e m i v e  bui to a power wheelchair user, someone not able to 
r e m  be mobile wirh a m a d  chair, wher~ yow power chair breaks dowrz 
itt the eariy part of a weekend. y d r e  really immobile for the rest of the 
weeke~id miil oflce horirs opeti again, and ihat's a terriblr cost 
permially. Yoa h m  to rely orz someotie else IO pzish y021 ar011tzd Ifym 
live alone, yorr have to have someone really come and stay with y011 and 
il's a seriorrs problem it7 the program (O 1 2. IL p. 8). 

In the following excerpt, the respondent stated that he had even tried to hire a private 

repair service to assist in this situation, but they refused to seMce a wheelchair provided 

by the Society for Manitobans with Disabilities. The respondent thought this happened 

because in the past, the seMces have had bad experiences in getting paid. He descnbed 

how, through his hstration, he initiated change in the system wherein the technicians now 

carry emergency pagers during weekdays. 

So yoir break douw at 5 o'clock, yotr break dowti or1 the weeke~d atid 
yodre  FI n lot of troirble. Evert diiring the day. dz~ring bzrsitzess hozrrs - 
there was a tirne I et~ded rrp with a dieel broketz, I was bing i ) ~  the gutter 
outside the bzrilding and go und c d  people md they say. "Weil we 'rr very 
sorry the techiticiam are in early iri rhe mortiitzg, they take the calls that 
me set rrp for the d q ,  they leave and they dodt come bock into the 
oflce", so ifyou break down al 9 O Wock Ni the moniitig, great, but i f ym 
break d o w  ai IO o'clock in the moniirigyou have to wait fil the next day. 
At thut tirne I wroie a vety riasty letter io the Miriister and snid I'm sorry 
that my chair doesn 't observe office heurs, So the response I goi was 



"well yori k m t v  there's beeti proposais for havittg un emergerrcy service 
in off hours and it was just too expensive. One t h i g  that I'rn hearitigfrom 
what ym're saying .... is that we will arrange for there to be more 
responsive &[ring the &y. " Xhis zs alreadj a cmrple of yecus - one of the 
pys hm a beeper, one of the technicians. lfm emergency thng huppens 
chiring the day, they cmr beep him and serid him on an emergency cali, 
rhat did hqppe~i.. . Brrt yorr know it gets very fn~strating. I have ofren hud 
troubles in the evmings or or1 weekends. .. So fm. t h k  God l've trot had 
my reafl'y seriozts trozrble. 1% had to rvrn c d  the police to get me o f  of 
the floor and then cal1 cozrrier service IO bring my mmnd chairfrom rny 
hozrse in the north etid so rhat i'd huve someihing to get irtto ar~d then 
arrange for a carrier to take the broketr chair to be serviced or crt kast to 
my hume i r d  I c m  amrge  for t h  to corne and service if. ntose are 
some of the fnrstratiotzs, the prrrpose of these prograrns is to kerp irs 
firrrctiotii~~g and I don 't functiort during 7 or 8 hours of the business day, 
I funetion around the dock, I orriy sleep 6 hozrrs a night . .... yer the 
systems are trot there to provide support ( O  1 7. NIL p5 -6 ). 

Although this study deals with urban residents only, for Manitobans living in rural areas, 

access to seMces appears to be much more of a problem. The following respondent, who 

was not fiom rural Manitoba, described his awareness of the problem gained through his 

broad connections with disability organizations around the province. 

Yorr sort of got to cope with zryitrg to settd the wheelchair into the ciîy i~r 
sume cases zrsir~gfrrighî trzrck or bzrs, or h h z g  a part sent duwtt, n whrel 
or some other part that catt be serzf orrt. atid locd hutdjrnn mqybe 
helpiirg to do some emergerrcy patch kitid of nzrff They have clinics I 
rhitik once or îwice a year where trucks with techtriciarts and parts move 
arozrr id to varioics centers itr the provirrce a~rd people will go to those for a 
kind of regrlur rnairite~tar~ce or to repair maII thirtgs that have beeti 
f a h g  apart sitzce the l m  tirne the truck w m  Bi Dariphin or wherever it is. 
It 's probubly the besz yori c m  do thozrgh itt a proviticially offered program 
gïveir Muttitoba's dernographics - half the population or more N t  one 
centre a d  the rest sca~ered over thozism~ds of miles (O 1 2 .IL p 9). 

Future studies are needed to address the unique problems of accessing services 



encountered by people living in rurai areas. 

The Results of the Bureaucratization of Assistive Technoloey on S e ~ c e  Delive- 

The following passages point out several imponant areas which contrast with the 

Independent Living rnovement philosophy. The passages show that as a result of buriers 

in the bureaucracy a) the consumer is not ailowed to make an independent decision; 

b) some professionds are inappropriate gatekeepers in regdatory access to assistive 

technology due to their lack of knowledge in this area; c) there is an assumption that dl 

consumers with disabilities are attached to a medically-orientated system; d) the system 

related to assistive technology is inequitable compared wit h systems which allocate ot her 

commodities in society; and findly e) a power differential is created by the process of 

bureaucratization of assistive technology. 

The following extended quote by one consumer is presented in terms of these five 

discrete themes related to the results of bureaucratization of assistive technology. 

Reference for the passages is provided a? the end of d). 

I think fhar the biggest dow~full of all of this ivozild be the fact rhat 
.* comuirners really stilf etid zip tzot beirzg able fo  corne right out and say, 

this is whalI need this is what it shotrld look like and this is where I wcrrzl 
to ger it " 



$orne ~roiiess~otils art) incm~romiote - ~atekeemrs o f  assistive 
techriolow cirre to their lack knowledye iti tINs area. 

Y m  realï'y don 't have thatflexibility, ïfyuir 're looking at getti~zgftrt~ditrg 
for if becairse y m  have to have a doctor say y m  need if. Now my doctor 
is n g e t i a l  practitioner und she wouldh't have a clzir come hell or high 
water about technical ai& that I worrld rzeed, so if she worrld s i g r 7  cmythitrg 
or do utwhit~g, she woirld be doing it simply on what I said She wozrld be 
the one approvirrg it, and I take real ofleme to the fact that I cun't 
specijcaliy go to a service and say, "rhis is what I need'! Eveil Blue 
Cross rhey probabb waw a doctor's certzjkate sayitrg I treeded scy a 
rhorncic support. My doctor wor~ldz't loiow. I wozrld tell her probably 
whal to write in the letter, birt becmcse she has this medical degree il's 
cotrsidered as n valiiable resorrrce. 

net-e is atr asmm~tiotr thnt ail conutmers with disabiiities are 

I corild see thrm snyi,zg, eveti n therapist, bztt il's riot like 1 have n rr/atiot~ship 
with n theropist on mi origoitig busis. Becairse yoir% in a wheelchair it dorsti't 
meml you are cormcted to medically reiated ii~sfitr~tiotrs alid believe me those of 
ris who cmr. stny mvuyji-om rhrm as much os possible. î2ere-i jirsr a rral 
nt~t~oyn~zcr for me to suy that every tirne I taed arythitig I h m  to gel permissiotr 
from n doctor who may trot hcrve a cire of what it is. It's trot jrist with techtiical 
ai& il's the sarne ifyoir wmit to get Hatidi-Tratrsit. Yori harv to get a medical 
certrficnte snyirg, yes, y011 do have a disabi lity, atid it 3 fike, weU, what the helf, 
su il's cerfnit1 thirgs th& are still bad. 

which nllocote other comrnodities irr socie& 

fi's tior thnt I dotr't see there ~ret>dS to br somr kitrd of control mechntrism 
but if atz able bodied corrsirmer c m  go out mid briy a car, why sh011Idtr 't I 
be able to go orrt otid briy a wheelchair, Ïf the cotimmer is gettitrg n l w r  
for that, theti I sho~ld be able to have the sume right to get a lomr. hi thai 
setise, from thnt etid of it there's jirst certaitr - I dot1 't know there's 
bieqirality (.O0 1 .  IL p. 9 p450-478). 

This respondent's statements in each of four thematic areas emphasizes the inequitable 

nature o f  the system providing assistive technologies. It confirrns Hahn's ( 1984) minority 

perspective on disability- in this case that the process of acquiring assistive technology is 



inequitable compared to the process of acquinng other commodities in society. It also 

confirms DeJong's (1 979 ) perspective, the assumption that ail people with disabilities are 

attached to a medical system. This respondent aiso felt that there should be some control 

mechanism or gatekeeper regulating access to assistive technologies. However he also 

emphasized that those purchasing assistive technology should enjoy the same rights and 

freedoms as consumers who acquire other commodities in society. 

In the following two passages related to bureaucracy, there was an underlying 

theme of "power" - emphasizing the lack of power felt by the consumers. Respondents felt 

they were not believed; they felt they had no alternatives and liale choice. Governrnent-nin 

programs cm be considered monopolies since it is the only source of assistive technology 

for most people in the province. Professionalization of assistive technology creates 

gatekeepers who wield an incredible amount of power related to decisions afTecting 

people's lives. 

. . . 71iey [Rehab Engineering] kitrd of have a morropol'y orr n lot of this 
SIN$ For exnmpie, their arrangements with Motor Vehicle Licerzsirrg is 
that they ittstaii the harrd cotltrols or thar they together with ocaîpatzortal 
therapy all have O role to play with Motor Vehicles. Zbey're the orily 
gome in towrî bt terms of diagroses, prescriptiori. techrzicd aid 
irisfalluiioi~ or fabrication and thetr licerrsing, sso you don 'f have a sense 
of being a consumer with any khd  of p v e r ,  because there are trot 
alten~atives. So its a closed shop. .. . We Il. you ako have to remember that 
they've got a waititrg Iist - sometimes yoir have to wait moriths to get things 
thar are very important to lis - seatitig or other thiiigs. so t h e  5 not much 
seme of choice. Yotr get what you need, whut they will agree yoir need 



a~td what occttpatiorzd therapy h a ,  ofrer thezr examirtutio~z. indicated 
yozr rieed hi order tu be able to drive. 7here-i ,lot mztch real choice there. 
alternatives. I trhi~tk there's a rvilli~zgzess tu listen to ih as to how to go 
abmr it ami r h ' s  good Biiî, a /oz of those qzrestzo~is have alrea& been 
settlrd by occupational therupy (.O 1 2. IL p. 1 O). 

The message from this passage is that the program's "willingness to listen to ideas" is 

rather token. 

Elaborating on the concept of a power differentiai, several of the respondents also 

spoke of being careful not to get the professionals' " noses out of joint" to avoid having 

problems getting their equipment. It should be noted that even though the following 

respondent is a well-connected consumer (classified as IL), he feels intimidated by the 

system. 

i thirtk I was probably n li?t/r itztîmidnted, like I scty the paver to g r m t  
y011 these drvices or to cert%y thut yoil get n liceme is absolirtely tiot yow 
o w  - it 's nbso/~itrly vestecl i~z the people and ~hrre is a systern of înist artd 
co/IegiaIi& of the vurioc<s acfors.. .. it 's a /itr/e ttehvork of people. and so 
they al! are part of the gatzg. Ifyoti get sontebody's nose out of joint 
yott're rior going to - doesrtlt improve yotrr chames of geftitzg fhat liceme. 
So if au 0.7: relis me I rieed n czcshiorz behirid my bnck. I dodt rhirzk I do, I 
ivomder Îf it im '1 dajtgerorls brrr zf she 's sîrong etzozigh on it I'll probably 
go almg to fry to move the process along ami then throw it awq later 
whetl I conjhn 111 fact zhat it 's a risky fhh~g for me (.O 1 2 .IL p 1 2). 

*gestions for Chanein the "Bureaucratie" Svstem 

Some of the respondents stated that they would like a systern for acquiring 

assistive technology similar to that provided by Rehabilitation Engineering wherein they 

could visit the engineers to discuss what they wanted without having al1 of the assessments 

and signatures. Although this more CO-participatory procedure seemed to operate in this 

111 



way for some of the people, it did not in al1 cases. Some of the respondents felt there was 

a bureaucracy that they had to go through to access Rehabilitation Engineering. 

There are probably many reasons for this requirement that the technology user 

complete a system of multiple i n t e ~ e w s  for even relatively simple technology. The 

following respondent suggested several possible reasons for this, including the protection 

of the consumer from risk and the belief that professionals know best and protect the 

taxpayer. Although agreeing that there should be some controls, he made suggestions for 

change which included: a) separating the assessors from the gatekeepers and b) allowing 

individuals to take risks and responsibility for their own actions. (This long passage has 

been divided into three sections to accentuate specific points. Reference for this passage 

has been placed after the third paragaph.) The informant stated: 

îlere probably is the elemer~t of protedng the consumer front risk. 
there 's also the belief thar the system and the professiotzals knmv the b a t  
answers. and agaiit protect the taxpayer dollars. I've always argrred this 
with my good frierltds that there's tzo point ili spettding fozrr timrs the 
dollar of a prodtict O)? assesment i11 order to make sure ~ h d  otle partter 
of ir is spmt wisely ... ... and r w i  thet? it 's a gtress 011 ichich prodrct is 
slritcrbie. 

He continued: 

I fhitik there's a whole qzlestiotz of proviciing corwltation to cormmers 
ivith folk ihaf are objective. prticutarly professionals. withou~ fhem 
being the same people who are gate control of people and saying you can 
or cari 't buy this epiprnerzt.. . There needs to be irtfonned choice . . . .. . the 
socieîy shoi<Zdprovide infomed choice to people, the best relationship 
wocdd be professionaI cotts~~ltatiort and opiiom, but not through the same 
birremrcrats who corrtrol, &nit the dollars and choices So itk a whole 



gatekeepers system t h 5  under review and tteeds to be exarnined .. 

Al& individtiaIs tu tuke rïsks mzd responsibilih> for their own actiorrs. 

He concluded: 

nere me& to be accmntability. t h e  also neeh  tu be a hlinsfer of risk 
and responsibiïiîy to individtlals who muke open choices and to bear the 
comequences of those. and that rnay fly in the opposition of do-good 
agencies and the professionna[ statzis who may feel thnr in the traitting ami 
their mmtdate thol they're repmsible for the righr choice made and their 
adjirtmetit os to whui the righi choice is. Su I ~hirrk there's still a 
diversioit of opi~zion betwetw who cal2 make h e  final choice and who is ihe 
consldtmzt und who is the decisxort maker, and t h t  is whctt the Social 
Revieiv is getting it~to right ttow (-003. IL p7). 

The concepts discussed by this individual - the abiiity to take nsks to assume 

responsibility and to make informed choice are al1 basic to Independent Living principles. 

Many respondents stated that there were times when a professional assessment 

was necessary such as in situations when individuals needed "highly specialked" items. 

Again, many respondents in these i n t e ~ e w s  suggested that a technical aids display centre 

shouId be set up to enable individuals to try out devices before acquiring them fiom any 

system (including both private and publicly funded systems). Such a centre would be a 

mechanism for achieving the previous individual's suggestion of separating the assesson 

£?om the gatekeepers. 

I thin& there shotrld be a place to test orii the equipm W..... 2 thitzk ~here is 
a rzeed tu muke if more flexible und easier nccess by disabkdpeople and 
disubled people make the khd of choices thar they need to and have more 
coritrol over the sittiatiotr I think it worrld art out a lot of time that 
profrssiona!~ pmd otz these thirzgs which I don't think is ahvqys necessary 
(-007.L p 7). 



Conclusion: The Impact of Bureaucracv 

This section has highlighted bureaucracy as an intervening condition between the 

consumer and the assistive technology that hdshe requires. Several themes were discussed 

in this section including the lack of coordination across multiple bureaucracies; needless 

contacts by professionals; the time delays created by bureaucracy; the bureaucratic barriers 

created by the attitude that persons with disabilities are not to be believed or are thought 

to be incapable of making a decision; consumers doing without rather going through the 

bureaucracy and the inflexibility created by bureaucracy. 

In conclusion, bureaucracy is instrumental in the creation of a power differential 

beîween consumers with disabilities who are forced to accept the decisions and 

professionals who can be uninformed about assistive technoiogy. The respondents 

suggested several ways of making bureaucracies more accessible and the process of 

acquisition of assistive technology more dependent on the individual consumer' s requests 

and expertise, rather than on the "expert's" assessment. The respondents suggested that 

simpli£jmg the process would Save both time and money. A modified system would 

provide some controls over the acquisition of assistive technology which would eliminate 

waste and ensure that expert advice was available as it was needed. 



Choice As A Bamer Or Facilitator To Accessing Assistive Technology 

Although "choice" is one of the guiding principies of the Independent Living 

Movernent, it appears that the current govenunent-sponsored assistive technology system 

in Manitoba offers liale in the way of choice. Most people who were interviewed 

(especially those involved in the IL movement) were not happy with the present lack of 

choice in the systern. (002.IL, 003 .IL, 004.1L7 005& 009.IL, 0 1 O.IL, 0 12.IL, O l j.NIL, 

and 0 16.L). Respondents focused on three sub-themes regarding choice: a) the Society 

for Manitobans (SMD) Wheelchair program, b) the Home Care program and c) 

bureaucracy in general. 

Choice in the Societv for Manitobans with Disabilities Wheelchair Pro~ram 

According to rnany of the respondents, the current situation, and one that has 

existed since the establishment of the Society for Manitobans Wheelchair Program, is that 

only one brand of wheelchair is provided - chairs manufactured by Everest and Jennings. 

Respondents explained that their understanding of the rationale behind this policy was that 

it would be dificult to stock parts for other types of wheelchairs which, in tum, would 

interfere with the repair service. As well, by dealing with only one Company, the Society 

for Manitobans with Disabilities had access to lower pnces (016.1L7 0 12.1L7 008.NIL). 

One informant comrnented on the monopoly situation: 

Ya. Everest & Jemings sort of hm us by the throaf, bzif fhut 's a systrm 



that's - there are thitgs that yorr dodt hmv and maybe I utiderstumi why 
yori dodt have choices. They cmrt stock 5 or 6 d~fferent brmds of 
ivheeichairs. tzot kmse rhey c o u h  'l sell 5 or 6 diflerererit brmzak of 
wheelchairs, bzit cmfdnrt Mord to keep the replacement parts. ami they% 
going to break do>vn. Su ifymrrve got one brand of chair, E d J. yozr've 
got pms for u whole lof ufchctks (008.NIL p. 13). 

According to some of the respondents, there have been attempts by consumers to 

lobby for change in the wheelchair program, but nothing has changed. 

Ya, well thai's whal yoir hem over and ovrr again mld we 've brm aftw 
(we, the CPA) them mrd lrm sire others have Io change the program for 
yenrs ond thnt is the cornmon mrswer is that we h m  E & J chairs, we 
m c k  E & J parts und il wozrfd cust jm roo mirch rno~iry lo chanrge ovrr.. . 
It srrmsfrom what I zordrrsta~id. itrs a goverttrnmt contract mrdfor somr 
reasoiz or other they jrrd stick to that one progrm. whether zhat'll ever 
chn~zge I doiz't k ~ o w  (0 16.E p.6-7). 

In the following example, the choice of type of wheelchair (arnong the models 

manufactured by Everest and Jennings) was also limited. Access to specific types of 

chairs depended on the type of disability. The chair the respondent descnbed is a 

lightweight wheelchair. The respondent also pointed out that many people with lower- 

level quadnplegia and paraplegia were expenencing shoulder problems which could be 

attributed to pushing a heavier weight wheelchair for several years. 

The on@ changes Irve seen in that program is theyrve go?iefrom lhe 
r's~amiard E & J Chair" tu at otre t h e  therr was E & J Sporsman t h  
they wmldprovide bzit on& for spinal cord injuredpeople and on& if they 
were qziadriplegics. .. because pampîeegis were "strong " and hud firill trse 
of fheir arms and rhey c m  wheel arozmd an E & J chair wiih " no 
problem ". My a r p e n t  to that is ifymi folfow thal l i ~ e  of thinkmg a d  



rverybody who doesz't hwe a physical disability shcld rzot hmw arty of 
the convenietzces stcch as a remote cmtrol or heaven forbid alzy k i ~ d  of 
technology that rnakes iife eusier because physîcaliy ym c m  do it so yoic 
dodt need it. Why shoidd a paraplegic or a higherfrr,zctiunirzg 
gicadrrplegic have to use something that is more d~flctdt ami more 
cr»nbersome and duesdt give hem lhe itzdependeme that sotnethhg better 
wotcld do (016.E p. 6-7). 

So lack of choice for some people has resulted in an increased level of disability. 

The i n t e ~ e w s  also revealed that the program was 50 effective at repairing and 

recycling the paris of wheelchairs that one individuai cm use the same chair for years 

(0 14.NIL). Although saving money, it limits choice since people cannot get newer models. 

They must live with twenty-year old technology. 

Choice in the Rome Care Eaui~rnent Pool 

The range of assistive technology provided by the Home Care Equipment Pool has 

diminished in recent years due to govemment cutbacks. At the time of this study only a 

minimum number of types of assistive technology were provided. However, even for the 

equipment that was provided, respondents commented that there was only one type of 

selection available. One respondent stated that he thinks decisions made about the types of 

wheelchairs provided are based on economic considerations oniy and he perceives much of 

this equipment to be out of date. There is a sense fiom the interviews that Home Care is 

not keeping up to date on the latest technologies compared to seMces available in other 

provinces. The informant stated: 

l have the impressioitz thai Home Care epipmentfor ex@e, which is 
otrr version ofmsistive device program that are mailable in other 
provinces. il's very, very carefully limited in the kind of invet~tory t h  they 
have. thal is - there are . . .. deczszom made ubout wherher they will stock X 



device or Y device. Each device h m  to be carefrlyjztst~jki in t e m  of ils 
Oetreflt i ~ t  Iimiting the movement of people in lhe personal care sitrratioits 
or greater personal care ~npport repriterner~t and so on, so economics are 
rding that list of types of equipment that t h g  huve mailable. Some of 
their epipment is very clated and some of the - maybe there's a contitnring 
need for some of thut sttrlff; I worili.hft say there isn't btrt all the new 
technology that we're seeing at trade fairs mzd it just doem't seem to be 
available from home care e pipmeirt. II's like. there 's hospita! b e k  alrd 
rocking b& and thingsfrom the 50s thar are more and basic t h g s  Iike 
uritruls and toilez seuls and bath boards. alI this SOH of t h g .  wherecrs the 
&stive device program in other provinces. becmse perhups they reIy on 
r e t d  end to uctzraliy provide the devices may have more modern 
eqripment availabk thrmigh their program. and they huve a pa ter  
variety of eqiripmer~t avuiluble (0 1 2 . L  p. 16- 1 8). 

Choice Limited Bv Bureaucracy 

Choice in assistive technology is also limited by the process of going through 

various agencies, by waiting lists and by the requirement for involvement by professionals. 

One person descnbed the waiting list: 

Weii. you also have to rernember that they'vr got n wuiting lis! - sornetimes 
yotr hme lu wait monfhs to grz thirrgs thaf are very importau~i to ifs - 
sraring or orher things. so there's trot mirch seme of choice. Yozd gel ivhat 
yotr treed. what they will agree yoir tzeed m d  what [occupational therapyj 
has. afrer their examitlatiotr. irrdicated yoir mrd in order to be able to 
drive. ïhere's trot rntrch real choice t h e ,  altenratives. I think there 's a 
rvillingmss to listerr lo idem as to how to go about it arrd thal's g d .  
Khey wi ll ask yotï. ' Well do yorr thbrk yoidll be able to do i f  rhis way or do 
yoir thitrk yoir 're - " A lot of thow qzrestiom have a(rea4 beeri srttled 
thrgh  by [Name] 7herupy ( O  12.1. P 12) 

Remondents' Percentions of Choice within the Present Svstem 

Some respondents were grateful for the present system as it is; though they would 

appreciate other options, they felt they were not necessities (002.IL, 008.NIL, 0 MNIL). 



nese whrelchuzrs cost o lot of money and I thirzk it'r great that they give 
ris a wheelchair to use . . . lets get thal kmd or t h  fimi whever .  bey just 
be grnteful for whaî you get as for as I'm concerned Sure, they hme thr 
Iight weight wheelchairs cnzd thqy're very h d  to get. Ifyou ptit in a 
reqiest yoa might get ma but it migh take you a Iong fime btrt - I dorz't 
tirrd it t h  desperutrk'y su I worz 't put in for one ( O  14.m p 1 2 ) . 

I wotild expect bt my case if I wanted a chair t h  wmrz't offered throzigh 
the system, zt wotiid br my rqvortsibility to gel i f ,  ai& I coirld ofJord to get 
it* so it worrlciz't be a problem. But again my chair - if's got rib slipports 
md mod~jicntiom gaiore to it. You don 't have a lot of choice I know 
thrre are people out there, some of them wLn>r three wheel scooters. somr 
of thrm wanf the Forness chair put oti sornethir~g that looks like a car seat 
fur some sort of esthetic rensori. How practical they are I dorr 't hiorv. If it 
rnakes the persotz happy, fine. Most of the people I sre w i h  those thiiigs. I 
gtrt-s t h q  were boirght throirgh bzs~rmzce compa~~ies, M X  (Mar~itoba 
Public Insiirmcr Corporntiori) probabk 6zit t h r  yotr nrn agairr iiito the 
problrm of whofires thrm? (008.ML p. 13 ) 

In the latter narrative, the respondent felt that there is not a great range of choice in the 

assistive technology market even if he were able to purchase a wheelchair directly. This 

may indicate that he has not been exposed to the wide variety of wheelchairs available on 

the market or may mean that with his disability there are few choices of wheelchairs 

available. The other concem he raised regards the repair service which is a very important 

aspect of using a wheelchair. The need to maintain parts for s e ~ c i n g  a few models of 

chairs is also the primary rationale given by Wheelchair Services for not providing a wide 

range of choices. 

One individual's narrative stands out in contrast to other comments surrounding 

choice. He felt that the present govemment system is adequate and that vendors are 

creating the consumer need for choice in products. 



Likr I say Ni Manitoba we're probably lztcky compmd IO the other 
provinces. Maybe that's why the private sector is as a d m i t  as they are 
about hming govenzme~it dollars w i thdmi  ,hm certain progrms 
becmse they cm't break itito the market place. n e  systern is so 
entrenched that de [ivers a r e m a b l e  qtiality service. maybe not ahvqys 
the most ifymi wmit 20 call it - what a cor~sfimer worrld acttraliy like or 
prefer. 6tit at l m  yoir've got the prdtct  tu operute. Of cotirse the 
privute entreprenezir sees thtzi - they see where the rnoneyk being prnt. 
arid they see - they 're tellit ig ris thal we % the otzes who shotcld have 
choices - I mean that'sfmriy w h  yoti fa[k to some of the private vendors. 
rhe).Sr saying, well ymi giys should huve choices, yoii shotild be able to 
get that money. yozr should be able to either corne to us or go to 
Whrrlchair Services. It 's tiot me that's saying that, il's them t h ' s  trlhig 
me rhaz I shoir/d be saying it. It 's a rieal way of cracking the market opetr 
- yoir're nhvays goirig lofnid somebody that's going tu say, "Yn. I thtrrk 
that ls a good iden." 

His narrative suggests some fear at the possibility of losing the present govemment 

fünded program and the need for the governent to fund products or services to respond 

to '%basic needs". He continued: 

Ycz* the private erltreprerretir - I clon 't have any prob lems with. I thitik 
there's room for hem. I rhitrk if the cotmmer watits to btiy fheir prodtict 
chat's srriced to thrir owtr trreJ. fine, bt?y it. tro problem. There have to 6e 
some basic levels for rweds. I thitzk society, it becornes more of a social 
perqwctive itt some w q s ,  I hitik suciety has to take respottsibility for 
rneefirrg some of fhe baszc rleedr. YOM can 't rely total& on private ... 
market in my mvn mind Ifyou do, you 're baricaliy ut the mercy of 
~vho's got the money (002.L p 14- 15). 

Choice can be facilitated if there is an alternative source of money. Respondents 

mentioned the following altemate sources which provided more choices: insurance 

including Workers' Compensation, Manitoba Public Insurance Corporation, VRDP or 

social assistance. The type of support and choices available seem to be dependent on the 

type of disability. 



Ifyoir have the frtzlding dolkrrs available to y011 either throt~gh I gi~ess 
throzrgh settlements, for exampIe ifyozr were lut@ emugh, and few might 
c d  it Izrcky, IO be injzrred 112 a cm accident or in a motorcycle accident or 
whatever, you did receive strbstmztial iitcome or Worker 's Comp irtcome or 
whatevrr. Yuzr have prrcharing dollars directly at ycnir diqoal. so t h  
part yotr 're abfe to find qtralify epipment yotr iteed direct& - if 'k ymr 
discrrtio~z what yoir want to biy. For the other consiuners, they don't 
ahuays have a choice available to them. .. .. Some corne thrmgh the irtcome 
smrity program through - and then of cozrrse they rrpire three qtrotes 
a~zd I gzress the hvest pote w i m  uut whettler it be the best producf or izot. 
It muy not be a question specrj7caIly todqy. Two yrars ago t h  may tzot 
have beetz a problem. todqy fhey're getting more and more tight oit the 
firitdirig so the product th ut cornes ut the leasî price is the product you 
end up with, zrrtless ymr catt rafiortalize why yorr tteed the more expertsive 
one. Of corrrse it wuzild re pire a profisiortaal to do t h  (002. E. p7-8). 

Ag"& in the portion of this person's statement dealing with income security, the 

perception is that choice is lirnited to the least expensive item. For people who are able to 

work, there is fùnding for some equipment such as cornputers fiom VRDP. There is little 

available for those who do not work, who are not "involved in the community". The 

researcher assumes that the terms "involved in the community" means disability 

organizations, and other comrnunity organizations. 

Several people offered suggestions that the system include more choice for those 

not eligible for insurance. Many respondents mentioned their need for a display centre 

where various types of assistive technology could be examined, tned out and evaluated 

including the assistive technoIogy available fkom Home Care (003 .IL. 0 12.K). 

I pess I've always wondered why we cozrlddt go someivhere ami see what 
was available and have a Iittie more choice and more liformatiort about 
alternatives and choice about what we were goirzg to try. It'k hard to dral 
iit the ahtract to decide what orte tteeh. In my eqwiit~ce I discmered 
throirgh these le~tgthy ititerviews with these people that I could bertefil 



from several low cost items t h  I had not been awme of previmisi'y. ... 
brit I wonder whal other thingis I don? know abouf that cmdd make rny Ive 
a lot easier. coziirld make my Ive more iridrpeiident, trhar if1 had some 
better access tu the iiformution t h  I might choose to by and mighl 
ul~imateiy benefit fiorn. Whol I had to reIy oit was reaiïy the information 
thut the people who intervzewed me hud uvaiiubie tu t h  and the 
suggestions thal they mode to me reszdting in several items t h  I used 

In te~ewer:  So you would like to see some choices in that government 
program? 

Ya I press. as a person with a disability growitig ooler I know that i'm 
rieedittg more supports to mairztain my iirdepet~derice. I have throrighozit 
most of my Ive n good degree of indepetident living and indrpetidtwt self 
sort ofmfficieiicy btit as I get older I seem to be more and more reliatrt oit 
technoiogy ami sort of staff srrpport from timr to rime. At this poitzt il's 
limited to five hcnirs a week of staflarpport for home makitig aiid persotrai 
cure bzit ten years ago I didr 't have cuty atrd I catr see thar in IO more 
ymrs I might tzred more mid Iikewzse IO years ago I didt 't ilse n bath 
board or a rnised toilet seat or grab bars aitd riow I do. Tr,z yeurs from 
row I'm muy rreed more eqzfipmetzt. well i f I  was able to go somrwhere atid 
look al what wnr mailable, perhaps take thitigs otit on trial tu check out. I 
might erzd ccp beitrg better eqriipped Ni a more timely way with what I tzeed 
to mairituiti my brdepe~ideizce as the agi,>g process goes or> (0 12.L p5). 

The present system allows for Iittle interaction between government funded and private 

sector vendors. One respondent felt that this lirnited the number of private vendors in 

Manitoba and thus limited the availability of options that could be viewed by consumers 

(0 12.L). Several respondents offered compromise suggestions to mesh the present 

government funded system with the private vendor system to provide consumers with 

more choice. 

Three individuals proposed a govenunent program to support the purchase of 

assistive technology by the consumer (0 12.IL, 004.L, 003.L) This program could 



provide support for wheelchairs or for other types of technology. In the case of 

wheelchairs, if the person did not want the Everest and Jennings wheelchair, the person 

could have the money that would have been ailocated and would then supplement the rest 

of the required money from his/her own pocket (004.L p. 10) Another option suggested 

was to have the consumer pay for some portion of the maintenance of the wheelchairs 

(OI2.L p.17) 

Should Peo~Ie with Disabilities Have Choices3, 

The following data are a11 taken fiom one respondent7s transcript. He was 

classified as an "IL" and felt strongly that informed choice was a basic human entitlement 

and that perçons with disabilities should be allowed to take the risks that go along with 

making choices. 

As for as my cot~te~rtio~i mrd the grotips that I'rn associrted with ... that 
ench body is ruzipcr and dtfferent artci il's a matter of havilrg an itiformeci 
choice, the right irformed choice brtt also experier~ce of a varieîy of 
prodrrcts as a basic en titlement, basic citizenship righ f (003. iL p. 7). 

Ifird the systern of ~vheelchair approval still qriite at~tiq~ïntrrJ and lacking 
iii creativtty atid ~ i m t i o r r  and thefi~durnet~tal pri~rciples of il fomed 
choice. .... the biggest issue there is to debote ami examira is the problem 
of ZOO m m y  diversifies und tro backup, the company goitrg b b c ~ h ï p ~  bir~ 
t h d s  part of lifr, to accept the fact t h  whether y021 buy toasters or cars 
or comprîters which disabledpeopk cm, do ot1 their own ifthey had the 
access to resozrrces and take the risks in conseqzience with those. 
Sontehow zhey cadt do lhat with the assistive devices cnid I thitrk it 5 
becorne a bureaumatic system within rehab that hm limited the choices 
to, in some cases anyway, to o fired range, srnaII range of prodiccts 
(.003.IL p7-8). 



In the preceding example the individual alluded to the concept of giving risk-taking to the 

consumer, even if that meant taking the risk that an assistive technology vendor may go 

b a n h p t  The same respondent continues to discuss choice in tems of who should be 

making choices with respect to assistive technology. He stated: 

There needs to be ii$tormed choice . .. .. . the Society [for Manitobans with 
Di sabili ties] shozdd provide iriformd choice to people, the best 
relaiionship wozild be professiorzaI coiis~iItatiori and optiotzsm bz12 tzot 
throrigh Ihr same btireatmats who cotrrol. Iimit the &l/ars mzd choices 
su it's a wholr g~tekeepers system that'k roder revint1 m ~ d  i~ee& to be 
examineci.. .. Îhere nepris fo be accot~tztability, there dso rzeecis to be a 
trnrisfer of risk and respotisibiliiy lo ii1Jividua1.s who make opm choices 
aizd to bear the cotlseqtieilces of those, and that may fly i~z the oppositioil 
of do-good ngeiicies and the profesionaI statiis who rnay feel that iii the 
traitiitlg and t k i r  mandate that îhey're respoizsible for fhe right choice 
ma& ami their at+istment ar to whnt the right choice is. So I thiizk 
there-i still a diversiot~ of opirziorr betweeiz who can make the finai choice 
mtd who is the cotzstdfattt and who is the decisiorz maker, aiid thar is whar 
the [Federal] Social Review is getting into righ rtow (003 .IL P.9). 

Conclusion: Choice 

The respondents' narratives indicated that "choice" in assistive technology is not 

available to most citizens in Winnipeg. Choice is limited by bureaucracy including layers of 

bureaucrats, professionals and waiting lists. Choice is limited by the arnount of income the 

individual has, especially for those who work at Iower paying jobs. Choice in the 

govemment-sponsored program is lirnited by pre-determined regulations defining the type 

of equipment which will be distributed. Much of this equipment is out of date, according 

to the consumers interviewed. Some equipment, suc h as wheelchairs, has been purchased 



from the sarne manufacturer since the program was established. 

This limitation in choice contrasts with basic principles of the Independent Living 

Movement where inforrned choice is viewed as a basic citizenship nght. Respondents 

offered a solution: to provide the consumer with an amount of money equai to the cost of 

the equipment now provided from the governrnent agencies. Consumers could then 

purchase their own equipment, ther&y having some choice. A problem arises with 

wheelchair repairs. Solutions have been offered such as a system allowing consumes to 

pay for a portion of the repairs of chairs which they choose. Another solution might be to 

establish an arrangement with vendors to do repairs. However this latrer approach was not 

discussed by the informants. 

Professionals as Barriers or Facilitators to Accessing Assistive Technology 

One of the questions asked of the respondents concemed their experience with 

assistive technology professionals. References to "professionals" were purposely not 

defined by the researcher dunng the i n t e ~ e w s  so that categories would emerge naturally 

in îhe respondents' discourse. The most fiequently mentioned professionals were 

occupationai therapists and rehabilitation engineers, followed by physicians, and 

physiotherapists. Most of the discussions focused on the roles of occupational therapists, 

possibly because the  respondents knew that the i n t e ~ e w e r  was an occupational therapist. 

This may also have occurred because in Manitoba, occupational therapists are often the 

prirnary assessors of assistive technology requirements. Because occupationai therapists 

were the main professional group discussed, the researcher analysed this portion of the 



data in relationship to the client-centred approach proposed by Law, Baptiste and MilIs 

(1 995). A true client-centred approach seems to approxhate some of the principles of the 

Independent Living Movement, hence this analysis. 

The current philosophy of Canadian occupationai therapists is that the profession 

practises under a "client-centred" approach. Although the t e m  had been used in Canada 

for over a decade, it was yet to be defined until the work by Law et ai (1995) was 

published. Law et ai (1995) have attempted to define the t e m  and to provide categories 

of what should be included in a client-centred approach. According to Law et al, a client- 

centred approach is defined as 

nit approach to providing occrpatiomd therapy. whzch rmbraces a 
philosophy of respect for, atrd parbzership with. people receiviizg services. 
Clierlt-ce~rtredpractice recognirrs the atitoiromy of irrdividtmk* the izeed 
for client choice in mnkiirg decisioizs nbou~ ocnrpationai ,tee& the 
strer~ghs clients britig to a zherapy encorrizter, the berrefi~s of clieirt- 
therapist parinership cxid the ireed to eirssirre that services are accessible 
aildfit the cmttext itr which a clietlt livrs (Law et al, ig%,p.253). 

Law et a1 (1995) could find very few occupational therapy studies that examined 

the effectiveness of client-centred practise; they described a number of concepts which 

form the underpinnings of a client-centred approach. These include autonomy and choice, 

partnership and responsibility, enablement, contextual congruence, accessibility and 

flexibility, and respect for diversity. In their study of these concepts, Law et al (1995) have 

combined definitions fiom various sources including some fiom the Independent Living 

movement. (Law et al, 1995 p. 252). These concepts are discussed here, not only to 

demonstrate the contrast between theory and the consumers' description of the practise of 

occupational therapy, but also because many of the concepts could arguably be seen as 



similar to the Independent Living principles of consumer control, choice, decision making, 

and risk-taking. The word ccclient" would be replaced by the word ''consumer" in 

Independent Living language. For the purposes of this study, this comparison is therefore 

important since one of this study's objectives was to determine if assistive technology 

services were provided in a manner which was consistent with the principles of the 

Independent Living movement. 

The data fiom this study showed that the consumers' perception of the 

performance of professionals (occupational therapists) does not reflect the client-centred 

approach espoused by the profession. Many of the informant narratives emphasized a 

clear power differential between the therapist and the client with the therapist having 

more power. Often the consumer perception seemed to be that one right answer was 

offered fiom the therapist without consideration of the consumer's (client's) needs. 

To make this comparison, the researcher outlined each of the categories 

considered by Law et al ( 1  995) with a description of the theme as they defined it. These 

categones From the Law et ai (1995) client-centred practice definitions were then analysed 

and compared to data fiom the consumer narratives to contrast theory and practice. The 

following elements of the client-centred approach will be discussed: a) Autonomy/choice; 

b) Partnership; c) Enablement; d) Contextual Congruence; e) Accessibility and Flexibility 

and f) Respect for Diversity. 

The data will be used to explore the perceived barriers created by professional 

occupational therapists in interactions with their clients. This will be followed by a 

surnrnary of consumer suggestions for change which would enable occupational therapists 



to work in a more "client-centred" or consumer-focused fiarnework. 

According to Law et al (1995 p. 25 1 ) the category " autonomy/choice7' 

emphasizes that: "clients are experts about their occupational fùnction. Only they c m  truly 

understand their experiences of their daily Iives, express their needs and make choices 

about their occupations." 

The following are some examples fiom the data in which the service provider did 

not acknowledge the autonomy of the consumerlclient. 

The respondent in the following passage described what it was like to leam from 

an occupational therapist how to care for herself after having a brain injury. 

Thry h z ' t  lh7e in my body, rhey dorl'r know my bo@ like I know my b0@. 
I know what I rteed and I h o w  what I rierd zhat woirld help me. they don 't. 
Acrirally. I'm ttot sayi,rg the).% trot good brcn~~se they are. brrr os I s d  
beforr I kmw rny body bemr. I thirtk I hrow what I rreed more t h  whar 
thry do nrzd somrtimrs ZOO whe11 - okny it goes throzrgh 0. T. whetr I was irr 
the rehnb they s d  we 'II do this and this and this - I suy I cadi. I do it my 
i vay  becairse I know how to do it. Wel1,they suîd " tlrat's not the way 
you 're supposeil to do it" , I said I dotft care that's how I do it becairse 
that's the o1ziy w-y I c m  do it (014.NIL p.4)  . 

Another individual described the decision-making process when he received hand 

controts for his car: 

As far as harzd conrrols went, it was a rnatler of I gitess it wozrld be CPA 
[Canadian Paraplegic Association] coiinselors ar~d O. i? assesment ard the 



cqiripmetlt war ide~~tijied that I needed m ~ d  the epiprnent I hme worh 
very well. Btrt il's a matter of mahig sure ymi get the right - I giress yorr 
have to speak up but for the most par? to get t h  eqtiipmet~f I needrd 

In te~ewer :  What do yorr mean. whut hqvpetts ifyorr dodt speuk irp? 

Well, yurc may end up with equipment that "they " feel is most appropriate 
rather th an the equipment that you fin J appropriate (002. IL p -4). 

Lack of choice was identified by this consumer who received information from an 

occupational therapist at the time of his spinal cord injury: 

Thr b iggesr problem p i  've got. ar (ensr I hnd ar the tirne, zs nli the 
itformation yott ~~eeded to hiow w m  like here's one sheet thar ideniifes 
the prodm yoii need there it ir. I dih't grt four or five s k t s  attd four 
orfwe different prodrrcts wherr I'm able [O sqv* well no, this prodtrct looks 
iikr it worrld be more risable thon another prodtct. 11's like the sheet that 
had the prodtrct on it w m  the otle that I was given. nrrd I didn 'i know 
a~~other sheet exisred rirzril sirch rime ar I srarteu' workit~g in the fielri. thet2 
I formd orrt, hey wait a rnintrte. there-i a lot more than just one device itt 
OtJe 5iWClficfield (.O02 .IL p4). 

Partnership 

According to Law et al (1995), in client-centred practise, the goal of the client- 

therapist relationship is an inter-dependent partnership. Power is defined as a process by 

which the client and the therapist achieve together what neither could achieve alone 

(Crabtree & Caron-Parker, 199 1, Law, 199 1). The following excerpt demonstrates the 

power differential that one individual felt when dealing with assistive technology 

professionals. The individual's narrative below has been cited before however it was 

important to repeat again in this context. Although he has had a disability for several 



decades and is a leader in the Independent Living movement, he still felt intimidated by 

professional power. 

I thirzk I w m  probably a /Me iittimiahted, Iike I say the pmver to grant 
you these devices are to certif fia? you get a Iicense is ubso~uteiy no$ 
your mvn - it 's absofutely vested in the people anri there is a system of 
trztst and collegaiiîy of the vmiot~s actors. ... Becairse they work together 
a lot oii these thiizgs aad they vesi their cotfideiice mid credibility in each 
other. il's a &tk tiefwork of people, and so they al/ are part of the ga~ig. 
If you get sotnebody's nose out of joint? you 're not going fo - doesn 't 
improve your chances of gening that ficense So ifnii O. T. klis me I 
iieed n arshion behind my buck, 1 dot? 't think I do, I ivondrr if it isn 't 
dattgerorrs birt ifshe S strotig eiio~rgh oii i f  IIIlprobabIy go along to try to 
move ~he process along und thriz thow it a w q  iatw when I conjrm iti 
fact thni ii 's a risky fhing for me ( O  1 2 . L  p. 8). 

The previous passage and the following demonstrate the lack of feeling of partnership in 

the therapist-client relationship. 

f i s  is what Ifitid that - with O T I thirik it ivoitld have heIped me a lot - 
wry if a11 OT worrld show me o w  way, okay I cari4 do if, so how oboirr this 
woy aiid u e  work iogether, that woirld work super. But Irmv many people 
can do that lvifh an UT? (.014.NIL p.5) 

The last line of this passage is quite disturbing when one assumes that occupational 

therapists are supposed to work in a partnership manner according to the client-centred 

mode1 of practise. 

Enablement 

According to Law et al (1995), in the client-centred approach, enablement means 



that the therapist works with the client on issues defined by the client. The therapist is 

valued not ody for technical cornpetence, but also for caring show by tmly listening to 

the client. 

In these i n t e~ews ,  this wilhgness to listen seemed to Vary according to the 

personality of the therapist. 

7 k y  're not ahvays willing tu men tu ivh at you think you can do. 
Depenàs on the therapist you get Some of them are qirite open zo 
Iistenb~g mid experime~ztirzg and tryhg out. and others h m  very defnite 
idrar aboiir what yorr car? do and what p r  cadt do somehow. or whnf kimi 
of davice worrld workfor yozi mld wha~ wo~iIdrf~. 72ey mcry rzot - and fhm 
mother thera* will be quite operz and sqy. "Oh yoir thi~tk this other 
device - welf let's try i f  or we cozildmaybe explore fhat. " They're willilrg 
to work a litlle more wi~h yozrr o w ~  jzrdgements, i~itiritiom a~zd so 0 1 2  niid 
soma nrm% I ~vould Say about 50 - 50 in terms of the am'tude of the 
people that Icve encountered in thnt partrrtrcuIar process (.O 1 2. IL) . 

Contextual Conmience 

Contextual congruence is defined as "The importance of the clients' roles, 

interests, environments, and culture are central to the occupationai therapy process within 

client-centred practise" (Law et al, 1995 p. 252). 

The following example portrays a lack of contextual congruence. The respondent 

was not interested in 'kasting her energy in washing herself', she preferred to delegate 

this task to an attendant so that she could have the energy for her productive roles. 

However, the therapist did not take the client's roles, interest or environment into 

consideration. 
ntr orles that 1 didz 't like so mzrch - I think really listerzirig to me ami 
lisieizing fo whar I feel that I need and gohg with my direc~iorr more t h m  



with thrm jtist coming i l 1  and rnakiitg pick arnimptioris. stretchitzg my 
a m  otrt and sqi~ig"oh you cmz do this " withmt evett recopizhg many 
q e c t s  of the way I Iive rny IifestyIe, Iooking ut maybe my strength or 
whatever. 1'11 give yoic a good example of one person grgrvi~zg me somethi~ig 
to help me take my bed bath and she gave me a stick with a sporige on the 
etid of it mai it was cornpletely - I co~rldz'r !iJ rrp the stick. fhe vmge wes 
- w h w  it got firll ofwater I couldz't li fr it and this was a persm who didft  
listeeri to me. I f l  said, I dun't thittk I'm gozng ro be ab/e to Igt that, it w m  
"Oh yes, yorr jr& c m  try mrdyorr'll be able to do if. " Yorr h1ow thar kind 
of a11 czt~it~~de mtd it was - those kiilds of people to me aredt very helpfil. 
So I Iike people who al& me to be part of the partnership andplmuzing 
and 1 gel aio~tg well with those people (009 .IL p67-80). 

Accessibility and Flexibility 

Accessibility and flexibiliîy are defined as "Services are provided N i  tirneïj mld 

accessible mamer. .. îhercrpists work tu eriable chttts 10 nccess services wifh n rnitlimum 

of btrreaucratic rrd tape " (Law et al, 1 99 5, p. 2% ) 

This idealized principle contrasts with the experience of the respondent quoted 

below who had to overcome bureaucratie requirements and be on a waiting list to access 

service. One may argue that barriers in this situation were beyond the occupational 

therapist's capacity to inteniene. However, according to the client-centred model, the 

occupationai therapist should be aware of and evaluate the accessibility and flexibility of 

hidher services. The individual stated: 

W ~ I I  I first decicird I watzted a *cial cr<shzotz rrdkr me, the f i n 1  thing I 
hud tu do was get my docror to say I needed this special czrshiotz. so I wellt 
ro her and she said. "Okq, ifyou want o. special crrshion, I'II si'z this 
puper for yoii. " She sent il to the Seating CIitlic and I waited for about 
three mot~th and never heard mything fom these people so I called thern 
- they didrl't have atything 011 record1 wetzt over myself and talked about 
what I warlted m d  



tzow I hud to get this doctor's s t w e n t  aizywuy. So I had io gel back and 
get mother doctor's stateme~f and they saw me withitz a week a f t r  thar. I 
ivent over to the Seating Clinic and this was the rnost bizarre thitig I rver 
went throiigh, il's probably the most fristrati~~g experzetzce. n e  doctor 
w m  sitting there il1 one chair, she never got mit ofher chair ali the tirne I 
was N I  the wheeichair, she jiisî sat there. niere w a  m l  0. i? there, IV 
)lever seerz fhis wornmr befoe and diah? do very mrrch either except look 
me over. atzd somebIÿfrom fhe Rehub E,>gizeering Department - he was 
the only ot>e who torrchrd me and actzraily felr arotmd tu gel some i d m  on 
whot I needd .. i hlew for w e  that wanl'î going to work (009.IL. p. 1 O) 

Respect for Diversity 

Law et al (1995) define the respect for diversity as: "Intervention based on clients' 

visions and values demonstrates a respect for the diversity of values that clients hold. It is 

important for therapists to recognize their own values and not impose these values on 

The individual in the nex? passage described how the occupational therapists 

clearly disregarded her needs as a teenager. Not only did the device look unsightly to this 

individual, it offered little in the way of function compared to what she was capable of 

doing. She was able to manipulate objects using a combination of her teerh and hands, yet 

the therapists insisted on finding another solution. It is significant that this woman, now in 

her forties, still expressed her feelings so strongly around this expenence. 

As a chiid I rernember them [occupational therapists] sayiing, oh yoii need 
this andyoti rzeed that, yoir need rhis becairse I*m one hmlded ami su ar 
otre poitrt I forgez what they cal[ it, biir rhey had this gizmo thitlg designed 
that yoir prit yorir a m  i ~ r  ... so they dmised this contruptim that I aktys 
felt made me look like rubo cop or somethii~g, and yotr had io prrr ymr 
atm i i ~  thzs barker m d  it was 012 two bars t h t  you coriid swing wiih ymr 
shorrlder. It was ridin<lorrs and 1 kept sayi~lg, 110 1 dodt need it, I dodt 
lise it, bzit they feit oh no, y m  should try it. ... it's not really, to me, worth 
havittg this God awfiil ugly thing, yoii're talking about image of someotze 



who is high school teerrager like Hello. but they ivoulh't lislm so they 
spe,tt all this rnoney devisirig it mtd biiild~ng it aitd prrttirlg it together mrd 
then saying, yes you need if. it will really strengtheri yoirr a m  and give 
yozr mzrch more rnobility alrd ability hz that hmtd (00 1 .IL p -9 3 96-440). 

Sugoestions for Change: Res~ondents' Strateei -es for Chan qe to t he 

Client IConsumer)-Professional Relationship~ 

The previous examples showed that there is a contrast between the client-centred 

philosophy and the actual practise of occupational therapists in delivery of assistive 

technology services. The consumers themselves offered advice on how to change the 

service delivery. This section will dso be organized according to Law et al's ( 1995) 

conceptualization of components of the client-centred practise: a) autonomy/choice; b) 

partnership/enablement; and c) access/flexibility. 

The following examples demonstrate two important points. First, the respondents 

recognized that there is currently a spectrum of opinion among professionals in tems of 

maintainhg "openess" in working with the individual as an autonomous person. Second, 

respondents emphasized that there has to be some recognition by professionals that 

consumers are 'experts" about their own circumstances. One stated: 

. . .so mirch depends oo the persortali fies of people whether they wmrt to 
upply it or trot. I thirlk ... il's either becmse of igttora,tce or they still 
hmten't graqed the idea that disabled people have a head or1 iheir 
shoidders and c m  think for themselves. I thi,ik there 's roorn for il to 
happert, it cmt happert, there's no rem011 why it shorildrft happent but I 
thir~k the people ut those systems have to change their attitztde a bit 
(009.L p.6). 



nte O. T. that I mentiorzed with [Specific therapy service] to me that's 
pretty ericourqïrg because she certuim'y chmged rny views on 
professio~ials IO some degree. I biew thut projessionals cotild resporzd to 
me the woy I wmted to be reqotided to und I k7ew it was possible ajiter 
mee titzg with her. She 's vrry, very good (.O09 .Il p.7) 

In the following narratives the respondents emphasized that if the consumer- 

therapist relationship is to work as a two-way process, there needs to be an attitude 

change by therapists which includes listening to the client and seeing the consumer as 

having some expertise. 

When yoir wmit choices yoir wutu people to lister> to joir a~id that sort of 
thi~tg mid if elimirzates gettitig advice from people. nere are tirnes w h e ~  I 
wmit to liste?> to ihem too nr?d I shorrld have thot choice. If1 dorr 't ibtoiv 
the mswers and I recognize I dot2 't blow it mrd I need to get more inprrl 
then I thitik I shozrld be able tu receive it m ~ d  I think they . .. . . . shorrld be 
prepared tu give advice rf they cm. bzr t they have to lisien to the 
consumer as weII and it's a h v t ~ v a y  type of thing, if's not orle or the 
other (009.L p. I l ) .  

I thi~ik the thïrigs that have to br stressrd is people need choices atid there 
shodd be more thari one kirid of arty device. I also believe N i  the self- 
management brryi~g where ymr p t  I#W momy Nz fhe hurla% of the 
cortsirmer m d  they go ozrl and prrrchase their o w ~  devices. Certaitily 
attirtde chmgr shozdd take p l m .  There is n O person wh o kn mvs wh at 
th ey n eed better than the person themselves and toiless people ccni 
. . . . . . . corne rrp with devices that are very good trtrlrss they 're able to listeri 
und hear what the persotz 's suying (O0 1 . IL p.3) 

Consumer perspectives on more CO-participation are provided in the 

following two examples. 

Su much dependi on the persort working in a particdar system. I dort't 
thirik it's so mirch the sysfern sornetimes. For instance I hme received 
some help thrmgh ... md it happens that the occupatiotial therupist thut 



I'm workirig with rigk m v  is - shek extra-ordiinariiy cormimer orimted 
and is very open fo listetzing to me and getting my ideos mid I fee l that 
we 're ivorhng together as a team ... Hawever, I have worked with other 
professzutials in the same system and I haveti't received that hzd of mi 
attitiide (009.IL p.4) 

. . . . because the th ing is with an O T it shouid be a hvo-way - side by side 
thing. Maybe OT laiows one way but the persoti - it might r~ot be siritable 
for the persotl so therefure fitzd another way to do it, und if they c m  do it - 
great, IZU matter how they do if, nu matter how hard it is birt ifthey cmr do 
it thut's the mairi thitig ((.O 14.NIL p.3). 

The following is an example of a partnership between the consumer and the 

therapist descnbed by one informant. 

Ya. 1 lise the [ S  peci fic Agency j. Agaitt, I j h d  &hose people pretty 
rxtraorcIi,tary. They also work with me md take direction from me a~zd 
most of rhe tirne they ivotfr eveti deal with me iiriless I cmi be pretty 
sprcrfic iti t e m  of whnt I want. I f (  go NI, atid say I thhk my arrn rleedr 
to corne irp a bit higher, thut's irstraIly not good e~oicgh for them. they suy 
they hme to htow how my arm shodd be p l m d  birt they willjix 
somethirig if they know exact4 what I wmt. î'heti I have tu sturt thtikit~g 
>tri! I rieed the a m  a bit wider and I tteed it lifred orr one a~zgle ami I med 
atz titdetztc~tio~i tofit my elbow mtd IW gei them all these very specifc 
N ~ s ~ n ~ c t i o ~ s  ami they will carry if oiit for me, so thut's quite 
good (oOg.ILp2) 

Respondents offered advice on how to make the delivery system more accessible, 

flexible and offer more choice. A mode1 system would entail professionals sharing control, 

decreasing the layers of bureaucracy and providing an accessibly located display centre 

where items can be viewed and tried out by the consumer. One respondent stated: 



Yozi shoiilddt have to go to a lot of professionals. .JO mnke decisioizs 
abmit this epuipmerzt- I thirzk sometzmes in a highly speciatized mea it 
may be necessas, biit I thi~zk if shoicld be operatirzg more like you're 
btiyirzg ymr car. like yoti 're bzîyirzg cnly other p r d ~ c t  thor yozc need I 
wozdd say probabh aboui 90% of disabled people h o w  whai rhry need 
and ifs jzist a matter of going ondgetting il. 77iq don 't have tu go 
through a whole system of people assessing thern, evaluating them and 
this kind of thirlg. . .. most disabled people cmz make the kind of decisiot~s 
that I mode about the wheelchair jzlst the sarne wîty ar I do and they 
s h l d  have the same opportunity und the smefler*bility IO do t h  
(.007.IL p6)  . 

merr is ahvays going to be a smal[percentagr ofpropie that reqzrire 
more lrairted expertise. but the s y s ~  shodd be rhat il culers to o mai l  
rrirmber or catrr to everybody and thrrz provide a way of more irztettsive 
techrticd rqiripmerzt or profess~orznf sen9ices to the srncrll rnrmber who 
rteed it. ... birt the system rleedr to be more flexible. it rteeds to have more 
choices for disobled people a d  it rzeeds to be simpler to access the 
tech~tical cqiiipmerzt- . . . . . I thitik h r e  shoidd be a place tu test oui the 
eqziipme~~t.. . .disabled peop/e moke the kbtd of choices that they tteed to 
mzd have more cotztrol over the sitzcatiorz. I think it would cut out a lot of 
t h e  thot profession ais spend on these things which I <lori 't thin k is 
alivays necessav (-007.L p8). 

An interesting point to consider is that an assistive technology display centre 

would take away some of the professionals' power as some of their knowledge will be 

shared by the consumers, thus removing the "mystique" associated with assistive 

technology. However, the establishment of a centre would benefit both consumers and 

professionals because consumers would be better informed and professionals themselves 

would have a place to see the equipment they now can view ody in catalogues. 

Conclusion: Professional Relationship~ 

This section on relationships between professionals and consumers has focused on 

interactions with occupational therapists as professionais, mainiy because most 



professional encounters discussed dunng the interviews involved occupational therapists. 

It is hoped however, that al1 professionals who deal with assistive technology can l e m  

from these data. The data were analysed accordhg to the client-centred mode1 descnbed 

by Law et al (1995) because of the researcher's perception that it incorporates principles 

which are consistent with Independent Living principles. The anaiysis illustrates that some 

respondents' experiences with occupational therapists have been problematic. However, 

consumer narratives also provide examples of positive encounten and suggestions for 

improvement in this area. 

Relrtionships with Assistive Technology Vendors 

Eight of the 17 people interviewed had dealt with vendors to purchase equipment 

unavailable fiom the government program. Although some respondents had purchased 

equipment from non-traditional suppliers such as machinists or upholsterers, the 

discussion around vendors generaily focused on suppliers of specific assistive technology. 

Some respondents commented that vendors offered more choice in the system 

(.007.IL p7), treated them more as a customer than professionals did (.004.IL), and were 

understanding of the needs of the person with disabilities (-00 1 .IL). However, the overall 

picture painted of the vendors was Less than favourable. As one individual perceived it, 

there is a lucrative market for this type of product. In referring to vendors " n e  attitirde 

sometimes is good ami sometimes if's rotterr * ' (O 1 7. NIL p. 7). 

Two main themes were identified fiom the data which characterize the consumers' 

experiences with vendors as perceptions of a) pushing the sale and b) not consumer 



Vendors Viewed as Pushing the Sale 

Pushing the sale was a comrnon theme in these narratives. Respondents 

commented that vendors would try to sel1 their product as "best", and therefore not 

discuss any other product options or fully explore the needs of the consumer (O16.L). 

This approach on the part of the vendor would lead people into buying a product not 

suited to their needs. Often, a specific vendor was the only provider of particular items in 

Winnipeg. This monopoly position lefi the consumer at the mercy of the vendor and 

meant there was linle latitude to negotiate price or s e ~ c e  terms. Some consumers felt 

that the vendors would try to sel1 anything to make a sale (001 1 .NIL) . 

One person cornmented that often the need for equipment could come at a 

particularly vulnerable time in the life of the consumer. Specifically at the time the person 

first acquired a new disability, vulnerability occurred in situations "where emotions are 

takinj the forefiont over rational thought" (003 .IL). 

I am afaid thut it-i stiil not as objective atid ~ierr~ral bir! people h m  tu 
kart, ~ h e  hnrd way that if therr are two or thrrr devices that yoir happe11 
to be gertirzg commissiot~ on becairse yozr % a vemior for those îwo 
prodircis. that yori'rr N I  a vrdi~erabie slate or fuïnily mrmbers are iti a 
wiftrerab le srale mà yozi 'rr feelirrg gzriIty becme someboùj hm al1 hIjtrry 
or grandmu is now szrdhily zrsitig a wheelchair and everybody 's feeling 
bad abozrt thai. she 's zrpset, yoir may jirst be earily talked ilito by a iocai 
sa~esperson (003.L p.9). 

Another respondent, who dso works as a counsellor for persons with disabilities, 

commented on his need to protect consumers from "snow jobs" by vendors (0 l6.L). 

Oveniding al1 of this was how very expensive the equipment was (O 17.NIL, 007.L). The 



following examples further emphasize these points: 

O»e fella I k r 1 w  c m e  to me afler he bozight a lifr m d  he came here and 
he said. "this thing is giving me a real hradache. " He suid " I thotrght I 
war going ro be able to do this. that and the other thing. " I said, " well, if 
y m  wmted to do ~hat yolr should have g0~e.n this kind of lifr becmm it 
doesft corne in this fm - whatever. so he had to go back to the vendor and 
of corrrse the vmdor didn't watjt tu take the lifr back and thaf gi?v leartted 
an expensive ie'sso~t (.O l6 .L p. 12). 

In the next example the individual had ordered an $8,000 power wheelchair to go out to 

places where normally he would fatigue if he used a manual wheelchair. Ultimately, it was 

too large for his van and his house. The respondent did not feel he was given al1 of the 

information necessary for hirn to have made the right choice. He now recognizes that he 

could have ordered a srnéiller wheel-base for the chair with the same size seat. 

Persoi~aiIy I feei that they shorrid have said. "Are yoir nrre yoir want srrch a big 
choir? " I thi,ik thnr rhey shorrld have suid, "Do you r e d k  that rhis thirrg zs so 
maty irtches /ong or whatever or il's going to restrict - whatever. Why dort 't yorî 
look nt doiiig this. that or the other thing? " Personally I thirik thnt they shorrld 
have dune  hot but they diddt ami I guess it 's water r~tzdet the bridge. Whar are 
yoii goitg to do excrpt chalk it rrp to rxprrie~ce. ( O  I6.NIL p. 1 3)  

Two respondents' narratives portray vendors with a monopoly as overbeanng and trying 

to sel1 anything. 

I found rhar they were overbearing, they always have the right thing for you, 
there's no place eise to shop. W h m  they brotrght a scooter out for me to fry he 
had the coritract written ozrt, sigired with t a  und everything - sigrteù, date4 etc. 
He came back readj for me to give hirn a deposil cheque. he ,vas that sure thal he 
had sold it (O0 1 1 .NIL p 5).  

I f i d  that people will try to sel1 y m  mythii~g utrd tell yoir thut it fits yor/r 
needs and it won% Having worked wiih [vendor name] and having worked 
with the variorcs dealers und because I've tdetl threr pre-med courses.. .. . 
I hrow thut yolr have tu be a vei-y infomed consumer. Ifyou 're not an 
in furmed consumer then you might as well forgei it, because people will 



take advantage of it. (O0 1 1 .NIL p 1 O) 

Vendors Viewed as Not Consumer Oriented 

Another theme identified was the perception by some respondents that vendors 

were not consumer oriented. Aithough one would expect that if the consumer was holding 

the purse strings, the vendor would be willing to talk to  that person, respondents indicated 

that this did not always happen. One individual described how the vendor refùsed to deal 

with him and would only deai with a therapist, even when the individual complained about 

problems with the product. The vendor would comrnunicate with the consumer only when 

the bill had t o  be paid (O 1 7.NT.L). 

Bzrt they d u d ~  ~ w i t  tu help me. They hud my momy already. are they 
goiig to have any more ofrny money? Nor likely. rxcept that if I >#rd 
sonie~hirrg theyh the ottly socrrce to get it ... Then I'm stnck, I meai, I'm iwt 
reali'y stnck becmse I can go elsewhere. I cal] go to Ontario ifIfm wifling 
to go to some letrgths. ... that wordd br sort of spiring myseywhich I 'm izot 
Iikely tu du, bu1 if1 have n choice I'm drfirzitely ttot goitg thrre agaiit. 
I've seerr rhar i r z  a i~ctmbrr of i~rstu~tces people oirt therr doirtg btrsitiess biri 
they 're i~ot  renliy doit~g Orrsit~ess. It 's c r q  if renlly is.. .. That 'i right, 
zhry deah wirh rhe therapist. Shek the o m  who piil the order in thejrrst 
irzsIa~~ce and she's the one who arra~ged to have it delivered - I had ito 
deali~tgs with lhem excep wheri thry wanted a bill . .. It didr 't go throtigh 
the agrircy. they billed me direct&. lXey had my uudress, they know where 
to corne ami itz fact wheii I did~r't pay them they started to give me a hard 
lime. they invoiced me with i~rtrrest becairse I d i h  't puy them a~rd I had to 
get back ami selrd thrm a Ietter und suy, listut il wasn 't sati~actorilj 
dme. zt had to be retcrnted to you to readjlrst it. When I gel the thi,g thet1 
I'l(pay for if, so wherz I gor the ~hittg, lpoid for it (.O 17.Nn. p7). 

Another consumer explained how the vendor did not seem to appreciate her questions 

about the product and she felt she was supposed to be "dumb" in their eyes. (O1 1 .NIL). 

ïEat partimlar scooter had a mbber edge on the Jour board anci ~hut 



nibber edge was like a nit pip .  I drag my foot when I get ofland I 
dragged my foor across the top of it The mbber edge came oflof ir and 
th& is t r~mt  raw steel. me11 I asked him abolît it he was totally 
irrtcot~cen~ed, / wan> 'l slrpposed to h~ow anything like ~hat, 1 wam 't 
sirpposed to know q t h i n g  about it. I also &ed him about the nmiing of 
ZZ. 1 >vas supposed to be very, very dumb about hmv things motors and 
things like that run. He wasrfi going to give me ray amwers (.O 1 1 .NIL 
P. 5 ) -  

Respondent Proposals for Svstem Channe lnvolvin~ Relationships with Vendors 

One respondent felt that people with disabilities were gradually becorning more 

infonned about product choices. It was suggested that consurners have to know what they 

want when they go to the vendor. However, many felt that there is a lack of information 

sources. As well, it is virtually impossible for the consumer to keep up to date on new 

product information. This same person suggested that there is a need for an unbiased 

assessment and product recomrnendation from someone like an occupational therapist or a 

CPA counsellor (016.L) However, another person contrasted this suggestion with the 

comment that many people who go through the professional system still do not have 

equipment that works or don't have any equipment at al1 (003.E). A product dispiay 

centre where a variety of products could be seen and assessed by the consumer was 

suggested by rnany respondents. It was also suggested that consumers have to realize that 

salespersons are trying to sel1 a product (003.IL). This may mean that educational sessions 

should be made available to consumers about how to deal with vendors. This could be 

facilitated by Independent Living Resource Centres, other consumer organizations and by 

occupational therapists, who adhere to the client-centred approach. 



Conclusions: Relationships with Vendors 

The central point emphasized by respondents was the need for a more global 

change in mind set. People have al1 been so used to the medicaily oriented system in which 

the person with the disability was not seen as having any decision-making power. The 

impact of this perspective was reflected in the description of the vendor only wanting to 

deai with the therapist. Perhaps, consumers expect more information and opportunity for 

consultation fiom the vendor than is redistic. In conchsion, consumers with disabilities 

must somehow become better informed and vendors must l e m  how to deal with persons 

with disabilities as customers, rather than dealing solely with therapists. The developrnent 

of a product display centre would provide consumers with information before they 

purchased technology From a vendor, ensünng that they are better informed. 

The Built Environment as a Determinant of Acquiring Assistive Technology 

Assistive technology cannot stand alone without considenng its interaction with 

the built environment. In many cases, assistive technology alone camot provide 

independence; it is inter-dependent with the built environment. In this case, the built 

environment means both the interior and exterior buiit environment. For instance, an 

individual may have a state of the art wheelchair, however, if the person cannot get around 

in his cornmunity due to architectural bamers, the wheelchair itself is offering little in the 

way of independent mobility. Although the theme of the impact of the built environment 

was not included in the original questions for the interview, the topic did come up 



naturally in some of the interviews. The two dimensions discussed by informants were the 

impact of the a) outdoor built environment and b) indoor built environment. 

Outdoor Built Environmena 

The outdoor built environment can either facilitate or handicap the user of assistive 

technology. One woman described how she was forced to travel on busy streets to get to 

the local mal1 because sidewalks were " too bumpy" (0 14.NIL). Not only is the road more 

dangerous because of the traffic, there are other dangers such as broken glass. She 

described the interaction between her wheelchair and the barriers in the environment. 

Lerr year my mamal wherïchair had tttbes ;ri the tires. these rnarvelms 
people thar ihroiv gims on the road, throw botties ori the road okay yoii % 
boppitig alorig mid nyirtg very hard to moid glass. there 's so rntrch yoic 
cadt see mtdyou roll over the glms - I woirld phorrr lhrm P e e l  Chair 
Repair Sentices] nt lenst or c e  a week - 'Y t~eed tzew iirbes. -jlnl rires ail 
the time ". 7heyfitlah'y said to heck wirh ~his and they g m  me solid tires. 
niry're bimpier brrr hey I worild rather hme a bit brrmpier ride and riot 
have to phorle e v q  week îo giw me tlew rirbes.(O l 4 . m  p.6) 

In this case the solution adopted by the provider was to change the technology to match 

the demands of the environment: e . g  change the pneumatic tires to a solid rubber tire. 

Another danger of riding on the street is descnbed in the following narrative by the same 

person. She also noted that if the wheelchair controls suddedy malfunction while the 

individual is driving on the street, she is in danger of ninning into trafic. 

Ifve had zo have people ptrsh me home because orle dqy I almost hi1 a bus. 
Surnethhg was wrong wiB the cotitrol and it woiridt'r go straight arid 1 
was crossitig [a major street] and I'm iryirtg to go straight and my chair 



headed almost to the bics and the poor bus driver - oh my God and I said 
I'm sorry, itk my wheelchair I cadi coritro! it so somebody had to pic.+ me 
home becmise I cmldrt 't go in a straight litie (0 1 4 .NIL p -6). 

A qualitative audy by Cooper and Hasselkus ( 1992) found sirnilar interactions 

between assistive technology and the built environment. Infamants inte~ewed in this 

study indicated that their desire to access their neighbourhood would override their 

concern for safety. They therefore reponed they were involved in risk taking as they 

travelled alternate routes which were unsafe for users of powerchairs. Shearer (1 982) and 

Lifchez and Winslow (1 979) have also documented this rkk-taking behaviour related to 

accessibility and mobility. 

Parallel themes of balancing risk and access were identified by 

respondents in the present study. One person described the inaccessibility to her bingo 

hall and the consequences of this for her own risk taking behaviour. She described how 

her "accident" contributed to the needed environmental change. 

Act~rally I feel greut aboicf it becailse it was ai bitigo and they had a Zirfk 
step ltke that so my frietrds go irp rto problm utrd l thot~ght I c m  do il IOO. 

I gave a what for it at~d I jirst tipped over bacbards mtd I hit my head orr 
fhe cement so they carne rirmitig utri to see i/l tzeeded an mbulmrce ro 
take me to the liospital. ... Two weeks Zater they had a ramp 112 there. I 
dori? mirid, I i v m l  't hicrl and I'rn glad it happened becmse if it worr ldtz 't 
hme happeneci ~hey  woitld~t 't have the ramp there yet. So O+, f i e ,  so 6r 
it (014.NIL pl2  ). 

If independence means being able to participate in the community like everyone else, and if 

assistive technology will aid in achievement of independence, then accessibility of the 

community is of primary importance. 

One area not discussed in these intemiews was the topic of the impact of climate 



and its importance in understanding the use of assistive technology. In Winnipeg, the 

harsh winter climate seriously restricts assistive technoiogy usage. It influences the living 

arrangements of persons with disabilities. Many people opt to live in apartment blocks 

with underground parking facilities, or overhead skywalks to shops and services. The 

interaction of climate and assistive technology would be another area to explore in future 

studies. 

The Indoor Built Environment 

The interaction between assistive technology and the environment also involved 

descriptions of the impact of intenor space. One respondent who lives in a Fokus Housing 

unit (accessible suite) is able to walk with a walker, but uses a wheelchair for travelling 

longer distances. She described some of the difficulties that she encountered inside her 

apartment. The edge of the carpet created a hazard for her until she demanded that it be 

fixed. This particular Fokus unit did not have a conventional oven and ody provided a 

microwave oven. The researcher noted that this might indicate a method of controlling the 

risks involved with oven use. The respondent stated: 

My microwave is ,lot where I cm1 use it. The door opetis 
the w m g  way, it 's of/ in some little corner, 1 cadt get food 
from the cabiizet to it orfiom it to the table. 
. . . . my carpef hm beetr chaiiged .. they had a rmzded edge 
goiig benveen the carpetzng which is i~~d~rstriufized 
cmpeiriilg for fhe pzripose of the wheelchair, which causes 
nig btrn~s whm ym walk in bare feet, but the metal strip 
that wenî betweeii the lit~olezcm ami the carpeting wm a 
rotrnded beaded edge ami even hiiting it with the bigger 
wheels on my walker. p u  wmld spiU a~tything thal ymf 
had I had them - they were stiZl doing some fixing in here 



and 1 demmrded thaf they ptct the fiaf rdge on. I told t h  
if they didtl't that I was going to get somebody who had a 
coircrete drillet and I was goirig to drill the hole a n d p t  it 
in myseifand send t h  the bill because it was too 
Jcurgerms. (reference after following passage) 

She dso described her experience of having difficulty convincing her landlords that she 

needed a grab bar near her toilet. She went on to describe patioibalcony access in the 

apartment bIock. 

Ik got the patio door which I can 't rrse ai al1 becairse I cmt 't get over the 
top of the heater to get orrt to the step md theii ihere's ihe step t h  I cadi 
trse becrnrse t h e ' s  no mili~~g,  down to my patio, which is ortt there ruider 
the snow ... all of them trpsiairs have been retrofitted for the patio door 
mrd everythi~g so rhey catr get their whedchairs hi aird out orr the 
balcot y. 

In te~ewer :  Why can't you do that? 

R: Becarrse I was told it woirld ripset the look of the aparlmetit 

Interviewer: What about if they could make your door more at ground level like 
the other people's upstairs? 

R: Ya, that rvorild be fine brrr then yoci see IV stzil mess thiirgs cip by havitig 
to have rnili~igs ( O  I 1 .NIL P6-7). 

This respondent's expenence suggests that even in a Fokus Unit, which is supposed to be 

accessible to persons with disabilities, there c m  be accessibiiity problems. This individual's 

experience in dealing with managers in requesting that outdoor railings be installed also 

shows the attitudinal and organizational barriers which irnpede change. 



Conclusion: The Impact of the Environment 

The environment greatly influences the use of assistive technology. Physical 

accessibility has a great impact on the use of assistive technology. The environment and 

assistive technology go hand in hand because both infIuence the potentid for 

independence. Although the built environment was not initially selected as a focus for this 

research, respondents statements suggest that there be further study in this area. 

Relationship of Access to Assistive Technology and the Individual Environmental 

Determinants of Handicap Situations and Social Participation Mode1 

The intervening conditions of information sources, cost and eiigibility requirements 

bureaucracy, choice, reiationships with professionals, relationships with vendors and 

accessibility of the built environment cm al1 be classified under environmental factors 

according to the Whiteneck & Fougeyrollas ( 1996) model. Most of the data documenting 

consumers' perspectives on assistive technology can be classified as '%amersn rather than 

'Tacilitators". The mode1 hypothesizes that barriers in the environment will lead to 

handicapping situations whercas facilitators will lead to increased social participation. The 

model hrther ernphasizes that each of the environmental factors (or intervening 

conditions in this study) c m  then be categorized in terms of micro, meso, and macro 

environmentai factors. 

According to Whiteneck & FougeyroUas (1 9961, micro environmental factors are 

defined as the 



immediate personal environment of the individual with the focus on physical and 

functional characteristics. The meso level consists of the broader community environment 

and focuses on the attitudes and beliefs held by people which the individual encounters. 

The macro level consists of the broadest societal environrnent focusing on policy issues. 

The intervening conditions described in this study can be classified under these three 

categories. For instance, the fact that the person is lacking in assistive technologies can 

be classified in micro environmental factors since doing without these will affect their 

functioning. Architectural barriers cm be classified under the micro environment but also 

under the macro environment. The macro environment classification here may be 

reflected in the absence of laws and organizational policies regulating architectural 

bamers. Cost, eligibility requirements, problems of dealing with complex bureaucracies 

and lack of choice al1 relate to the macro environrnent of policies and laws. Relationships 

with vendors and professionals relate to attitudes of the mes0 environment. Many of these 

will, of course, over-lap. For instance, attitudes (meso) wiil influence policy (macro) 

which al1 have impacts on the person's own (micro) environment. 

The inteniening conditions cm also be evaluated in relationship to the five 

charactenstics of the environment which the mode1 defines as having significant influence 

on handicap. These include: accessibility, accommodation, resource availability, social 

support, equality of opportunities. (Descnbed in Chapter 3, Table 4, p. 34.) 

Accessibility addresses the question "cm you get where you want to go?'The 

answer from data gathered from respondents is that there are still barriers in the built 

environrnent that have an impact upon the use of assistive technology. 



Accommodatioa addresses the question "can you do what you want to do?" It is 

defined in terms of the equipment, services or modifications of tasks which facilitate full 

participation. The data from this study indicate that most people were involved in a range 

of work, play and leisure activities. However a central question is how much this range 

of activities could be expanded if individuals had access to the fÙlI range of appropriate 

assistive technology. 

Resource Availability addresses the question "are your special needs met" and is 

defined in terms of availability and provision of services and resources including income 

security. This category focuses on the degree to which the extra resources needed by a 

person with a disability are available. From the respondent i n t e ~ e w  data it seems that 

people do not have al1 the resources they require to acquire needed assistive technology. 

There are limitations in govemment sponsored programs and insurance programs. People 

with disabilities have less income, but sometimes need to purchase assistive technology to 

supplernent that provided by govemment sponsored programs. There are few tax 

incentives available to enable the consumer to recover the costs of assitive technology. 

Social Support addresses the question "are you accepted by those around you?" 

The data showed that relationships with professionals and vendors were perceived by 

many informants to be less than favourable. Vendors and professionais did not view the 

consumer as a partner and an expert in his/her own right. The perception arnong some 

respondents was that govements  paid little attention to issues of environmental access 

and fûnding of assistive technologies. This may be reflective of general social attitudes 

toward persons with disabilities. 



Equality of Opportunities addresses the question 'do you have the same 

oppominities as others?" The respondents' statements clearly indicated that they 

perceived that they did not have the same oppominities as others. Moa identified 

inequaiities in the opportunities they had had. For example those bom with a disability or 

who acquire a disability which is eligible for insurance coverage do not have the same 

opportunities for acquinng assistive technology as those who have an accident. As well. 

the expense of assistive technologies places many consumers at a disadvantage. While 

most people in society take for w t e d  the expense of purchasing a vehicle, a person with 

a disability may incur extra expenses generated by the need for a van and various 

modifications. These extra expenses are not completely reimbursed by government- 

sponsored programs in Manitoba, thus many people are forced to rely on public 

transportation. Some peopie cannot afFord to purchase an elevator to make their living 

accomrnodaticns accessible. Therefore they do not have the option of living in a house 

and must live in an accessible apartment building. 

Publiciy supponed health care is increasingly being rationed. Ebtioning and 

pnontization of program responsibility for the provision of assistive technology may 

fùrther reduce the level of suppon provided by govemment. With diminished access to 

assistive technology, persons with disabilities are less able to participate in society, 

including the work force. To maxirnize participation, productivity, and independent living, 

government and insurance based sources of suppon should support a wide range of 

technology used in d l  life spheres. Assistive technology must be classified as a basic 



requisite of independent living rather than as a medical or vocational entitlernent. 

In surnrnary, if one examines the data fiom the respondents in terms of the analytic 

framework developed by Whiteneck & Fougeyrollas (1996), it might be observed that 

barriers in the delivery of assistive technology create a handicapping situation for many 

persons with disabilities. 

Overafl Summary of Chapter 6 

The objective of Chapter 6 was to discuss the intervening conditions that create 

barriers or act as facilitators in the process of "acquiring assistive technology" (the core 

phenornenon). The following intervening conditions were discussed: information sources 

cost and eligibility requirements, bureaucracy, choice, relationships with professionals, 

relationships with vendors, and the accessibility of the built environment. 

How these intervening conditions create bamers or facilitators to getting assistive 

technology is summarized in Table (4) p. 155-1 56. The third colurnn of the table shows 

the researcher7s interpretation of the impact of the various barriers on persons with 

disabilities. For instance, a lack of information sources Ieads to a restriction of informed 

choice and inflated costs. Complicated eligibility requirements lead to lack of choice, 

inequitable distribution of assistive technology and limitation of the consumers' human 

nghts to equal opportunities. The need to deal with complex bureaucracies leads some 

consumers to doing without assitive technology rather than going through al1 the steps 

required to assess need and provide services. Respondents also identified power 

differentials between the consumer and the professionals, and lack of accommodation of 

the consumers's capacity for responsibility and risk taking. Lack of choice limits what is 



available to consumers and limits their independence. Attitudes of professionals create 

power differentials and the attitudes of vendors lead to feelings of vulnerability and unfair 

treatment arnong consumers. The lack of accessibility of the built environment leads to a 

restriction of human rights with respect to access to the environment and restricts 

independence. Al1 the barriers rearict opportunity for independent living (social 

participation) for individuals if they cannot obtain the assistive technology that they 

require. Inequality is maintained, not just by the inequitable distribution system, but also 

by biases in the attitudes of professionals, vendors and rnembers of society at large. 

Xespondents primarily dixussed baniers in their present living situations. 

However, some respondents proposed solutions for changing the system which were 

classified as facilitators for the future. Suggestions to facilitate change included consumer 

recommendations involving: changes to the govemment sponsored programs, changes in 

attitudes of professionals and vendors, and recommendations for a government funded 

Product (Assistive Technology) Display Centre. Recommendations for change also 

emphasized the need for providen to recoantze the need for peer supports, to move away 

from the medical definition of need and adopt a definition of need for assistive technology 

consistent with the pnnciples of independent living. 

Companson of these findings to the Whiteneck & Fougeyrollas (1996) mode1 have 

also been presented. Using this framework, the researcher has concluded that the delivery 

of assistive technology presents several handicapping situations for the person with a 

disability. Mechanisms for overcoming barriers suggested by the participants were also 

present ed. 



In the short t e p  the respondents have created strategies to overcome the 

barriers. These strategies will be discussed in Chapter 7: Strategies for Acquiring Assistive 

Technologies Needed for Independence. 



Table 4 

Intervening Conditions: Barriers and Facilitators 

to Acquiring Assistive Technology 

I Ùitmening Conditions 

Information Sources -3 p u p s  lack 
idorma tion 

- transportation 
ditflculties 

- no display centre 
- magazines offer onfy 

a Little 
- people don? h o w  
where to get info 

- people stiü want human 
contact 

- don't know what's 
available h m  Home 
Care 

- inflated prices 
- vast majority not 

çovered by Gmt 
Pro@- - eligîbility limiteci by: 
- type of disability 
- cause of disability 
- m d c a l  need 
- vocational need 

- Iack of coordination 
across multipte 
b ureaucracies 

- nrtedless contacts by 
profes tionals 

- tirne delays 
- infiesiiiiiîy 

- lack of iaformed choice 

- lack of choice 
- inequitable distribution 
- lack of  nghts 

- consumers do without 
rather than going 
îhrough bureaucracy 

- power differential 
- Iimitation of ridi and 

responsibility to 
consumer 

Sugge~~ed Facilitators 

- more access to info 
- locate vendors in malis 
- seli assistive teçhnoloey 
throngb repliu sfores 

- Assistive Technoloe 
Usplay Centre 

- recognition of peer 
svpports 

-- - -  - -- 

Cost: 
- refundable through 

taxes 
Eiigibiiity: 
- detennine by 

independent Living 
needs 

-panel of gatekeepers 

- decrease Iayers of  
bureaucracy 

- increase informeci 
choice 

- separate assessors h m  
the gatekeepers 

- transfer more risk and 
responsibility to 
WIlSUmer 

- transfer of powm 
- Assistive Technology 

Display Cenhv 



depends on incorne 
- depends on cause of 
disability 
- dependent on 
xuploymenthrocationd 
Aigiiliy 
limited by type of 
disability 

- only one type of 
wheelchair available in 
govertunent p r o p  

- can have same 
wheelchair for several 
Yem 
- limiteci seIection fiom 
Home Care 
- limited by bureaucracy 

To CoLlSUrners: 
- lack of autonomy 
- lack of choice 
- lack of flexiiility 
- lack of pactnerships 
- lack of respect for 
divezsity 

- . .  

- push the sale 
- not consumer onentaled 

-. 

Outdoor: 
- inaccessible entrantes 
to buiidings, 
sideivalks 

- hazarddchate 
indoor 

- inaccessible 
apartments 

- Attitudes 

- Limits what is available 
to ansumers 

- lack of independence if 
unable to have aecessaq 
equipment 

- la& of independence if 
una ble to have 
necessq  equipment 

- power diffixential 

- lack of human rights 
- lack of independence if 

m a  ble to use n e a s a y  
equipment 

-Assistit.e Technology 
Display Centre 

- Mesh goverment and 
private sector and 
give consumer 
money to purchase 
equipmmt 

- consumer pay for part 
of maintenance 

- set up arrangement 
with vendors to do 
repairs and 
goverment 
pay for 

- m p ï z e  consumers as 
ex\perts 

- change professional 
attitudes 

- reiationships between 
consumas-profssionals 
ris hvo-way 

- professionals ghe up 
control and power 
- increase flesibiti~ of 

service 
- Assistive TechnoIog 

Display Centre 

- u n b i d  
assessor/advkor (OT. 
CPA Couudor)  
- Education of Consumers 

in dealùig \\lth 
vendors 

- kistive Technology 
Display Centre 

- N d  to change pubfic 
and designer's attitudes 
- enforce Iaws on 
accessiiility 



CEUWER 7 - RESULTS: STRATECES FOR ACQUIRING ASSISTIVE 
TECHNOLOGFES NEEDED FOR INDEPENDENCE 

"Strategies for acquiring the assistive technology nesded for independence7' equate 

to ckction/interaction" in ternis of the Strauss and Corbin (1990) Paradigm Model and 

are defined as "strategies devised to manage, handle, cary out, respond to a phenornenon 

under a specific set of perceived conditions" (p. 104). 

In the previous chapter, intervening conditions that presented barriers to setting 

assistive technology included cost, eligïbility regulations, lack of information, lack of 

choice, complicated bureaucratic process, negative relationships with vendors and 

professionals and lack of environmental accessibility. These barriers in tum create a 

handicap situation as suggested in the Whiteneck & Fougeyrollas (1996) model. Since 

acquirhg assistive technology is vital in achieving and maintaining independence, 

participants discussed the following strategies for overcoming some of these barriers: 

I ) Playing the Game 

2) Peer Support 

3) Development of Resource Networks 

4) Speaking-Up 

5) Invention of Assistive Technology 

These five themes or "strategies" were extracted by the researcher through analysis 

of the data. Relationships of these themes to barriers were constructed by the researcher 

and not defined by the participants. These strategies are numbered for convenience, not by 

priority . 



Playing the Game 

Several respondents talked about the strategy of 'playing the game" to get the 

equipment that they needed. It was interesting that this temiinology, "playing the game," 

came up independently in several interviews. "Playhg the game" seems to mean going 

dong with a professional's particular agenda first in order to meet the consumer's ultimate 

In the first example, the consumer had gone to the occupational therapist with a 

clear idea of what she wanted. Instead of dealins with the consumer's main concerns, the 

consumer felt that the occupational therapist had her own agenda. She stated: 

"..... I didn't have n foot stool, or foot piles [ foot rests] becmise 1 fotnzd 
!bey ahvays got Uz the wuy, so my legs were hangiitg and she said yozî 
renlij shozîlcin't be doing that ifs rzot goodfor yotrr bnck. .. htirinlly il wns 
like, yozi 're in a wheeichaïr, yoir shoidd have foot r e m  ym  s h  Id have 
this, yozr shozdd do th@ and we have to try this and it's like II thoughtl- 
oh no, I dotz't have tirne for this. .. . I looked down and thmghl I'm here for 
my btrtt, but she redized thon thnr I knew whar I uras tnlkng nbozrt mtd re- 
trncked md mid, "okay we 'il try these rhings m ~ d  we c m  see whnt we c m  
work ozd: I look into nccoiint that I felt thnt she k probnbly jzrst yozrng 
ar~d very ambitious so al/ these things that were  mg and didn't really 
look nt me living iizdepetzdentiy m d  this is my issue.. . . This is my need 
b ' s  jzrst do thnt, cnzd so thnt pmt wns go&, once we got throzfgh the 
game" (001 .lL p.5). 

As is turned out, the respondent did later listen to some of the suggestions oEered 

by the occupational therapist and found them to be helpful. However, the main point of 

the narrative was that the therapist was not listening to  the respondent's main concern at 

the time of the encounter. Though the occupational therapist was probably clinically 

correct in focusing on these other areas of concem, it was her approach that the 



respondent did not find satisfactory. 

In the next example of a respondent's narrative (which was previously cited as an 

example of the power of professionals), the respondent knew what he needed to enable 

him to drive safely. However when he was advised by the therapist not to drive without 

the cushion prescribed, he "went dong with it" or "played the game" to facilitate the 

process of obtaining his license. His solution was to throw the cushion away as soon as he 

'Y think I was probab fy O litt fe intimida te4 [ike I q the power to grnnt 
y m  these devices or to certzjj that yocr gel a liceme is absoltrtely rzot your 
avl, - it's nbshteiy vested in the people mzd there is n systern of mrst nnd 
coliegiali~y of the variozrs actors.. . .Because they work together a lot on 
these things md they vest their conjdence cmd credibility in each other, 
il's a lillle neetwork of people, mzd so rhey al[ are p a ~  of the gang. Ifym 
get srnebody's nose mfr of joint yodre not going to - doesn't improve ymr 
chauces of getizng that lice~tse. So if an O. T. tells me I need a arshion 
behind my bnck, I don? thirik I do, I wonder Ïf ir in1 't dongerotrs but Ïf 
she 5 strorlg etzough on it I'il probab fy go aluttg to try ro move the process 
almg nnd then throw it mvcry iaier wheu I confirm in fnct thnt ifs a risky 
thingfor me. " (00 1LIL p. 8) 

Even though this individual is considered to be an active leader in the Independent 

Living movernent, his statement suggests that he still felt powerless in this situation. He 

felt he had to "go dong with" the therapist's ideas or "play the game" in order to move the 

process dong. There seems to be a difference between the macro-power that persons in 

advocacy roles have and the micro-power that they have in dealing with professionals. 

Other respondents also mentioned the fear of getting professionais' "noses out ofjoint" 

and thus not getting what they needed. The presence of a power differential between the 



professionals and the respondentdconsumers seemed evident. 

One consumer articulated how she was able to "get out of ''the gamet' by having 

the ability to purchase some of her own equipment as weii as becoming more assertive in 

her interactions with providers. 

I think I've become rntich more msertive thrm~gh the y e m  I renlly feei 
now that if I'm biryirg something, there 's no remo~s why sumebody from 
Everest & Jennings cnn't corne to my hmse and show me the cntalogws 
and go through stuflwith me und I would demmd thai Rind of stuff now, 
where n few years bock I wozddn't have - I wozd'iihcrve Iefr it up 10 
somebady else to do. So my attitude hm ren fly chmged girite n bit. ami 
thnt mnkes n dflerence ... souner or later I think you take on th& kind of 
ma~zrriî~~ q a y  - . enozrgh is encmgh.. . . . . if1 wmt this I go down nnd get 
il. you jmt forget about plqing the games @et- a while I think (009 .IL 
p4)- 

Thus 'playing the game" or going dong with the professional's agenda to jet the 

desired equipment was an important consumer strategy for overcoming the barriers 

inherent in the attitudes of professionais and bureaucratie stmctures. This strategy seems 

to be "if you can7t beat them, join them", at least until the respondents p t  what they want. 

-4nother strategy described by respondents involved obtauiing peer support as a way of 

gaining more information. 

Peer Support 

When it cornes to finding out about assistive technology, tdlang with peers and 

seeing them use equiprnent seemed to be a very important information source. Peer 

support seems to be used to gain what the respondents perceived as the '%est" information 

as opposed to the perceived non-experienced view of professionals. Peer support also 



enabled them to gain information when the individual does not know other sources, to 

avoid red tape, and to gain a non-biased viewpoint. Both formai and informal approaches 

to ushg peer support were identified in the data obtained nom informants. 

An informa1 approach occurred whenwer the informant either knew someone and 

asked that person for advice or saw someone they did not know (perhaps in a mall) ushg 

equiprnent such as a wheelchair, and then asked that person about their expenence with 

the technology. 

A more formai method of peer suppon is offered by persons with disabilities who 

work for a disability-related organization and whose job it is to oEer advice on assistive 

technology. In Winnipeg, more formal peer advice on technology is provided by the 

rehabilitation counsellors at the Canadian Paraplegic Association, the information and 

referral workers at the Independent Living Resource Centre, and people employed at Ten 

Ten Sinclair. Although classified as a more forma1 mechanism for peer support by this 

researcher, advice was provided by these progams without charge and without the formai 

structure of referrals and professional consultation. There are no prescribed procedures to 

s o  through to receive this advice. For many people, these formai peer advice sources 

would be the first peoplelplaces that they would think of contacting. One reason is that 

these individuals and programs have become well known in the disability community over 

the years. 

Informal Peer Support. . CC One Ouad te Ils another Ouad Y'> 

Respondents described informa1 peer encounters which enabled them to obtain 



information on equipment. 

Interviewer: How do you find out information about the equipment you need? 

WeZZ I'm on the chapter of the Spincd Cord Society, we've got a pretty strorig 
rnembership. So one quad tells anothet quad t h g s  thar wurk really well 
(013.NIL p2). 

I bicmped irzto a giy who had one of these wheeichairs cn>d he told me he 
got it at [Vendor]. (0 13 .NIL p4) 

A grry r ~ d  " " useci a maii mpot  thm y m  cmdd buy nt Berner 
L trmber. s d  ghss recp>ot yozr codd mnke ten in. At that tirne 1 h d  
stre~zgth so I cozdd liJ n teqot, it held abou~ 2 arps of leu so I cmdd make 
n arp of tea for myse(f(006.NIL p 6) .  

On the side of my wheelchnir I have three dflerent iit~le bngs hnrzgirg on 
the side of my wheekhair that I cany dzflerent thirigs in - I hme ariother 
set ofkeys, the door opener that I use to get in md m t  of the btrilcii,g - I 
c m y  ~har in orle of  hem rnid rhe idea of these bags - thut came abmît 
from one of the other patients in the hospitnt. Mmy of the patients in the 
hospitat [refemng to a long term care facility where the ''patients" have 
lived for several decades] have these bags inszde the chair where they 
curry dfferetzt things thal rhey w m  to have wdh thent wherz they're 
irmelzng throzrgh the tmneIs a d  whetiever they go mtside (006.NIL p7). 

Thus individuals either actively sought out advice fiom peers or serendipitously found out 

about equiprnent by observing another person using some type of assistive technology. 

Some of the equipment was invented or purchased as rnainstream products by the peers. 



Formal Peer Support: Peers with Disabilities Who Are Paid to Offer Advice 

Some respondents discussed how they would cal1 a disability-related organization 

for advice. 

I've got hrcr~dreh of rhingsfrom CP.4 [Canadian Paraplegic Association] 
and l've also got hcrzdreds of idearfotn CP.4 mid also Ik got rnrcch help 
from CP-4 nrd by phonhg irp rhey wo11ld tell me who tu phorte or where to 
go or where I corclci îry to geî zhis or thai, mid rhat'sjilsz CP.4 cntd I thittk 
ILRC Dndependent Living Resource Centre] is rzghr icp there with CPA. I 
jzcst hmwn't rcsed [hem as much becnzcse they're n r z e w  orpizatioti 
(006.NIL p 7). 

Included in this study were respondents who were formai peer counselors and who 

provided a personal as well as a vocational perspective. They had a dual role in the study: 

one speaking as a consumer and one speaking as a paid peer counselor. 

Several important points anse in the following narrative. The first suçgests that 

although there are various other information sources, people seem to want to jet 

information from peer counsellors. The second point is that a peer counsellor with a 

disability-related organization is not affiliated with commercial vendors nor with 

rehabilitation professionals; therefore he/she offered a relatively non-biased view of 

products to the respondent, compared to advice provided by vendors. Another important 

point raised by the inforrnants focused on how consumers corne to know about formal 

peer counselling and counselling services offered by disability organizations. 

I do get a for of colis here nr the oflce. I hnci orle rhis rnorr~ingfrorn n former 
mm of oirrs rhar wns lookitg nt put~ing a lifi a d  stziflin his vehicle m d  phoned 
me rcp wmti~ig to hiow ~~(ggestzorrs mzd ahice where IO mid wordd il be 
appropriate to do n mirN van nnd give him n cos[ of the equipment- 1s it prncticd 
or short/. he be lookir~g nt somethït~g else? I menn rhnr kirxi of itfonncIrior~ ïs 



more liRe a peer corrnseling or peer information giving I ncppose from 
experience, ns opposed to his going oir~ into the market place. In the private 
secror y m h  scm of nt the mercy of the snlesmcm. rfym go iti ahend of rime with 
rom information from somebodj eise yodre zrstrally okq .  I'm not q z n g  d l  
sa les me^^ are bad fhey're pr&zbly na, but, some salesmen are more saIesnren 
orie~ted rhan prodirct for yozr oriented I don't hiow, I mem ~here 's places where 
people c m  get infonndm from if they 're mume. ProdrctA bili fy far ei~cmtpIe. rhe 
ARCOR [Ag@ Product and Research Centre which closed d o m  since this 
interview] bzcildittg for mothrr one provides a lot of irforma~ion. Inrre's the [--- 
--] Ol: Department. which probnbb hm n Inrge weallh of infomatiotr ami 
~hrre 5 d l  the vmiety of discrbility orgmizntions nrow~d rhd have some 
hzowledge of the epripment. Uszinlly fhey have somebodj on staflthnr's 
knowledgeable but whether or rzot d l  cowwners know rhnz. I cl on'^ h o w  (002. IL 
p-5)- 

Reasons Whv Individuals Seek Information From a Peer Counsellor 

The following statements by respondents describe the reasons consumers preferred 

to jet information h m  a peer counsellor. 

The key word is that the respondents felt that the "best" information comes from 

someone who uses the equipment. Vendors should be cognisant of this fact when it comes 

to marketing their products. Professionals need also to be aware of the credibility of peer 

advice when providing presctiptive advice. The following narrative demonstrates how 

heavily weighted the opinion of a peer is. 



This experience is probably not too different From what happens in the rnainstrearn 

marketplace. For instance, if someone is going to buy a computer, he or she often talks to 

peers who already have a computer and asks them where they made their purchase before 

making a decision. 

-4lthough respondents seemed to value this peer interaction highly, it is uncertain 

whether professionals acknowledge the process as a valid rnethod of obtaining 

information. Respondents described situations where they were given a list of products or 

a list of vendors when the time came for professionais to discuss assistive technology 

needs. However infamants did not mention that they were provided with lists of disability 

organizations providing peer counselling. 

There was some suggestion that peer counselling may even be discouraged by 

professionals. One respondent who is a formal peer counseilor working in a large 

rehabilitation facility, described how the occupational therapists there did not utilize his 

expertise in the area of assistive technolos. 



7kre  seems to br n growing I don'/ hzow v i t9  mimosiîy brit /hure's a 
growir~g terrilornlty, like yotr're stepping on my batin&.. I krzow thrrt irz 
prescribing wheeIchnirsl we haw the vetzdor corne out m ~ d  bntg his (ittk 
booklet of wheelchnirs sorr of thing. and we wozrld go over the vnriozis 
options on the chair md I wmdd sny, ym have m remember this, t h #  md 
the other thing. md krtowing whar il's like 10 trnnsfer or to ger arotind in n 
wheelchair. I'm more awme of some of lhe obs~îzcles that n person c m  
fnce nid how some of those obsrncles might be berter overcome given 
sumehit~g as simple nsfixed foot resls ns opposed ro swing mvny fmt rests 
or hot type of rhing, yet whnt I wmfinding was thnr by the time we gor 
togethvr with the verdor and the clietit. the ocnrpnrionol therqist who 
hnd already made rip their mind as ro whnr rhey shozrld order. so it wns 
jmt n matter of nrbber stamping i# and 1 wmifci ask hem. "why nrerz't yorr 
looki~zg nr thir optiorl or thzs optiot?? rfy011 look nt rhis optzorz it 's goitzg 
ro alloa? a p m  ro do this. thor raid !he other rhings " alxi was 
aimost /fi: "yori 're choliet~gir~g my professio~~aIi~m " or some thii zg 
(017.L p.4). 

This respondent's statement demonstrates how the professionals did not treat him as a 

colleague or a member of the assistive technoiogy team. It also raises questions about the 

meaning of 'kcpertise" and "professionalism". 1s a peer counselor seen as a professional 

by consumers and also by rehabilitation professionals? Who is perceived as haMng the 

right amount or type of expertise? 

The followinj narrative illustrates how peer support diRers corn other information 

sources and how peer support could be expanded and encouraged by professionals and 

others interested in this area. 

7he reln~iomhips thnt are dewloped nre m t  il) the traditior~al sort of 
philanlhropic mode. bzrr rnzrch more of ntz rgalirariat~ mode m d  I look wz 
ihat quite fmombly. 1 thhk people with disnbiliries med to be more 
shnriizg nrzd rmpowrring of ench other itz tems of soitrtiwzs mzd technical 
nids, device solutions. mzd resozcrces t h  Ihere are tzar om'j a h q s  a? the 
picblic domairz or i>z the private seclor dornnirt as ii exists bu1 also the 
wlzinta~y rrzd peer support kind of domaiiz. mer-e are mnny things thnt I 
h m  seen O ther people with diwibilities use or do thnt has betzefirted me 



ami I l i  like 2 0  ~hink t h  someîimes wherr Ijhd ir works N will help 
srnebody else crr well. so we've go& those areas to explore and consitmç.rs 
ore idrczh'y sizzmzed 10 do il. I also thitzk ~hal vanbus proftrssiotzs~ ozher 
interested parties to the whole ctssistive device aren have a role 10 plny in 
nrpporting sorr of ~.yvlorn~ions in these mens, development of these mrns 
(012.L p.20). 

One approach suggested would be a combination of the expertise of peer counselors and 

profession&. Many of those inteniewed advocated the need for an information and 

display centre for assinive technology, which would be stafEed both by persons with 

disabilities and professionals. 

Resource Network 

hother  strate3 to get equipment that seemed to be very imponant to a number 

of respondents was that of developing "contacts" or a "'resource network" (O 1 O N I L ,  

008.NIL, 006.m). Having a resource network means knowing whom to contact when 

assistive technology needs anse. From the perspective of overcoming barriers, it also 

means that the individual wiI1 have control over who is contacted and in what time fiame 

equipment is obtained, rather than having to rely on professionals and waiting lists. The 

use of a resource network also facilitates access to equipment which is not available from 

the usual sources or finding lower cost solutions. 

From the data, it seems that resource networks take time to build and each person 

has hidher own list of contacts. Several different "contacts" could compose one 

individual's resource network including specific professionals, specific vendors, 

upholstering cornpanies, disability agencies, people who will fix a wheelchair in a crisis and 



peers, to name a few. 

The following paragraph is one person's description about how a resource 

network is buitt. 

So yozi have to hme yozir resource network - orle \vif/ do fhis. one wif f  do 
thnt, bill yozr don ' f  get fhnt overnight, yozi develop fhis.. .. . Jzisf by being 
nrotrrrd for j m s  mostly. Yotr have rapport with the people yozr worked 
with oztt of the Rehnb or nt the Society wheekhnir department. or this or 
th& Yozi go /O these confretzces /ike h e  o m  /ha/ ILRCpzd oti nol su 
long ngo, yozr scotit arotrci atcd ymi get lrndr md yozr rnke trames ciowtr 
and keep ~k of il or p r  wmt somethitrg - yolï phone and still cntz'tfitd 
if. yozi go back fo ILRC or somethitig like fhat and y m  sre what other 
ir formnrion fhey h m  or rhe CPA which nlso h m  n good resoz~rce for 
itfonnafion. It-i jzist - ~ 7 0 2 1  jzrsl buiU it zrp. There's no magic way of 
doing it, il's basicaIly contacts, it 's tdk  to peuple, have them tdk  tu yoid 
nndshnre information (010.ML p.6). 

This same respondent described how his own resource network worked in his research to 

find an appropriate and cos-effective lifi. 

In this case the individual was stuck because he needed the Hoyer lift and had to 

rely on Home Care because they are the only provider that will service the device. 



However, they do not have adequate adaptations to meet his needs. He had to use two of 

his contacts - a vendor and Workers' Compensation - to nipplement the device provided 

by Home Care. Thus one reason that a resource network was required was because the 

necessary equipment or adaptations to that equiprnent were not available fiom vendors 

and public providers such as Home Care. This individual had to take the initiative to make 

contacts to get the right type of equipment for himself His narrative irnplies, that the 

professionals involved from the Home Care program were not doing the "leg work" for 

him. The consumer was therefore forced to do this by himself. 

A resource network is necessary to provide the individual with some control over 

assistive technology choices. This is illuarated in the following passage. 

Yozi c m  '1 id  lffe pnss y m  &y d not tcike control yoirrse& o~herwise y m  
hnve someotie eise mnke decisions for yozr. ïhey'ii [pro fessionals] pick 
whalever they feel works, migh~ be jhe ,  bzrr they hmen't gor yorcr concern 
in mincl, anci the end of remit wiii be - hcwe somebody do cm cidnptcition 
for me thcit wodt be zcp 20 spec for whaî I reciily need So yoo r e d y  hme 
20 do ~hnt (010.NIL p.8). 

-4nother person spoke of making contacts when he served on various disability-related 

cornittees which later assisted him (OO6.NIL p 14). Yet another respondent discussed 

how being part of a network for a long tirne and getting to know specifk therapists or 

people at rehabilitation engineering had allowed him to obtain items more readily from the 

synem. Long term involvement also allowed people like him to build their ccresource 

network" (008.NLL p.3). 



The respondents' narratives emphasize that building a resource network requires a 

combination of t h e  and effort. Effort is very important because they perceive that it 

takes a certain arnount of motivation and assertiveness to seek out required ùiforrnation. 

As one respondent explained, "1 thznk the people who me willing to go nnd dig iike me 

a d  p a n e s  of peers] we 'IIfind what we need somehow or other. Ifwe c m  '1 we 'Il 

describe tu sotnebody what we w a ~  and get it made " (O08 .NIL p. 1 0). 

This idea of being assertive to get what is needed is an important sub-theme of 

building resource networks. Without this ability, a network would likely not be built. This 

assertiveness or ccspeaking up" will now be discussed. 

Speaking-Up 

The ability to be assertive enough to get the equipment that is required seems to be 

another important strategy described by several of the respondents (003 .IL7 009.IL, 

OO6.NIL, O 17.?iIL). One respondent felt he was lucky to have been bom an assertive 

individual and that his work allowed dealings with various bureaucracies which has 

assisted him in this area (003.E p4). There appears to be a fine line between being 

assertive and being "obnoxious", that respondents stated that they had to be careful of 

Ihey're d l  people who p r  in n dq's work md they try to 6e he@firI nnd 
they're helping a lot of people. il's jusr the system. Makes it impervzous to 
n lot of people becmise there 5 jrcst so much ym cm? do mrd so mmy hotirs 
in a d q  md so on. so trniess yoir know h m  zo keep ymr needs zrp front 
withmt being renlly obsttzrctive to other people ... Yotr either end rrp 
gelring so obnoxioirs that they avoid ymt like ym're a plagie or y m  
become so sirbsewient yozc nlso don't gel dealt wirh. It's tmrgh mit there 
becmse there 's on& h i t e d  resmrces. T h e  's more need than there 's 



resmrce and ihere 's n loi of people in my position 
(017.ML p. 9 ). 

This same individual described his approach to the "'art7' of being assertive without being 
obnoxious. 

People in the system, for the most part, seem to be willing to work with me 
and ifpossible they do it. ntey go out oftheir way, they make the extra 
etfort . ... .. trhemehes and l have some iden of why it works wellj8r me 
md not for others. I try to l e m  the sysitern md make demnnds on it nt 
times thot ore l e m  dimrptive md stufllike that. 1 alsu try IO make it 
hzrrnane- I had a bus ciriver once who got injzued in an accident mzd I setzt 
him n get well cmd andyou know t h  gtiy forever a d  ever is cdwcrys 
prepmed tu go mi of the wwny for me now becmse 1 treoted him like he 
wns a person . No big deai, bzrt a lot of hmdicqpedpeople ore obsorbed 
W h  themselves and with iheir own problems and they don't do thaz, they 
don't look outside themselves, they're very wry demanding ( O  17.hm. p 5). 

Both the building of a resource network and speaking up in articulating wants and 

needs requires a certain amount of motivation and assertiveness. What happens to 

consumers who do not possess these abilities? Two of the respondents discussed their 

situations where technolog users were not assertive. 

Ym're nhvays going to have disnblrdpeople ;hot are r70r goirrg lo have 
whnt rhey r z e e d d  some of [hem are living in bad sitzrotions where they 
cmft get into fheir bathrooms because their wheelchair is too wide. bzr~ 
they don? have the detenninatio~i to get (. ................. ...) tofix that or 
somebody to fir the doorwcs, or get some Ri,d of grmp to fight for them 
or to move tu a differer~t npartmenl or - so they c d  staff to cnrry them 
into the bathroom md c m y  rhem out of t h  bathroomm Y m  're ahuqys 
going to have people whelher ~hey're in wheelchnirs, disabled, wnlking, 
old - y m  hme old people ocrt there right now that aren't living v e y  well 
bzct they jzrst dodt hnve the wiiî to fi@ to make their life o litde better 
(006.NIL p. 13) . 

Another respondent who works at a disability organization stated: 



I tzin ocross people who c m  e-xpess it and see that they haven't got n 
mdi f ed  compter they 'il tell zis - vision handicnpped people thut don 'r 
have vmrmmis l q  top compters m~d things. Or phyrcdlly handcqped 
foiks t h  are jzïst getting by becmise t h d  the way i f  is and wish they hnd 
a counier top they c d d  reach or a c m  opener they cotdd work or a 
power chair when they stn~ggle with prshing zt and either they 
psycho~ogz~~uI~ they got tzimed dm2 m q  yems ago therefore t k y  
msime they'll ohvnys be tumed d m  Or, other kinak of needr t h  
people dm't ofen disctss. Sme people do gel mgry mtd use the anger 
technique to get out . . . . . others over resign and nccept the fnct. . . . ma-ing 
stories of people who j 2 r . s ~  cm4 reach the jars or reach the stove miri Ihey 
nccept it, thnt's the wriy it is. and they 're jkistrnted bzir feel they c m  't do 
rnzich about it. Il's therefore accept o luwer funaioning life style rmd ir is 
their lijëstyk, part& becmcse fhey mqy lack crentiviiy in devices 
themsefves or how ro motivate a neighbozr /o design somerhing or even 
jack the conjdence to negotiate (003.L p13) 

These two passages are important because these respondents provide some possible 

explanations about why some people do not get their equipment needs met. The possible 

explanations, as they described them, include: their unwillingness to fi&; their previous 

rejection which has lefi thern feeling that they will be tumed d o m  again; their discornfort 

at discussing certain issues; their acceptance of the situation; their lack of creativity; their 

inability to motivate others to assist them; and finally their lack of confidence in their own 

ability to negotiate. 

The diminished quaiity of life described for non-assertive individuals is alarming 

because individual adaptation could change if appropriate resources were made amilable. 

This raises many questions such as: What percentage of people with disabilities are in this 

situation? Why haven't these individuals leamed to be assertive or built up a resource 

network? What are the abilities necessary to do this? These are all questions that could be 

investigated in future research. 



Conclusions: Resource Networks and Speakine-Up 

In conclusion, the narratives emphasize that building a resource network and 

speaking up for one's needs are very important strategies in obtaining assistive 

technologies. This researcher feels that more respondents would have discussed these 

themes if they had been more systematically probed. However, these themes were ody 

identified during the data analysis and the researcher did not make follow-up interviews. 

This points to an interesting area for fùrther study. It also would be interesting to expand 

on this dimension and compare individu&' resource networks. 

Invention 

hother  way of getting equipment that was described by respondents was to 

invent it. Many respondents described expenences involving invention of technology. 

Technolog inventions ranged fiom simple low-tech solutions like using a hanger to pick 

up items fiom the floor to very complex vehicle modifications. Many times the respondent 

had the idea and had to seek out either an "off the shelf' solution or seek technical 

expertise to develop the invention. In some cases, the invention strategy helped 

overcome the banier of cost. A List of reasons why invention occurs includes a) cost 

motivation; b) a unique situation with no commercial solution available; and c) consumer 

needs for modifications to existing equipment made by Rehabilitation Engineering. 



Cost Motivation 

In the first case regarding cost motivation, the individuai had pain in her gluteal 

regon fiom sitting in the wheelchair. A professional had advised her to purchase a 

pressure relief cushion calleci a 'Tay Cushion". However, she felt she could not aRord 

one. 

minking I cm? nfford SS-ljO jzrst io sit on, there's no wuy I can &fiord ihis, 
so then I started thinking about I really only need the gel for one small 
nren and so I said c m  we look nt Ozrying O gel refil pack andyozr c m  bziy 
little packs th& they use sirpplementd packs and if's about 8" lorzg and 
nbmrt 3" widr md ii wns weniy bzrcks. Now rhnr's in my bzrdgei, I c m  
Mord 20 bzrcks and I thozrghf, ifwe had thui right in the area where I szt 
fhen the rest of ihe clrshion woidd be fine. So I weni bnck to Rehab 
Etzgi~zeer?tzg mzd said, this is whnt I want to do. Cm we ctrt a hole N i  the 
solid fm thnr yoir 've gi'ven me md inseri this gel pack so rhnr rhe pr r  
tha I sir otz h a  the gel so it moves constmtly. the pressure's ahvqys solid 
all nrmrizd bzrr still very sofc in iitnt pi. SO rhey said sure, lei's zry il. So 
I bozrght the gel szrpplement, paid my S20, went back io Rehab 
Etigineering. we took the nrshiot? npnr, arr mrt the hok specifcnlly for 
that one spot. cnmched zrp the gel pack. pztt it in mzd il's beetz workirig 
f i e .  So ymr sit there and thhk something rhnr cozild have cost me 4 or 
500 dollars cost me 20 dollars and a lillle bit of creativity is workirzg jzrst 
Pze (00 1 .IL, p5). 

A more high-tech situation is illustrated in the following narrative of a respondent 

who wanted to have an overhead track systern installed to lifi  him from bed to wheelchair. 

The provincial Home Care program would supply a Hoyer L3, but this device has several 

disadvantages which are overcome by the newer track systems. One main disadvantage is 

the floor space required for the Hoyer Lift. The respondent's ody means of acquisition 

was to purchase the overhead track system. However, when he Ieamed that it would cost 



over $6000, he decided that he could not &ord it. The reqondent describes the process 

of developing an alternative, more coa effective system. 

A f r e d  of mine cmne zp with the idea and he fmcnd mt thnt y m  go to Berner 
Lzrmber -or $20 each for these tracki we bolted them throtrgh the joisîs, wired 
them md chained them ... They're zcsed for gmnge doors andgates on fmms. Big 
siidjing fm doors.. . Mine 's made of chain. a chain pdf iike y m  tcse to lifl cm 
motors - CM ptcII' bzlt i? wurks bernit~frdy.. - .... And it 5 dependde. I never have 
to worry abolit puris. In the nrmmer I take the chah mrt zo my boat iri the Lake 
of the W o h  nnd it gets me onto the top deck. 1 bzrilt n steel a m  zrp there, bolled 
it to rhe flwr and szrppofled il mdjrrst prr my chnzr~ p i l  there ma' it / i fs  me irp 
from the bortom deck (0 1 3 .ML p. 5-6). 

In this case, the solution not only assisted the respondent with his self-care, it also 

provided a way for him to enjoy a leisure activity he had been involved in pnor to his 

accident. 

-A Unique Situation With No Commercial Solution Available 

Several individuals developed innovative solutions out of necessity, mainiy 

because they were not aware of a comrnercially availabie alternative One person described 

his approach: 

I hma an opetzing in my pmt ieg made wiih Velcro so I catz go to the 
bnthroom myse&..ra?her t h  n regiilnr zrrinnl, which is big and mkward 
mid hemy, I h m  [detergent boitle] zrn'nals that me abmt ha(fthe size 
nnd mzrch nnrrower. ..d 1 c l c i  the top 08 them and then pi? a string 
throirgh so il's like a hande on the top and then I c m  p ~ t  this detergent 
bottk in behveen my legs and go pee ... .So m opening in the pant leg is - it 
on& workiifr males thmgh (006.L p.3). 

In this case the respondent developed a solution not ody to increase his independence but 



aiso to accommodate the other "assistive technology" that he was using - a back brace. 

This same person developed an idea to m o d e  his laptray with a shelf to accommodate 

canyuig personal items. 

I have a iap b ~ m d  thar h m  a frny trndemeath. Tt's invisible. nobody 
knows il's underneath there. I c m  reach zmderneath the edge of my bwrd 
and skie a door open md in thnr &mer I have my keys and deck of car& 
and important things y m  know, lhings I cany with me, money. You don't 
wmr to c m y  t h  m r  in the open or in ymr pocket where people c m  
grab it (006.L p.6 ) 

In the next case, the individual could no longer use his van because of changes in 

his fùnctional ability. He needed tu wheel his chair up to the steering column to drive the 

vehicle. This meant that the floor of the van had to be lowered. However, his wheelchair 

was three inches too wide. He continued to analyse the situation and devised a way to lift 

himself into the car seat. In this case he sought out technicd help fiom someone in 

industry and brought these ideas to Rehabilitation Engineering. 

I nm w o r h g  on n tiew idea of mod%yng my aiment vnn in terms of 
establishzng some kind of a system that can heip me trmsfer mechanically. 
We hnd some red problems wirh people* Rehnb Engineering mld rhey 
really were rzot etztht~siizstic about any kind of I@2g mechmzism. We 're 
working conceptzii-dly rying to solve problems and I becme very friendl'y 
with someone who hqperzs to be in a metd fabricating bzrsiriess, m d  he's 
n very crecitive person nnd achinlly he had some idem which we shred 
with Rehab Engineering and t2aw we have a plan. Thisfiend of mine is 
worùing with the Rehnb Engineering people rmd he will in fact in his 
fnctory fabricate certain thzngs. It seems the engineers are sati.$ed with 
the idea and in the end my chair might be modfied niong with the vm m ~ d  
we'll have not a lijhg device but a slidng device crealed interactive 
between my chair mzd the c m  chair. The people work on rhnt, biir it's n 
long process and we just recently had a meeting where together with rehab 
engineers mM' technicians with rhis 0 t h  felluw and stmted thinking 
through the idem and planning step by step su it's a long process. so 1 



again there's a lot offn~strntzon - the cosis for mythirig me zrnbelievdle 
(O 17.m p3,4). 

This consumer's account describes how he was able to bting together expertise of people 

working in industry and rehabilitation engineering to create a technical solution initiated 

by him. The respondent obviously had to persevere in advocating the modifications in the 

face of Rehabilitation Engineering's reluctance to accept his onginal idea. 

In the following example, the individuai had to tum to family and fiiends for 

assistance in building a home-elevator system. 

rfymi 're Iooking nr the m d l  elevaîors m n technical nid there's nmther 
aren thai 1 defiitite/y had n lot ofproblems with bec- the home I fived 
in with my pmvnts 15 yems ngo, we wmmted to baild m e k v m  [O go inro 
the buement md there were grent compficolom aguiim. 1 gor my brother- 
km-/mu who wns an electricim to bnsicnlly hi ld  o lifr that goes into the 
bnsement rnlhrr thm going thrmïgh the stm dard process. i phorted zip 
this person mld îhat persor? and it nhvqs seemed to be very cornplicd 
Yozi try tu gel n lifr thal wouldgo znto the buement mmd it was n simple 
thing for hirn md hisfriendî ro hook 2ip n mnke shgt elevafor wirh n winch 
and a hozst on it m d  n couple of cn6Ies m ~ d  the box c m  with some angle 
iron - irons in the corner rhar go iip nnd dowrm mdyozr jirst pur o pfnrfom 
oti il. So i t ~  rhal area a lot of the rhings that I fmind, except for the 
whee fchnir, (are] things thnt my frermds or my fmily nrozrrmd me w m  fd 
provide solîitiot~s. Thut h m  worked out well (007. IL p -6). 

The Need for Modifications to Existino Equipment made bv Rehabilitation Engineering 

.Another reason that items were invented was to modify technology produced by 

Rehabilitation Engineering. One respondent stated that he received the item and, after 

trying it, found that it did not suit his needs. He therefore requested that Rehabilitation 

Engineering modiQ the technology to fit his living requirements. 



Like th& lcrp bomd. it3 bnsicnllj n fmirth generafion l q  board, findly 
refned it to the point where I haw the piece I need whnr 1 have now. 1 
original& hnd n moastrm-ty that w m  an extra eight inches and was wide. 
I cmIh f t  ttïrn corners. I cotïldn't get throtigh doo~ways. 7his sort of is 
nenr em& looking - I don't mind even going to îz &m. where before Sd 
hardly go to n bar with it. let's put ii ~his wny. it wns zrgly. But they 
[Rehab Engineering] didn't c m  they wanted to mnke nrre it wm 
functional. they weren't thinking of comtetic, they weren't thinking of that 
nt di, bzrt ymr hnd to ndclpt that yorrrseF Next time y m  had something 
worked on. ymî o k q ,  thnt wm great. bnt let's do this and this m d  this 
md mnke it look better that w q  I c m  lem over nnd see my feet. See 
whether my leg bag is full or isn't which is very cnrcial and al2 those Iittle 
things that look nad or iwked Iike they me there. they're nll there for a 
pupose but they're to show. Thot's becmrse yolr have to lhink before y m  
get something done. but ymr c m  't do it immediately. y o i r  hmen 't - yozr 
have IO prt some e-qerience behzndyozi mid trial and eror. ï%at's the 
on& wny yozr c m  get to the end resrrlt thnt works. As fnr as Rehb went. 
they tried (O 10.NIL p.3). 

His narrative provides an example of a situation where the device produced was functional 

but did not have the cosmetic appeal for the consumer. In the case o f  the lapboard, the 

modifications were dso  not fùnctiond because the device obstmcted the individualYs 

ability to see his ieg bag used for collecting urine. This sarne individual described another 

situation in which invention was required to modify a device made by Rehabilitation 

Engineering. 

I hnci mmy gndgets made: spoom m ~ d  fotks with a loop jzîst out of cheap 
alzrmirnrm mnterinl which discolored It Iooks terrible. yotr go ent in a 
restmrrmt and il's really not pleawnt to look ut. I feel if  zsn 9. So I 
decided tu mnke it look right. I go! on the phone. I phoned nrozrnd mid I 
foirnd a little metul works - they sold me Stainless Steel metui with the 
certain thickness thnt 1 needed, I hnd it crrt the righl widrh thnt I iteened 
for the loop, went to the Rehab and they had n department there at that 
point and I showed t h  mother fork I hnd that wnr jzrsr perfct nnd said 
I wmtt itjt~st like thal bzrt with Stainless Steel which I supplied with the 
rivets - they didn't have thnl either. I nîpplied the supplies and I fornci 
someb- to do zt becmse I hadgood rcpporz with the people there b~it 



g d  rapport helps. Zt opens dmrs ( O  1 O. NIL p. 4-5). 

This respondent describes the trial-and-error process that both the consumer and 

Rehabilitation Engineering go tbrough in the development of a piece of assistive 

technology. 

From this case and previous examples, it would seem that there is an onus on the 

consumer to seek out alternative solutions to a problem. As this respondent stated, "you 

must take control" (.001NIL). The obvious question is, how does someone with a 

disability become an inventor and a seeker of alternatives? The process of seeking out 

information, conceptudizing a device and finally communicating the ideas to someone to 

fabricate it, takes a great deai of skill. Some ches to this process were articulated in the 

following narratives. 

I'm very interested in techt~ical nids arid I'm very interesleci it~ gi-mos mld 
gadgets as they suy - becairse I feel I hme the mechanieal mind I like 
thittkitzg of how to sofve the issues su tha il's not going to cos/ n million 
dollnrs. mmlci ihat it's sornething that corrld be made nt home. I realiy /ike 
to see how people c m  create their own - i menn bejore 1 hnd n rencher, I 
wozrld be picking trp clothes and sizrfJPom ~hefloor with cl hmger. i 
wozrld jlrst take n hnnger. the wire one, s~nighten zt ozrt as fm ns. zmteod 
of hmiirg the p m ~  that yoti hmg the clothes on. I wotdd jzrst pl/ Ihal 
smzght ro there wns n h w k  nt the end. nnd 1 cotddpick zrp stirfl I f  I 
needed IO pzck zrp paper, I wozdd put a piece of t q e  ori the bottom and 1 
wozrlti stilf pick zp m e r .  So ym know ifs that ingenuity that started me 
thinking rhere "s gottn be better wnys nid so when I'm b~rying eqtripment 
now. like kitchen supplies and stz@ I really tiy to see like c m  I lifr it. c m  
1 work it myself becmse thnt 's rny g d  (00 1 .NIL p. 7). 

Another respondent stated: 

Yotr find wnys. yoic have to think. I was ïrt the hospiid for 15 months. 
ri&? I wos drinking &y n srrmv ail this tirne. I went thrmrgh 0.27. I mode 



n checkerbmd, 1 did a few 0 t h -  odds nnd ends, my heurt wam '1 in zt 
becmrse it was tlw snipid stuff 1 had tu do. it jtrst wam't progressive for 
whar I needed I corne home 4 we had the old cuflee mg, gIass? mdl 
discovered. hey it 's just the right size Z achralïy picked irp half a nip of 
c@ee by myse& By tha tirne I w m  so tired of &nkingfrom strmvs 
anything w a s  better. right? So thar was rny first discovery CS fm m I 
hm. Now I stayed with nips, semched high and low for a themal a i p  
thai wotrIdft get hot when I cirznk hot firi& and to mnke it work. 
When y m  gel something that rea@ works. y m  btiy n batch, mnke mre y m  
don't nrn m t  and have m ndnplarion made i f y m  need to. nndgofrom 
there. You have to do the research, you have to have the idea of whot 
you need and sqy. look I need a filler here becmrse ir won? fit and thnt 
doesn 't tieed on O. T. to tell me that. they 'll do that if they have time for it. 
So thatk b ~ ~ c c z I / j  h m  it has gone. You have to be alerr oll the time orid 
m r e  (OIO.N?L p. 9). 

One individual described an elaborate rnodcl that he built to convey to rehabilitation 

engineering what he wanted. 

IpcIrtict~IcIdy hm! worked chely wirh them [Rehnb Engineering] over the 
yenrs to design prducts for nll ~ J J  needr. I ofletz wozild bzrifd and design 
n prototype nnd bring i r  i11 cu>8 show thehem m d  I remember once birikdirig a 
prototpe extendable r m p  on a Meccmo set and showhg them how I 
wmted the leverage to work and the sprrig-loncied system to work and 
they basically took thot mode1 and birilt il itzto the very exterzthble spring- 
imded r m p  I have riow whzch nllows n person with rny wenkness to rni'e 
nn<I luwer n 500-pmmd r m p  with the qring- lded system nnd levernge. 
Thn! relntionship with them wns very henlthy. I ~irsed to mnke gadgets 
myself before I had polio and so natirrd hck mld irtterested in devices mzd 
leverage ami ~pntial hings (003. IL p .4). 

The following comment by one of the respondents implies that only certain people 

participate in this process of seeking out alternative sources and developing new ideas for 

modi%ng their own devices. 

I think the people t h  are willing to go ami dg ,  M e  me and [othen], 
we 'II find what we need somehaw or other. If we um V, wefllf7nd s0meb.Y 



to whom we describe whLIl we W ~ I  m d  get it mnde (008NTL p. 10). 

Conclusions: Invention Strate- 

The invention of assistive technology is another important strategy used by some 

people with disabilities. The need for invention of technolog occurred for three reasons: 

cost motivation, a unique situation arose where an item was not commercially available, 

and findy required modifications to items produced by Rehab Engineering. One wonders 

what happens to those individuals who do not have the motivation or resources to invent. 

Why do they not become inventors? Perhaps this process of seeking alternatives, 

conveying ideas and negotiating with people who will make the product, could be learned. 

Perhaps these ideas could be taught initially when a person sees an occupational therapist 

and then progresses through consultation with an organization such as the Independent 

Living Resource Centre. This is an area which requires funher exploration. 

In al1 of these narratives, consumers did not express resentment in situations where 

they had to invent a device. Indeed, many seemed to expenence a feeling of self- 

satisfaction and empowerment in situations where they were forced to develop a device 

that worked for them. One area of concem to the researcher is the safety of sorne of these 

inventions. However, this concern is somewhat diminished in light of the fact that there 

are very few safety standards in place for any of the manufactured assistive technologies. 



Summary of the Strategies for ' Acquiring Assistive Technologies Needed for 
Independence" 

To conclude this chapter, several strategies to acquire equipment have been 

identified in the respondents' narratives. A summary of these strategies for overcorning 

barriers and possible rationales are summarized in Table 5 (p. 184): Relationships Between 

Strategies and Barriers. Possible rationales are suggested by the researcher. For instance, 

"playing the game" and peer support may expedite obtaining the needed equipment. Peer 

support rnay provide a non-biased viewpoint, avoid some of the "red tape" by elirninating 

the need for professional assessment, allow the person to get the "right" equipment and 

obtain basic information that cannot be found elsewhere. The development of a resource 

network rnay be used to avoid waiting lists, to take control of the situation, to get 

products not available from the usual sources and to reduce costs. Speaking up allows the 

person to get Wher needs met and to take control. Invention of technology enabled the 

consumers to Save rnoney, to produce something not commercially available, to make 

modifications to devices fabncated by Rehabilitation Engineering or take control of the 

situation. 

There was an emphasis on the theme of "taking control". This strategy is also 

consistent with the emphasis on consumer control emphasized by Independent Living 

principles. The theme was emphasized in consumers' descriptions of their strategies for 

developing resource networks, speaking-up and invention. "'Playing the game7', on the 

other hand, seemed to imply losing control and putting up with power differentials. It did 



not imply the collaborative mode1 that would be expected in an hdependent Living 

fkmework or in a client-centred occupationai therapy framework. 

Although all strategies and relationships require further shidy, 'peer support" 

seems to be very significant. It exemplifies the philosophy of the Independent Living 

movement. As previously mentioned, it rnirrors what often happens in society with 

mainstream goods. The Independent Living movement has long advocated the use of peer 

counselling. This area of untapped resources should be formally recognized by 

professionals, policy makers and assistive technology researchers. 

There is no direct evidence fiom these data that these strategies are used to 

overcome specific barriers, however, the researcher has extended the analysis to explore 

these potential connections based on the aggregation of data from the interviews. Further 

study is needed in this area. 



Table 5 

Relutionsliips Between Strategies and Barriers 

I Strategy 

Playing the Game 

Peer Support 

Resource Network 

- 

Speaking-Up 

Invention 

Possible Bamers It 
Overcomes 

- 

- Professional Attitudes 
- Bureaucracy 
- Power DifFerential 
-- - - 

- Professionai Attitudes 
- Professiondization 
- Bureaucracy 
- Vendor attitudes 
- Lack of Wonnation 

sources 

-Cost 
- Bureaucracy 
- Limited Equipment 

available 
- Lack of Information 

- Professional Attitudes 
- Bureaucracy 
- Limited Equipment 

available 
- Vendor Attitudes 

- Cost 
-Bureaucracy 
- Lack of Information 
- Limited equipment 

availabie 

- 

Possible Rationaie for Why 
it is used 

-To expedite getting the 
equipment needed 

- To expedite getting 
equipment 
- To get non-biased viewpoint 
- To avoid red-tape 
- To get the "right" 
equipment 
- To get information 

- Avoid waiting lists 
- To take control 
- Not available fiorn 

sources 
- Cost saving 

- - --  

-To get "nght" equipment 
- Keep your needs up-front 
- To take control 

- Cost saving 
- Not available commercidy 
- Modifications needed to 

Rehab Engineer produced 
- Take Control 



CHAPTER 8 - RESULTS: CONSEQUENCES 

The h a 1  step in Strauss and Corbin's Paradigm Mode1 (1990) is an andysis of the 

consequences arising fiom the interaction of features related to the core phenomenon. In 

this study, the core phenomenon is represented in "Acquiring Assistive Technology 

Needed for Independence". The mitigating features were organized under the previous 

chapter/categories of conditions, context, intervening conditions and strategies. The 

consequences related to the core phenomenon will be discussed in this chapter and will 

include the consequences of being unable to get assistive technology, the barriers in the 

present delivery of assistive technology and the strategies developed to overcome these 

baniers. Finally the consequences of differences in the expenences of those respondents 

highly involved or not highly involved in the Independent Living movement will be 

examined. 

The Consequences of Not Acquiring Assistive Technology 

If the core issue is acquiring assistive technology, what does it mean to the 

respondents not to have it? Not to have assistive technology means not to participate filly 

in society. It means the inability to work, to perform self-care tasks, and to participate in 

leisure activities. It means the individual cannot enjoy the technological advances that are 

available to other members of society. Not having assistive technology cm also have 

important physiological implications. For instance, not having the proper wheelchair 

cushion can lead to the development of pressure sores which can result in weeks or 



months off work or hospitdization. The psychological benefits of assistive technology are 

far-reaching. nie technology enables persons with disabilities to participate in activities 

with other people, to get out of their homes and into the community, to contribute to the 

workforce and to have control over their Lives, Ai1 of these benefits are Iost to those who 

do not have assistive technology. 

The Consequences of the Barriers in the Delivery of Assistive Technology 

According to the data, the barriers in the delivery of assistive technology included 

the lack of information, cost and eligibility requirements, complicated bureaucracies, lack 

of choice, inadequate relationships with professionais and vendors, and the lack of 

accessibility of the built environment. These barriers seem to create general mistration, 

feelings of powerlessness, lack of control and the inability to take risks. In other words the 

barriers created a handicapping situation according to the Whiteneck & Fougeyrollas 

(1 996) model. 

The Consequences of the Strategies Developed to Overcome the Barrien in the 

Delivery of Assistive Technology 

Some individuds have developed strategies to overcome these barriers. These 

strategies included "playing the game", getting peer support, developing resource 

networks, speaking up and inventing assistive technology. The consequence of these 

strategies is that the individuals may eventually get what they nad.  However, these 



strategies take initiative, skills and time. Not al1 persons with disabilities know where to 

find formal peer support, are able to invent a device, or are assertive enough to speak up 

for themselves constantly. As a consequence, some respondents disnissed how some 

individuals do without assistive technology. 

The Consequences of the Respondents' Level of LnvoIvement in the Independent 

Living Movement 

In developing the original research design for this study, it was anticipated that the 

investigator could compare the experiences of the group of respondents who were highly 

involved in the Independent Living movement to those who were not. The qualitative 

sampling design was initially developed to select respondents with varying degrees of 

involvement in the Independent Living movement. Although the cohort was small, there 

were some dflerences in the experiences identified. For instance, regarding bureaucracy, 

those who were IL involved identified red-tape and the ambiguity and out-of-date 

approaches adopted by the system as barriers. These same people also identified bamers 

such as the impact of gate keepers and work-related or medical eligibility criteria. In 

contrast, the non-IL involved group identified long waits, not being believed and the 

intncacies of the steps necessary to obtain assistive technology. When cost was discussed, 

the IL involved group discussed cost in general as a problem for many people while the 

non-IL group discussed it more in relation to their own situation. 

In general the respondents from the two groups articulated s d a r  strategies for 



obtaining technology. Both mentioned the importance of a resource network; neither 

group felt they knew what products existed in the marketplace nor how to obtain 

information about them. Both groups tended to get information from peen and fiom 

contacts in their resource networks. Differences in the responses of the two groups of 

respondents were observed. The IL-involved group emphasized the importance of 

speaking up, being assertive, and having visibility in the community. The non-IL group 

discussed this process more in terms of their being in the system for a long time, 

maintainhg credibility and taking control of their own situations. Both groups discussed 

how they had to "play the game" in order to get the equipment they needed and both 

groups had invented their own devices. Both groups descnbed mainly negative 

expenences in their interactions with professionals. 

Aithough more people were employed in the IL-involved group than in the non-IL 

involved group, both groups lacked the type of equipment they felt they actually needed 

and in general neither group could fiord to purchase the necessary equipment on their 

own. 

In summary, the main differences were that the IL-involved group may be more 

visible in the community and more assertive. Therefore, they may be able to exercise more 

choice and receive technology more rapidly than individuals who utilized ody the 

conventional referral systems. As well, they are able to see some of the issues more 

giobally. However, many of those respondents who were originaliy classified as not 

having IL involvement had years of experience with the system and indicated that they 

were well known to resource people and were treated preferentially as well. The s m d  



size of the two groups and spectrum of experience with consumer and rehabilitation 

agencies among respondents in both groups meant that it was dinicult to draw definitive 

conclusions about the impact of expenence with the Independent Living movement on 

consumers' experience in gaining access to appropriate assistive technology. 

Consequences Summary 

Consequences have been discussed in relationship to the core phenornenon of 

obtaining assistive technology needed for independence, the intervening conditions and the 

strategies discussed in preceding chapters. The main consequence of not having assistive 

technology is lack of participation in society. There are several barriers which have been 

discussed which prevent people from obtaining assistive technology and as a result create 

a handicap situation. Some people will go to great lengths to obtain it while others are 

unable or unwilling to fight for it. Within the limitations of this study, there are few 

consequences of not being highly involved the Independent Living Movement except for 

not being as visible and as assertive. 



CHAPTER 9: RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

The objectives of this qualitative shidy were fourfold. First, the study sought to 

describe the assistive technology service delivery expenence of urban dwelling adults with 

disabilities in Manitoba. Second, it sou& to identie barriers and enablers in the present 

delivery of assistive technology in Manitoba that inhibit or promote independent living. 

Third, it undertook to descnbe the extent to which the delivery of assistive technology 

facilitates achievement of the Independent Living principles. Fourth, the study sou@ to 

describe the social and political context within which the delivery of assistive technology 

to Manitoban adults with disabilities occurred, including organizational and hiaorical 

perspectives. 

Major Findings 

The major findings of this study will be sumrnarized usins categories based on the 

original objectives of the mdy.  In general, informant narratives confimi Hahn's (1984) 

assertion that persons with a disability constitute a minority group and that this expenence 

is reflected in their access to assistive technology. The narratives dso cod5-m relationships 

in the Whiteneck & Fouçeyrollas (1 996) mode1 of barriers creating handicap situations. 

Wective 1 : To describe the assistive technology service delive- e'cperience of urban 

dwelling adcilts with disabilities in Manitoba, 



Obieçtive 2: To describe barriers and enablen in the oresent delivev of assistive 

lechnoloev in Manitoba that inhibit or prornote independent living. 

Based on the data collecteci, a general description of the connimer expenence in 

the seMce delivery of assistive technology in Manitoba can be constnicted. The 

respondents described their struggle to get adequate equipment to make their lives more 

independent. They did not perceive assistive technologies as luxuries, but rather as basic 

necessities of life that others in society take for granted. 

Acquiring assistive technology is not a straight-fonvard process because there are 

a number of variables that determine whether or not an individual with a disability will 

obtain assistive technology. These variables inchde elig'bility for progams or insurance 

benefits; fûnding of programs; the type and nature of the disability (situation in which it 

was acquired); and the individual's knowledge, "cco~ectedness" and level of 

assertiveness. Respondent narratives identified no coordinated approach to accessing 

assistive technology. Within the çovernment-sponso red prograns t here are a variety of 

sources, each working independently. The majority of programs are dominated by 

professionals which forced the consumer to deal with multiple layers of bureaucracy. 

Health reform and governent cutbacks have irnpacted on the efktiveness of these 

progams in delivering assistive technology. At the same time, individuals with a disability 

are living in a society where there are rapid advances in assistive-technology; a 

proliferation of assistive technology vendors; increased recognition of the social 

participation and rights of persons with disabilities; and increased environmental access. 



More choice and control can be achieved if an individual has access to resources 

to purchase equipment. More money is available to those who are cclucy' enough to have 

had an accident and quafi@ for insurance. Some purchase their own equipment, but most 

persons with disabilities do not have jobs that will support these extra expenses. 

Once in the appropriate delivery system, individuals with disabilities encounter a 

variet. of baniers which fbrther restrict access to equipment. These include the lack of 

information about products and services, the complicated eligibility requirements in many 

programs, the inflated costs of these specialized products, complicated and convoiuted 

bureaucracies, restncted oppominities for choice arnong alternative products, attitudes of 

professionals and vendors, and the built environment's lack of accessibility. The findings of 

this study confirrn the complicated bureaucracy which controls access to social suppons 

described by Dunn (1 994) and the problems of eligibility and costs of social supports 

descnbed by To rjman (1 993). 

Depending upon the length of time they have had their disability, their 

assertiveness, and their connections, individuals with disabilities will use different 

strategies to acquire equipment. These include "playing the game" in their interactions 

with the system and professionals, seeking out peer suppon to acquire product 

information and developing resource networks to get things faster. Other strategies 

included speaking up in articulating their needs to professionals, inventhg assistive 

technology to overcome coa constraints, compensate for lack of information among 

providers, or develop a unique product fining the individual's specifk needs. 

For many, the barriers to access were too formidable and they reported that they 



gave up. Many people do not get the assistive technology that is available because of 

Limitations in the government-sponsored programs and their lack of personai income. This 

means individuais in Manitoba do not reap the fi111 benefits of assistive technology despite 

the exponential growth rate in assistive technology products. If people do not get 

adequate assistive technology, they also are unable to participate fùlly in the cornmunity 

and are effectively "handicapped". In econornic terms this may mean fewer people 

participate in the work force and have less buying power. 

Qbiective 3: To describe the extent to which the delivery of assistive technolow facilitates 

achievement of Independent Living orinciples. 

Based on the data collected, it appears that the delivery of assistive technology in 

Manitoba deviates in several ways fiom Independent Living (IL) principles. Al1 of the 

recognized IL principles - consumer control, peer support, the ability to take responsibility 

and take risks, and make choices - seem to be violated to some degree in the delivery of 

assistive technology. 

Table 6, p. 195, compares and sumarizes IL principles with themes identified by 

respondents in their descriptions of the govemment-sponsored assistive technology 

delivery system. The government-sponsored program is depicted fiom the data as the 

most restrictive. In the categories of insurance, wherein more choices are available, and in 

havins one's own money, fewer IL principles are violated. 

Despite the nse of the Independent Li- movement, assistive technology is still 

by and large delivered in a professionaily dominated manner . There is still a great deal of 



social control over this technology with multiple bureaucracies deciding who will get what 

and when. This control is consistent with the findings of Brooks (199 1 ). 

Particularly ariking was the faa that some of  the uidividuals classified as IL- 

involved needed this equipment badly enough and were sufficiently intimidated to " play 

the same'' in conforming to the professional and bureaucratic expectations o f  the system. 



Table 6 

Relationship Between Independent Living Principles and the 

Government Sponsored Assistive Technology Program 

Independent Living P ~ c i p i e s  

Ability to Take Risks 

Goverment Sponsored Assistive 

Technology Program 

- choices are made for the consumer 
- consumers must go dong with 
professional decisions 
- few options 

- little access to information 
- must go dong with professional advice 
- vendor often not talking to consumer 
-perceived power differential between 
consumer and professional 
-get what is given to you 
- consumer does not hold the purse strings 

- not sanctionedhecognized by the 
government sponsored program 
- not recognized by professionals 
- maidy underground 

- power differential 
- professional seen as oonly expert 



Obiective 4: TQ describe the social and political context within which the deliven, of 

assistive technolow occu rred to Manitoba addt- includina ornanirational and historical 

Four methods of assistive technology acquisition were descnbed including 

govement-sponsored programs, private or public insurance, the use of the consumer's 

persona1 hancial resources or a combination of the three. These methods were cornpared 

and it appeared that, as an individual rnoved away from the goverment-sponsored 

prograrns, he/she gained more control, more choice and more responsibility. Al1 of these 

benefits of moving outside the present system are consistent with the principles of the 

Independent Living movement. However, respondents were not advocating a totally 

privatized system, instead they preferred a new improved govemment-sponsored system 

which incorporated Independent Living principles. 

The delivery of assistive technology is set against several backdrops. As has been 

descnbed, the rise of the Independent Living movement, an increase in the nurnber and 

types of assistive technology products, a proliferation of assistive technology vendors, and 

an advancement of laws related to accessibility and assistive technology in the United 

States seem to affect Canada indirectly. At the same tirne, the Federai govemment is 

questioning its role in supporting services for persons with disabilities. There are cutbacks 

in health care ddivery, to disability advocacy and to support for organizations and 

programs relevant to the disability community. A move toward the privatization of health 

care in Canada also seems evident. At a recent govenunent-initiated hearing related to the 

Federal Social Policy Review held in Auyst, 1996 in Winnipeg, Manitoba, representatives 

of the federai govemrnent asked disability groups to discusç what the role of the federal 

govement should be with respect to disability seMces and programs. The overwhelming 

response from consumers and representatives of consumer organizations was that the 

federal governent must continue to support programs and organizations and should set 

standards of service delivery. The Council of Canadians with Disabiiities ( 1996) prepared 



a position paper for the meeting outlinhg masures for the federal governent to consider 

to reduce the extra costs entailed in hawig a disability. These proposals included tax 

credits, federal-provincial coordination and legislative refom. The position paper 

emphasized that many persons having disability-relatai expenses are not reirnbursed. 

According to Statistics Canada, in 1990, 33% of those adults with disabilities aged 15-64 

made suc h expenditures (A Portrait of Persons with Dirabilities. 1995, p. 63). According 

to the position paper, people with disabilities are too poor to gamer any benefit fiom the 

present Disability Tax Credit. Dunn (1994) pointed out, that on the one hand there is a 

movement towards accepting more independent living policies, and on the other hand 

there have been profound reductions in public expenditures in the 1990s which have 

created serious problems for many connimers with disabi5ties. 

The data f?om this study show a lack of recognition by government-sponsored 

programs and by professiocals of peer supports in the delivery of assistive technology. 

There also seems to be a lack of recognition of the importance of assistive technology by 

government-supported programs. Assistive techiology does not seem to be recognized as 

a means to achieve geater independence and iesser dependence by persons with 

disabilities nor as a cost saving measure. Innead, this technology is still defineci by the 

systern as "medical devices" rather than recognizing it as independent living technology. 

The data show that the programs in Manitoba continue to support only basic self-care 

needs, thereby encouraging the medical model and professionai control rather than 

community integration. This confirms Seelman's (1 993) findings. 

The evidence from these data also suggests that, despite rhetonc about the 

community-based programs and more consumer-centred practices, assistive technology is 

stiil delivered within a system which applies a medical model. In many cases, access to 

technology ail1 requires the consumer to obtain a doctofs signature or hospitals visits for 

occupational therapy and rehabilitation engineering assessrnents. Respondents indicated 

that they felt that doctors did not know mough about assistive technology to make them 

the gatekeepers. As well, evidence fiom this study shows that, even when a person has 

used a device for a long tirne and wants to replace it with the same device when it has 



wom out, the individual mus get a he&h=care professionai's assessment. This contnbutes 

to the feelings suggested by the respondents that they are not beiîeved and that they are 

not experts about their own circumstances. The professionals discussed by the 

respondents were most often occupational therapists who did not deliver seMces using 

the "client-centred" approach that the profession espouses. 

Findings Beyond the Original Objectives 

Conhat ion  of Persons with a Disabiiity As a Minority Group 

The evidence from this study codrms Harlan Hahn's (1984) assertion that persons 

with disabilities constihite a minority group (disadvantaged group). Despite the fact that 

assistive technology can make persons with disabilities virtually independent in the 

environment, many respondents in t h  study struggle to get what they need or do not have 

their needs met. Despite the fact that most people i n t e~ewed  were ernployed and were 

well educated, many failed to gain access to the technology that they required. Assistive 

technology is seen by the system and by sorne consumers as a luxus, rather than as a 

necessity. Some of those inte~ewed apologized for wanting more equipment. 

Another factor supporting Hahn's characterization of disability as a minonty group 

is the power differential discussed between professionals, bureaucraties and the consumer 

with the disabiiity. The system and professionals were perceived to exercise an 

inappropriate level of control over access to these important devices. 

Despite progress in environmental access, persons with disabilities are still faced 

with inaccessible environments. The acquisition of assistive technology and the greater 

environmental access resuIting nom it do not appear to be major goals in government- 

sponsored programs. If govenunent is reflective of society and this attitude prevails within 

society, the value society places on persons with disabilities is questionable. Many aspects 

of the delivery of assistive tectmology impose barriers and create a handicapping situation 



for the person with the disability, thus nipporting the Whiteneck & Fougeyroilas (1996) 

mode!. 

Facilitators to ûvercome the Barriers to Gettinlg 

Respondents in this study offered many solutions or facilitators to overcorning the 

barriers that currently exin to getting assistive technology. These are grouped into five 

categones. 

Chanaes - 10 the Go ~ernrnert~-S~omored As-ristive Technohg~ Promnm 

One of the main points ernerging from the respondents' solutions was that they 

wanted the government-sponsored program to continue. However, they wanted changes 

to it including irnplementation of policies nipporting options for consumers to have the 

money in hand that is allotted to them so that they could purchase their own goods and 

senrices. Maintenance, repair seMces and funds to purchase new equipment were also 

important issues to be considered in a re-structureci program. The respondents recognized 

the increase in the number of vendors and in the range of assistive technology products 

and wanted to have the ability to make choices and to take risks. They recognized the 

need for some sort of gatekeeper rnechanism; some suggested that a panel of professionals 

and peers be established to monitor the system. This option of having the money in hand is 

similar to the present self-managed care program in Manitoba wherein the individual hires 

and fires his/her own attendants but receives money frorn the govemrnent to pay for this 

service. This program recognizes that not al1 individuals are capable of handling a self- 

managed care program. This approach should dso be considered in a revised assistive 

technology delivery system. Another solution identified by respondents was to provide the 

individual with ta. credits for the purchase of assistive technology. 

Govenment Fzmdin~ of A Prodtrct Di@m ('entre 

Better access to information including the formation of a product display centre, 

aafZed by professionals and peer counsellors, was another important solution suggested by 



the respondents. Many respondents felt that a centre was necessary to see what the 

options were, to test products and to keep themselves abreast of changes in the area. 

Some respondents suggested that products available fiom the governmerrt-sponsored 

progams aiso be made available at the product display centre. 

Chances in Pro fessiond md Vendor Attitudes 

The respondents did not want to divorce themselves totally nom professionals. In 

fact, many described some very hvourable experiences with professionals. What they do 

want is to work in collaboration with professionals as partners; they want to be recogiized 

as experts on their own bodies and circurnstances. They recognke that there are some 

important times when a professional opinion is necessary but suggest, however, that the 

gatekeepers be separated from the professionals who perform the assessments. They also 

suggested the need for a change in the attitudes of both professionals and vendors. 

C h e  A cqzeisition of 

A founh aspect that arose in this study was the importance of peer supports to a 

person wishing to acquire assisiive technology. Of particular interest was the use of forma1 

peer supports. Advice from peer counsellors employed by consumer organizations was 

often perceived by respondents to be more important for some aspects of decision-making 

than professional opinions. There should be more recognition of this in professional 

training and govemment-sponsored prograrns. 

Move From A Mediccrl/TrmiitionciI Rehnbilitntion M d e l  to An btde~endent Living 

Mode! cf Assisriw Technolow Service DelNey 

These four main suggestions would move the present delivery of assistive 

technology away fiom a medicdtraditional rehabilitation model to mcre of an 

Independent Living model as described by Ddong (1979). The proposed model would 

also hopefuly decrease much of the bureaucracy, red tape and unnecessary professional 

assessrnents al1 of which coa the systern money. A product display centre would not ody 



provide information for persons with disabilities, it would dso provide much needed 

information for professionals who also have diniculty keeping up in the ever-changing 

wodd of assistive technology. Many suggestions were made to discard tenninology such 

as Lcmedicaily necessasr equipment and adopt the concept of technology "needed for 

independent living". 

Summarv of Major Findines 

Consumers' experience of getting assistive technology in Winnipeg is generally one 

of hstration and stmggle to get what is required. Many do not get what is needed. 

Several barriers descnbed in the study interfere with the acquisition of assistive 

technology. These include: the lack of information, irdlated costs, eligibility requirements, 

cornplicated bureaucracies, the lack of choice, inadequate relationships with professionals 

and vendors, and the inaccessibility of the built environment. Other barriers not described 

by the respondents but implied from the study encompass factors in the social and political 

environment, including the societal attitudes toward persons with disabihties; the lack of 

laws guaranteeing environmental access, and lack of recognition of the importance of 

assistive technology in govemrnent policy. 

Some respondents have developed strategies to overcome the barriers described in 

the study including "playing the game", seeking peer support, developing resource 

networks, inventing assistive technology and s peaking up for what t hey need. However, 

applying these strategies requires a certain amount of assertiveness, initiative and ski11 

which many people do not possess. Some people do without needed technology rather 

than deveioping these strategies. Several facilitators were mggesteci by the respondents to 

overcome barriers to getting assistive technology. These included changes to the 

govemment-sponsored assistive technology program, governrnent funding of a product 

display centre, changes in professional and vendor attitudes, and recognition of peer 

supports for acquisition of assistive technology. These facilitators would culminate in a 

move from a medical model toward an independent living model of seMce delivery. 



Modified Conceptual Model 

The development of a modified concepnial model is actually the development of a 

grounded theory for the study (Strauss and Corbin, 1990). The findings of this study 

indicate that the initial conceptual model (described in Chapter 3) does not adequately 

reflect what is experienced by persons with disabilities in getting assistive technology. The 

initial model (Figure 1 1 p.204) did not adequately reflect the barriers, facilitators or 

strategies used by persons with disabilities to get their assistive technology. Therefore the 

model has been modified (Figures 12& 13 p. 205,206) in an attempt to reflect the study's 

findings and to remediate the shortcomings of the initial model. This refined model 

represents the expenence of acquiring assistive technology by the adult with a disability in 

Manitoba. The mode! has been divided into two diagrans: the first reflects what is 

currently happening, as perceived by the respondents. The second demonstrates how 

assistive technology seMces could be delivered if the suggested facilitaton are put in 

place. 

Acauinnn Assistive Technolow: The Cument Situation (Fi 

The top box represents the adult with a disability in Manitoba who wishes to 

acquire assistive technology (bottom circle). If individu& take a direct route, they must 

pass through severai barriers. To circumvent these barriers individuals rnay develop 

strategies. Those who do not develop these strategies may do without assistive 

technology . 

Acauinna Assistive Technolo~: The Proposed Situation (Figre 13 p.206) 

This mode1 is similar to the current situation except that p n m q  barriers are 

removed and facilitators are added. The facilitators are based on suggestions from the 

respondents in this study as to what would facilitate acquiring assistive technology. It is 

assumed that if the facilitators are in play rather than the barriers, consumers will have to 

rely less on individual adaptation strategies. For instance, playing the game and speaking 

up would not have to be used as much. Peer supports would be part of the suggested 



facilitators. It is difficult to say if some of the same strategies wch as invention and 

resource network development would niil be used but it would seem that these 

approaches wouid be used to a certain extent. 

Components of the Mode1 

Barriers include those previously mentioned fiom the study data and include the 

lack of information, cost, eligibility requirements, complicated bureaucracies, inadequate 

relationships with professionals and vendors and the lack of accessibility of the built 

environment. Barriers also include societd attitudes toward people with disabilities, the 

lack of laws reylating accessibility and the Iack of recognition for the importance of 

assistive technology. 

Strategies are the positive ones that were described in the study and include the 

development of resource netivorks, the s e e h g  of peer support, and the invention of 

assistive technology. 

Facilitators include movement toward an Independent Living model of assistive 

technology seMce delivery. This model includes giving more power and control to 

consumers, decreasing the amount of bureaucratization, changing professional attitudes 

and providing consumers with the means to purchase assistive technology, either through 

the provision of funds to them directly or through reirnbursement via tax credits. The 

developrnent of a product display centre staEed by professionals and disability peers was 

also proposed as a facilitator. 



Figure 11 
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Model illustrates how the disabled consumets ability to live independently is 
embedded in broad social constnicts. Bamen + Enabling factors will affect the 
individuals ability to live independently. 
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Modified Conceptual Mode1 
The Experience of Getting Assistive Tec hnology 

with Proposed Facilitators 
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Study Limitations and Methodological Issues 

In retrospect, a number of comrnents can be made about the limitations and 

methodological issues raised by this midy, particularly with respect to A) sampling, B) 

attempts to describe the social-political context of the delivery of assistive technology in 

Manitoba, C) the difficulty in descnbing programs in a state of flux within the health-care 

system, D) the cornparison of IL and non-IL involved individuals, E) the investigator's 

insider perspective and the F) limitations of the proposed critical ethnography approach. 

Sampling 

There were several limitations related to sampling. Many of the respondents came 

from the Fokus housing complexes. Aithough attempts were made to sample people h m  

CPA and from Lions Riverside Estates, only two more people volunteered. As well, only 

two people volunteered as the result of the snowball sampling. A more ngorous 

advertising carnpaign would be suggested for h ~ r e  studies including advertising in 

disability organilation newsletters. The sample may have been biased because many 

respondents wne fiom Fokus units and therefore may have shared cornmon experiences. 

One major limitation of this study was its focus on urban dweiling middle-aged adults with 

mobility and agility impaiments. Seniors, aboriginal people and rural dwelling adults were 

not included. Persons with communication impairments, sensory impairments such as 

hearing and vision impaimients, and cognitive impaiments were not included. Adoption of 

these exclusion cnteria made it impossible to explore these groups in terms of their 

experience in acquiring assistive technologies within special delivery systems. 

Most people had had their disability for several years; there was only one individual who 

was recently hjured. Thus, the perspective of  those with newly acquired disabilities could 

not be portrayed. Most of these respondents were fairly active in their communities and a 

high percentage were employed. Employment of many included professional jobs: 

executive directors of organizations, a professor, and a psychologist. Thus this sample had 



a hi& proportion of individuah who were employed and had a hi& level of education. 

This demographic profle of the sample does not paraIlel the overall profile of the 

population with disabilities in Canada which depicts persons with disabilities at a much 

higher rate of unemployrnent and having lower educational qualifications than the general 

public. 

A major Limitation of any qualitative study is the sample size and the limitations in 

generalizing the study's tindings to larger populations. However, a qualitative study's lack 

of statistical significance is compensated for by its richmss in documenting details of the 

individual expenence. 

Aaemots to Describe the Social-political Perspective of Assistive Technoloev in Manitoba 

indudino Organizational and Historical Perspectives 

Although I thought that 1 could make an extensive review of this objective, 1 

managed only a cursory job. 1 found that it was very difficult to obtain documents from 

the various agencies. -4s well, to have provided a more complete organizational 

perspective several i n t e ~ e w s  would have been required with key informants representing 

these agencies. These key informant interviews would have supplemented the information 

available in the bief pamphlets and documents which were provided to me. A thorough 

analysis of this objective would become a study in itselE Due to the limitations and time 

constraints imposed by the Masters thesis, this area was not studied extensively. 

The Difficulty of Studyino a Proeram when the Health-Care Svstem is in a 

State of Flux 

This study occurred over a two-year period during which tirne the health-care 

system and al1 seMces and agencies for persons with disabilities were in a state of flux. 

Services appeared to change from month to month. This changing context made collection 

of accurate and up-to-date information on s e ~ c e  delivery very difficult. As well, what 



the respondents said two years ago may have changed if they were asked the same 

questions today. However, having said this, I believe that many of the central issues 

rernain the same. 

Cornpankm of IL versus Non-IL individuals 

At the begÿuiing of the study 1 thought that 1 could compare the two groups as 

separate entities. As I progressed through the i n t e ~ e w s ,  1 began to realize that these were 

not two mutudly exclusive groups. For instance, some people classified as Non-IL had 

been involved with advocacy 1 5 or 20 years previously- How much of this earlier 

expenence did they retain? Are they totaliy out of touch with the current IL philosophy? 1 

did not explore the issues to any extent since it seemed to go beyond the boundaries of 

this mdy. As well, for those who had not been involved with an advocacy group but 

lived in the community, how much of the IL philosophy was spilling over? In other words, 

the two groups could be said to be "contarninated" by a range of expenence with the 

consumer movement. To acknowledge this possibility, 1 treated the entire sample as a 

whole and made only occasional references to differences. As well, the sarnple size itself 

makes it difficult to make any statistically significant cornparisons between the two 

groups. 

The Insider Pers~ective 

As was mentioned previously, many of these respondents were known to me. 1 

also sought out some respondents that 1 had never met. Being an insider, 1 was able to set 

up interviews and establish rapport quickly with several individuals including those IL- 

involved. Inability to gain this trust can be a problem in some studies. However, it is 

possible that the respondents discussed issues in a rnanner dif5erently fiom what they may 

have done with a different interviewer. 



Critical Ethno~r- 

This study oniy developed partial data for a critical ethnography. To develop a 

more complete study, interviews with the key informants among assistive technology 

providers and assisthe technology senice providers should be camied out. For instance, 

i n t e ~ e w s  with personnel from Rehabilitation Engineering, occupational therapy and 

Home Care would generate data which could be compared and contrasted with the study 

respondents' narratives. As well, observation of interactions between the persons with 

disabilities and the seMce providers would be very useful. The final aspect of the critical 

ethnography - the bringing back of those intewiewed for a feedback session and focus 

group- will occur after the thesis defence. 

Implications of Findings 

The findings of the study, the rnodified conceptual model and the study limitations 

and methodologicai issues identiS, many questions and issues which may provide direction 

for future research as well as for infoming policy and practice. 

Directions For Future Research 

-4lthough this study has addressed many questions, it has dso identified many 

others that could be explored in future studies. These relate to the following areas: the 

modified conceptual mode1 and other possible areas of exploration. 

Ouestions from the Modified Conceptual Mode1 

The modified conceptual model or theory of what it is like to acquire equiprnent in 

the delivexy of assistive technology in Manitoba was previously presented (Fig 12 & 13) 

and is supported by the narratives of those i n t e ~ e w e d  for this study. It is not known to 

what extent this model applies to seniors, aboriginal people, the parents of children with 

disabilities, people in rural areas and people with sensory, cognitive or communication 



irnpaiments. Are additional or dEerent strategies required by those living in mral or 

aboriginal communities or for those who cannot speak for themselves? What about new 

immigrants to Canada? One major question that must be answered is: which strategies are 

used to overcome specific barriers and whic h are comected? 

Additional questions raised by the model relate to the individual sub-components. 

Are sorne of thern more important than others? Does the importance Vary over t h e ,  with 

changes in health care, with IL involved versus non-involved individuals? Will the 

pro posed facilitators actually change the process? 

Ultimately, the mode1 that ernerged needs to be tested to see if it has broader 

applicability. Although it appears to fit well with the experience ofthe 17 persons in 

Winnipeg h t e ~ e w e d  for this study, the usefulness of the model can only be detennined 

through further explorations regarding the experience of acquiring assistive technology, 

including qualitative, quantitative and rnked method studies. 

Other Areas to Explore 

There are several questions that have arisen from this study that point to further 

research needs. 

One wonders how much more independent these individuals wouid be if they had 

al1 of their assistive technology requirements met with the most up-to-date equiprnent. 

One way of studying this would be to compare a group that receives equipment h m  

insurance or legal settlernents with a group who acquired a similar disability in a non- 

traumatic manner and who had l e s  access to assistive technology resources. 

There is a need to explore the experience of professionals such as occupational 

therapists and rehabilitation engineers and vendors in the assistive technology systern. 

What is theu perception of their relationship with persons with disabilities? 

The relationship between the built environment and changing assistive technology 

needs to be studied. For instance, some of the building code guidelines do not 

accommodate changes in technology such as the increasing use of scooters. 



If a proposal for a product display centre and the "gatekeeper" panel of peers and 

professional is ever accepted by govemment, researchers need to consider the 

effectiveness of these control mechanisrns. As weil, if consumers are given the opportunity 

to self-manage their assistive technology acquisitions and services, how many will want to 

or wil2 be capable of doing this? 

Further midy is required into the experience of those individuals who are not as 

assertive and who are l e s  comected with resource networks than moa respondents in the 

study. For instance, seniors with cerebral vascular accidents (CVAs) are a group that is 

not well comected to a disability group. What percentage of persons with disabilities is 

like this and is doing without equipment? How long does it take to build a resource 

network? Why do they not build up a resource network? What are the abilities necessq 

to do this? Cm they be leamed? What is the best way to teach them? 

The invention of assistive technology is an interesting area for future exploration. 

How many people do this? How do they become inventors? The process of seeking out 

information, the conceptualization of a device and the communication necessary for 

someone to produce the device takes a great deal of skiIl. C m  this process be learned? 

Does the skill to invent arise out of necessity, interest or are these people bom inventors? 

How safe are some of the inventions? 

Further study is needed in the area of peer support. How many people use formal 

and irformal peer support? How important is this support to the acquisition of assistive 

technology? How does peer support compare to professional advice, from occupational 

therapists or rehabilitation engineers? 

Very little research has been carried out on the pnmary focus of this study - the 

consumer perspective of assistive technology. Most studies have either used survey 

rnethodology to examine the numbers of devices used and the reasons for their 

abandonment or were case studies on the effectiveness of one type of device. More 

research is necessary to document the psycho-social and social-political perspectives of 

assist ive technology . 



Policy Implications 

nsored Assistive Techn~loey Pro in Manitoba A New Government Spo 

One of the main policy implications of the data collected in this study is that the 

provincial govemment should change its method of delivery of assistive technology. 

Respondents called for less bureaucracy and less professional control. Respondents have 

suggested a self-managed assistive technology option where they are provided with the 

money to purchase their own assinive technology from vendors and could make their own 

decisions about professional assessrnents and repair services. This would offer them more 

choice and control. They do not want to do away with the present program including the 

wheelchair repair service, but are suggesting improvements. They also suggest that a panel 

of persons with disabilities and professionais act as gate-keepers to prevent abuse of the 

system. They recognize the importance of professional assessments, but feel that these are 

not warranted for every piece of assistive technology. They assert that the govement 

mua also recognize the importance of peer support with respect to assistive technoiogy 

and suppon the role of disability organizations as a Mtal part of the systern. 

Along with this revised program, they propose a government funded Product 

Display Centre which is stafSed by persons with disabilities and professionals. This would 

allow both persons with disabilities and professionals a chance to see and try out assistive 

technology. It would also be  an information source. At the time of this writing, 

ProductAbility is providing information only, and is receiving very Iittle funding from the 

provincial govement, but this could be expanded to fil1 this need. 
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ecoonition bv Go v emme n t A~encies and Insurance Companies of Independent Livinq 

Needs versus MedicaVVocational Needs 

Another strong policy-related message that was identifkd in these dat% is the need 

for govenunent agencies and insurance companies to look beyond medical need or 

vocational need for assistive technology. To use the tenn "independent living needs" 

would be much broader and would also take govemment and insurance programs out of 

the rnedical model. The use of current tenninology of "medical need", "medical 

equiprnent" or even "health care equipment" creates confusion and denial of perfectly 

reasonable equipment requests such as wheelchain (Donovan et al, 1987). 

Recoonition of Assistive Technology As An Economicallv Sound Investment 

In order for these changes to occur, al1 levels of governent rnust understand the 

importance of assistive technology. They rnust begin to realize that this equipment will end 

up costing thern less by allowing more independence in dl aspects of life including self- 

care, productivity and leisure. If people are able to work, they are able to contribute to the 

economy. To facilitate this understanding, disability advocacy groups will have to lobby 

govemment for change. It is hoped that the information developed from this study will aid 

in these lobbying efforts. 

Practice Implications for Professionals, Vendors and Disability-retated 

Organizations 

Professional s 

There is a need to examine the relationships between professionals and consumers 

and to develop partnerships, rather than power differentials. The area of assistive 

technology can potentially feed into a power differential because of the arnount of 

information available and the danger of professionals seeing themselves as an "elite" or as 



jatekeepers regulating access to the technology. It is necessary not to forget that the 

person with a disability is a consumer of the professional's service. This person is an expert 

on his/her needs and knows most about hisher body. Redefining the working relationship 

between professional and connimers efficiently brings together two bodies of knowledge 

in a frarnework of equality and CO-participation. 

Occupational therapists should incorporate assistive technology training sessions 

for consumers into their programs. Topics could include: how to work with a vendor, how 

to create a resource network, how to h d  information on assistive technology and perhaps 

how to invent one's own assistive technology when necessary. These sessions should be 

developed in conjunction with disability-related organizations such as Independent Living 

Resource Centres or local branches of the Canadian Paraplegic Association for instance. 

There is a need for professionals, such as occupational therapists, to recognize the 

importance of peer support in the area of assistive technology acquisition and to provide 

consumers with the information they need to explore the possibilities and make decisions 

when consuming their service. 

Professionals must keep up-to-date with current developments in assistive 

technolo~ as the demands of consumers for quality increase. In 1996, assistive 

technology credentialling was established by RESNA, the North American assistive 

technology organization which includes professionals, vendors and consurners. This will 

be one method of ensuring quality of services for consumers. 

Vendors 

Vendors should realize the perception that some consumers have of them: people 

"pushing the sale", who are not consumer oriented. The latter image and relationship rnay 

change when the consumer has more control over purchases. However, as was discussed 

in this study, sometimes even when the consumer was paying, the vendor spoke only with 

the therapist. Vendors also need to consider their locations. Persons with disabilities want 

to see their products, but many vendors are located in outlying industrial areas rather than 

in local mails. Although a mal1 location is more expensive, it would enable more customers 



to Msit the stores. Perhaps multiple vendors could share mail space and keep their 

industrial sites for manufacturing. 

Disability-Related Oroanizations 

Disability-related organizations such as the Independent Living Resource Centres 

and the Canadian Paraplegic Association shouid set up assistive technology training 

sessions for consumers. Suggested topics could include: how to work with a vendor; how 

to work with professionals; how to set up a resource network; how to select assistive 

technology; how to manage resources related to assistive technology; how to find out 

information; how to invent assisfive technology and how to work with peers. Some of 

these worhhops could be held in conjunction with occupational therapists. 

These organizations also need to pay attention to the needs of the newly injured, 

seniors and non-spinal cord injured persons who seem to get lost in the assistive 

technology rnaze. Further lobbying efforts are required by these groups to get governent 

agencies and insurance companies to recognize assistive technology, not only as important 

to the independence of persons with disabilities, but afso as an important ccst-saving 

measure to them, enabhg individuals to participate more fully in society including 

participation in the workforce. 

Imdications Summary 

Policy implications identified in the respondents' narratives included the suggestion 

for a new govenunent-sponsored assistive technology program, recognition by 

govenunent agencies and insurance companies of independent living needs versus 

medicaYvocational needs. Policy makers must also recognize that assistive technology is 

an economically sound investment by goverment agencies s e ~ n g  persons with 

disabilities. Finaily respondents highlighted practice implications for professionals, vendors 

and disability-related organizations. 



Conciusion 

This study has presented the experiences of 17 adults with disabilities in the 

delivery of assistive technology in Manitoba over the time period of 1994- 1995. The 

respondents discussed the importance of assiaive technology to their Iives, not only 

functionaiiy but also psycho-socidy. They discussed the confushg and tiustrating maze 

that they must traverse to get the equipment that they need. Their hstrations with various 

barriers they have encountered and the strategïes they have developed to overcome these 

barriers have been discussed. Respondents have provided insights and concrete proposais 

to improve the methods of delivery. This study has framed these data within a critical 

ethnographie approach and has, to some extent, critiqued the social-political world that 

foms the backdrop to assistive technology service delivery. 

It is clear fiom the data that our present seMce defivery system is often more 

handicapping than enabling. Assistive technology is not a luxury. It means fkeedorn and the 

right to work, go to school, and play in society for someone with a disability. It is hoped 

that this study will assist in not ody aierting professionals, vendors and policy makers 

about problerns in the delivery of assistive technology, but also in providing some 

suggestions for change. It is also hoped that this study will assist in the lobbying efforts of 

disability consumer groups to promote change so that persons with disabilities can more 

readily acquire the assistive technology needed for independent living. 
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m e r  of Pumission for Use of Reprints From Wbitend & F o ~ g c y r o ~ ~  1996 
Modd 

Laurie Ringaert, Director 
Canadian Institute for Barrier Free Design 
Faculty of Architecture 
University of Manitoba 
Winnipeg, MB R31 2N2 
December 4, 1996 

Patrick Fougeyrollas, President 
Canadian Society for the lClDH 
1399 Thieodeau 
Box 225 
Lac St. Charles, Quebec, GOA 2H0 

Dear Patrick, 

I am writing to request your permission to  utilize your model - 'Deterrninants of 
Handicapn and to  make use of its concepts throughout my Masters thesis. 
Specifically, I would like to  photocopy and include the drawings attached. My thesis 
is entitled The Delivery of Assistive Technology Viewed from the Consumer 
Perspective: lndependent Living Conditions. 

L This replication is not-for-profit and is for one time use only. In writing articles for 
professional journals, I would like your permission to quote from your writings on this 

i model, as necessary. 

I have enclosed duplicate copies of this letter. If you agree to  my request, would you 
please return one of them with your signature in the necessary space with a note of 
the date. One copy is for your reference. I would also appreciate knowing the exact 
way in -&hich you would like to  be referenced - the standard 'Reprinted with kind 
permission from author, Patrick Fougeyrollas" or with some mention of your Society 
in the acknowledgement? 

Thanking you in advance for your CO-operation, I remain, 

Sincerely, - - 

6- t 
Laurie Ringaert per Sarah Yates 

I agree to this reproduction and usage for scholarly purposes only. 

r Patrick Fougeyrollas 
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APPENDIX A: DESCRIPTION OF TEN TEN SINCLAIR AND 
FOKUS HOUSINC 

(Based on information supplied by these orgaRizations) 

Ten Ten Sinclair 

ï h e  primary function of Ten Ten Sinclair is to serve as transitional housing where 
persons with a variety of physicai disabilities can gain practical experience in dl areas of 
daily living. The goal is to develop the skiUs and the resources needed to lead an 
independent lifestyle in the comrnunity. 
To be eligible for tenancy, the individual must have a physical disability which has a 
significant impact upon the ability to perform activities of daily living. 

Fokus Housing 

Fokus Housing is a system of housing and staff support services. Accessible suites 
are located in designated apartment blocks. On-site attendant care, meal preparation, and 
house keeping seMces are available in each block. It is designed for those who have 
demonstrated the capacity to manage their own affairs. To  be eligible the person must 
have a physical disability and require attendant services and they must be over the age of 
18 and eligible for Home Care Services. Currently there are four Fokus units in Winnipeg. 
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Appendix El 
REQUEST TO ENTER 1010 SINCLAIR 

Date: 

iMr. Milton Sussman, 
Managing Direct or 
1 O 1 O Sinclair and Fokus Housing 
1 O 1 O Sinclair Avenue 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 
R2V 2YS 

Dear Mr. Sussman, 

1 am a graduate student at the University of Manitoba in the Department of 
Cornmunity Health Sciences. As part of my studies, 1 will be doing a research study. 1 am 
writing to you to describe the study and to invite your facility's participation. 

The study is called " The Assistive Technology System Viewed through the 
Consumers' Eyes". I am interested in talking to persons with mobility and agility 
impairrnents who have had experiences with the assistive technology system. By assistive 
technology 1 mean specialized equipment that assists individuals with disabilities in living 
independently such as: wheelchairs, environmental control systems, bathroom equipment 
etc. 1 would like to talk to a number of people from 10 10 Sinclair and Fokus Housing. 
Each i n t e ~ e w  wouid take approximately one-and-one-half hours at a t h e  and place of 
the individual's choosing. 

1 would like your permission to approach residents in your facility. 1 propose to do 
this by way of an introductory letter 
and a follow-up phone cail. To do this, 1 require from you, a list of names addresses, and 
phone numbers of potential study candidates. 

Attached please find a summary of the project proposal. If I haven't heard from 
you, I will contact you within the next two weeks to discuss the request with you. Please 
c d  me if you have any questions at 256-9005. 

I am looking foward to speaking with you. 

Sincerely, 

Laurie Ringaert 



Appendix B-2 

INTRODUCTORY L E m R  TO CONSUMERS NON-IL INVOLVED 

Date: 

Dear Consumer: 

1 am a graduate student at the University of Manitoba in the Department of 
Community Health Sciences. As part of my program, 1 WU be doing a research audy. I 
am writing to you to describe the study and invite your participation. 

The study is called 
" The Assistive Technology System Viewed Through the Consumer's Eyes: 

Indepeodent Living Considerations". 

I am interested in talking to persons with mobility and agility impairments who have had 
experiences with the assistive technology system. B y assistive technology 1 mean 
specialized equipment that w i s t s  you in living independently such as wheelchairs, 
environmental control systems, dressing aids, bath aids, etc. 1 plan to t a k  to a number of 
people like yourself who live independently in the comrnunity. 

Information about the study has been provided to you dong with this letter. If you 
decide to participate, you will answer a screening questionnaire. If you are eligible for the 
study, 1 will talk to you for approximately one-and-one-half hours at a time and place of 
your choosing. 

Please contact me if you are interested in participating. 1 will answer any questions 
you rnight have. My phone number is 256-9005. 

1 am looking fonvard to speaking with you. 

S incerely, 

Laune Ringaert 



APPENDIX B-3 

INTRODUCTORY LETTER TO CONSUMERS IL 

Date: 

Dear 

1 am a graduate student at the University of Manitoba in the Department of 
Comrnunity Health Sciences. As part of my program, 1 will be doing a research shidy. 1 
am writing to you to descnbe the study and invite your participation. 

The çtudy is called " The Assistive Technology System Viewed Through the 
Consumer's Eyes: Independent Living Considerations". I am interested in talking to 
perrons with mobility and agility impairments who have had experiences with the assistive 
technology system. By assistive technology 1 rnean specialized equipment that assists you 
in living independently such as wheelchairs, environmental control systems, dressing aids, 
bath aids etc. 1 plan to talk to a number of people like yourself who are involved in 
consumer orgaNzations. 

If you decide to participate, 1 will provide you with fùrther information. Then 1 
would like to talk to you for approxirnately one-and-one-half hours at a time and place of 
your choosing. 

1 will contact you shortly to explain more about the study, to answer any questions 
you might have and to find out if you are willing to participate. If you wish to contact me, 
my phone number is 256-9005. 

I am Iooking forward to speaking with you. 

Sincerely, 

Laurie Ringaert 



Appendix B-4 Graduate Student 
Community Health Sciences 

University of Manitoba 
770 Bannatyne Ave 

Winnipeg, Manitoba 
J a n u q  1 7, 1995 

N i a  Woloshyn 
Director: Riverside Lions Estates 
188 Worthuigton Ave 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 

Dear Ms Woloshyn: 

I am sending this letter as a folow-up to our telephone conversation last week. 
1 am a graduate student at the University of Manitoba in the Department of 

Community Health Sciences. As part of rny program, I will be doing a research study. I 
am writing to you to descnbe the study and hopefully recmit participants for the study. 

The study is called " The Assistive Technology System Viewed Through the 
Consumer's Eyes: Independent Living Considerations". I am interested in talking to 
perçons with mobility and agility impaiments who have had experiences with the assistive 
technology system. By assistive technology I mean speciaiized equipment rhat assists 
people to live independently such as wheelchairs, environmental control systems, dressing 
aids, bath aids, etc. 1 plan to talk to a number of people with similar disabilities regarding 
t heir experiences. 

If individuals decide to participate, 1 will provide them with further information. 
Then I i n t e ~ e w  them for approximately one-and-one-half hours at a time and place of 
their choosing. 

1 have requested that they contact me before Febmary 15 at 256-9005 if they 
are willing to participate. 

1 have enclosed a poster as you had suggested to aid in the recniitment. Please 
contact me ifthere are any questions. 
1 appreciate your assistance with this study. 

Sincerely, 

Laurie Ringaert 



Appendix B-5 

Laurie Ringaert 
Graduate S tudent 

Community Health Sciences 
University of Manitoba 

32 Mohawk Bay 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 

R2J 2C7 
January 17, 1995 

Harriet Hart 
Acting Executive Director 
Canadian Paraplegic Association 
325 Sherbrook Ave 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 

Dear Harriet 

1 am a graduate student at the University of Manitoba in the Department of 
Cornrnunity Health Sciences. As part of my program, 1 am doing a research study. 1 am 
writing to you to describe the study and request information on your program. 

The study is called " The Assistive Technology Syaem Viewed Through the 
Consumer's Eyes: Independent Living Considerations". 1 am interested in talking to 
persons with mobility and agility impairments who have had expenences with the assistive 
technology system. By assistive technology 1 mean specialized equipment that assists 
individuais to live independently such as wheelchairs, environmental control syaems, 
dressing aids, bath aids, etc. The system 1 define includes a) sources of equipment: 
govemment funded programs, store &ont vendors b) sources of funding and c) personnel: 
professionals, vendors, etc. 

1 understand that your prograrn either provides equipment (assistive technology) 
directly or provides funding for equipment. 1 would like to develop a profile of these 
services in Manitoba as part of the study. 1 am requesting documentation fiom you on: 

1. the objectives of your program 
2. who is eligible 
3. what is provided 



4. who funds your program 
5. what is the procedure for the consumer to obtain equipment or funding fiom 

your program including any assessments from pro fessionals 
6 .  anything else that you feel would help descnbe your program 
7. If you have any statistics that you would be willing to provide,this would also be 

appreciated 

1 hope that you wil1 be able to provide me with this information. If  you have any 
questions or concerns please contact me at 256-9005. 

Sincerely, 

Laurie Ringaert BSc., BMR-OT 



Laurie Ringaert 
Graduate S tudent 

Community Health Sciences 
University of Manitoba 

32 Mohawk Bay 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 

R2J 2C7 
January 17, 1995 

Harriet Hart 
Acting Executive Director 
Canadian Paraplegic Association 
Manitoba Division 

Dear Harriet, 

Thankyou for your assistance with finding participants and providing information 
for my study. As we discussed on the phone today 1 have provided a letter for you 
directed to consumers of CPA s e ~ c e s .  

You indicated that you would discuss my request at your meeting tomorrow. My 
requests were to: 

1) find individuals who would be willing to participate in the study @y the way, 
they can also be individuals who work at CPA aiso as I have in te~ewed individuals from 
other disability organizations) 

2) receive written information if possible on CPA seMces offered regarding 
assistive tec hnology (assistive devices) 

Individuais at the meeting might be interested in some background on me. I am an 
occupational therapist who teaches at the University and also has a private practise with a 
rehab engineer as consultants in assistive technology. (mainly computer access) 1 have 
also been highly involved in the 



Independent Living Resource Centre, am on the University of  Manitoba Centre for 
Disability Studies Organizing Cornmittee, and the City of Winnipeg Accessibility 
Comminee. I am also a member of CPA I have a disability myself and occasionaily have 
to use a wheelchair or scooter to get around. 

Please contact me once you have decided on a plan of action. 

Laurie Ringaert 



Appendix B-7 
Laurie Ringaert 

Graduate Student 
Community Health Sciences 

University of Manitoba 
770 Bannatyne Ave 

Winnipeg, Manitoba 
January 17, 1995 

Dear CPA member: 

1 am a graduate student at the University of Manitoba in the Department of 
Community Health Sciences. As part of my program, 1 w i U  be doing a research study. 1 
am writing to you to descnbe the study and invite your participation. 

The study is called " The Assistive Technology System Viewed Through the 
Consumer's Eyes: Independent Living Considerations". I am interested in talking to 
persons with mobility and agility impairments who have had expenences with the assistive 
technology system. By assistive technology 1 mean specialized equipment that assists you 
in living independently such as wheelchairs, environmental control systems, dressing aids, 
bath aids, etc. 1 plan to talk to a nurnber of people like yourself who with similar 
disabilities. 

If you decide to participate, I will provide you with further information. Then I 
would like to  talk to you for approximately one-and-one-haE hours at a time and place of 
your choosing. 

Please contact me before February 15 at 256-9005 if you are willing to 
participate. 

1 am looking forward to speaking with you. 

S incerely, 

Laune Ringaert 



Appendix B-8: Poster Advertising for Volunteers 

Research S t u d y  

Are you: 

* someone who uses a wheelchair? 

*someone who uses other 
equipment such as bath tub aids, 

lifts, environmental controls? 

*between the ages of 18 to 60? 

*willing to be interviewed? 

Please cal1 Laurie Ringaert at 
256-9005 for more information 
Cal1 before February 15, 1995 



APPENDIX C: INFORMATION ABOUT TEE STUDY 
(PARAPHRASE) 

Proiect Title: The Assistive Technology System Viewed Through the Consumers' Eyes: 
Independent Living Considerations. 

Investigaton: Laurie Ringaert will be doing the research. She is a graduate student in the 
Department of Community Health Sciences, Faculty of Medicine, University of Manitoba, 
750 Bannatyne Ave., Winnipeg, Manitoba, RjE OW3. Ph. (204) 256-9005. 

Dr. Joseph Kaufert, Department of Community Health Sciences is supe~s ing  the 
research. Ph. (204) 789-3798 

Purpose of Studv: The purpose of this study is to learn how the consumer with a 
disability views the assistive technology system and if the System assists in the process of 
living independently. 1 will be talking to persons with mobility and agility impairments and 
will include persons actively involved in the Independent Living Movement and those who 
are not. 

The Interview: The study is based on an interview which usually takes approximately one 
to one-and-one-half hours. 1 will meet with participants at an agreed upon time and place. 

1 will ask participants background information about themselves. This information 
will as& me in understanding influences which affect access to assistive technology. 
Questions will include: what type of disability , diagnosis, age, Length of time h a h g  
disability, occupation, level of education, source of income for assistive technology, 
address. 

After this 1 will ask participants some questions about their experience with the 
assistive technology system. 1 will ask you about the types of assistive technology that you 
use now, types that you feel that you need, your expenence with accessing the equipment, 
your experiences with persons in the System such as professionals, politicians, and 
vendcrs, your experience with issues such as training, maintenance, and repair. With your 
permission, 1 will tape record the interview. 1 want to tape record this i n t e ~ e w  



for two rasons. First, the inteniew results will be more accurate and will better represent 
your responses ifyour actual words are tape recorded instead of having me just write 
down a summary. Second, 1 cannot write as fast as people talk and the i n t e ~ e w  will go 
more smoodily and take l e s  of your time if it is done this way. 

Forum: M e r  1 have analyzed the data fiom all of the interviews, 1 will invite you to 
attend a forum composed of consumers that 1 have interviewed. This will be your 
oppomuiity to discuss the results and to react to them. You are under no obligation to 
attend this group even if you have agreed to be in te~ewed  beforehand. 

Confidentiality: Records of the i n t e ~ e w  with you will be coded only with a number and 
not your narne so that any records of your i n t e ~ e w  could only be identified by rny 
supervisor or me. No other person will be given any of the interview data or the records. 
The consent foms will be the only record with your name on it. Any reports written about 
this project will neither mention your name or provide any description of you that would 
identiQ you. 1 will treat the tape-recording of the i n t e ~ e w  in the same confidentid way. 
However, due to the small population of Winnipeg, it is possible that some of your 
experiences may be recognizable. 1 will attempt to mask any statements that you make. 

Participation: Participation in this project is completely up to you. You are under no 
obligation to join the study. You cm decide not to join the study or to drop out at any 
time, even while we are talking. If you decide not to talk to me, this will not affect your 
receipt of assistive technology service as 1 am not working for any agency. Participants 
will be given consent foms at the beginning of the interview. 

Risk and Discomfo@: In all research projects carried out by the University, the person 
doing the project must point out any risks or discornforts for the study. 1 do not think this 
study will cause any problerns for you other than 1) taking up your tirne to answer 
questions, and 2) although we don? think this will happen, asking questions that may bring 
up penonal problems. You may refuse to answer any questions that you do not wish to 
answer. Just let me know if you would like to skip any questions. 

BenefiQ: Ai1 University projects must dso point out if there are any benefits for the study. 
1 do not expect the study to have any direct benefits for you. You will not receive any 
payment for 

taking part in this study. When completed, this research should help al1 those involved in 
the assistive technology system 
(including consumers, professionals, policy makers, vendors) understand barriers and 
enablers perceived by the consumers which limit or enhance independent living. It is hoped 



that this will irnprove semice delivery. 

For More Information: If d e r  the interview you have h h e r  questions about the study, 
please feel fiee to contact me, Laurie Ringaert. My telephone number is 256-9005. 1 will 
also be pleased to provide you with a summary of the findings ifyou are interested. 



t ive 

APPENDIX D: SCREENING INTERVIEW 

Code: 

SCREENING INTERVIEW 

When 1 contact you, 1 wül ask you the following questions to determine if you 
are eligibte to participate in the study: "The Assistive Technology System Through 
the Consumer's Eyes". 

1. Do you have a visual or hearing impairment Yes No - 

2. Are you under the age of 18 or over the age of 659 Yes - No - 

3. Do you have any of the following assistive equipment: 

wheelchair, environmental control system, special Iift, bathseat, dressing aids, 
feeding o r  eating aids, toilet seat, car modification Y es No - 

Anything not listed here? Please describe: 

4. Do you have a mobility impairment? Yes No - 
5. Do you have an agility impairment? (difCiculty with bending, dressing, getting in 
or out of bed, cutting toenails, grasping objects reaching or cutting food) 

Yes - No - 
6. Are you a member of a disabiiity organization? 

If yes, which one? 

7. If you are a member, what is your level of involvement? (cornmittee member, 
executive position, volunteer, employee) 

*** If you have answered "yes" to questions 1-2 or "no" to questions 3,4,5 above, 
then you wiil likely be ineligible for this study. 1 thankyou for your time. 

I wil1 be contacting you soon. 

Laurie Ringaert 



APPENDIX: E 

CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE LN STUDY 

This consent form hdicates that 1, 
(please p k t  narne in full) agree to take part in the midy, "The Assistive Technology 
System Viewed through the Consumer's Eyes". I have been given the researcher's name 
and university address, and an oral and written explanation of the shidy. 

1 have been given the chance to ask questions and understand that 1 can ask more 
questions at any the.  1 realize that 1 can choose to take part, or not to take part in this 
study and that 1 can stop the i n t e ~ e w  at any t h e .  My decision to take part or not to take 
part in this study will not affect the way 1 am treated in the assistive technology system. 1 
have been told this study may not benefit me in any way. However, my participation wiii 
help add to the knowledge about consumer's concerns about the assistive technology 
syst em. 

I understand that al1 information will be kept as confidentid as possible, however, 
due to the small population of Manitoba, it is possible that some personalities may be 
recognked. 

My signature on this page indicates that 1 understand and agree to take part in the 
study. 

Date Signature of Participant 

- - -- 

Signature of Witness 

Would you like a copy of the summary of results? 
If yes, send to: 

I have fùlly explained to 

(print name in full) the nature and purpose of this research project as descnbed on the 
information sheet which has been given to the participant. 1 have asked the participant if 
she has any questions about the study and have answered these questions to the best of my 
ability . 

Date Investigat or: Laurie Ringaert 



Record of Interview Code: 

1. Date of Interview: Month/DayNear 

2. Start End Length Hours Minutes - 

3.  Physical Setting: 

4. General Directions to Researcher: 

1. Information about the study: Ieave with participant 
2. Consent Form: leave copy with participant 
3 .  Background information 
4. Oral interview 
5. Field notes 

6.  Any other person you would recommend? 



APPENDUC G: Interview Procedures 

Appendix Gl Background Information Questionnaire 

Appendïx G 2  Core Interview Guide 

Appendix G 3  Separate Questions to Consumers Highly Involved in 
the Independent Living Movement 

Appendix G-4 Separate Questions to Consumers Not Highly Involved 
in the Independent Living Movemeat 



APPENDIX Gl: 

Code: 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION QUESTIONNAIRE: 

1. Describe your disabiiity: 

Agiiity (ditficulty with tasks requicing your hands) 
Mo bility 

2. How long have you had your disability? 

1) since birth 
2) since childhood 
3) since adolescence 
4) since adulthood 

3) In which age range do you place yourself? 
18 - 25 
26 - 35 
36 - 45 
46 - 55 
56 - 65 

4) With whom do you reside? 

5) If you do reside with someone, does this individual assist you with any of your 
every day tasks? 

6) Are you presently 
1) Working Full Time 
2) Working Part Time 
3) Unemployed 
4) Retired 
5) Full-time Homemaker 
6) Student 

12) How long have you used assistive technology devices? 

13) What type of devices do you currently usett? 



APPENDIX G2: Core Interview Guide Code: 

CORE INTERVIEW GUIDE 

Note: Questions listed here are merely a guide for the researcher.Questions wiil not 
necessady be asked verbatim as written in this list, some questions may be omitted 
or expanded upon depending on the direction the interview takes.Note: In this 
interview the words assistive technology, equipment and devices are used 
interchangeably, depending upon the comfort level of the participant. Wording will 
be explained to the participants. 

Grand Question: 

"Describe your experience with the assistive technology system in 

Manitoba." 

Specific Questions: 

1) Describe your most f ~ s t r a t i n g  experience with the current System 

2) Describe your most encouraging experience with the current System. 

3) Over the years have you seen changes in the System? Describe these changes. 

Describe positive and negative changes. 

4 What are the strongest points about the current System of Delivei- . 
5) What opportunities do you have to make suggestions to improve the System? 

6) What are your concerns about the present System of delivery? 

7) How would you make the system work better for you? For everyone? 



Device Background 

1) What type of equipment do you need but do not currently have? 

2) Why do you not have this equipment? 

3) How do you pay for your equipment? 

1) own incorne 

2) Government health care 

3) private insurance 

4) Workers Compensation 

5) Autopac 

6) VRDP 

7) Other 

4) Where do you get your assistive technology devices from? 

1) Home Care equipment pool 

2) Commercial vendor 

3) Other 

EXPERIENCE WITa ACQUIRING DEVICES 

1) How do you get technology services when you need them? 

2) Describe your experience with making decisions and making choices regarding 



your equipment? 

3) Describe bow you find out about technology that is out there. 

4) How do you leam to use technology devices after you receive them? 

5) What do you do if you have a problem with one of your devices: for instance 

repairs, how it works, modifications, etc. 

6) Describe your expenence with risk taking and your equipment. For instance did 

you ever make a decision which went against a professional's opinion? 

7) Do you think that the system should allow the consumer to take risks? 

EXPERIENCE WITH PERSONNEL 

1) Describe the input you received from assistive device professionals such as 

occupational therapists, physio therapists, rehab engineers, social workers, voc 

rehab specialists. 

2) Describe the input you received from assistive device vendors? 

3) Describe any situations or equipment for which you feel there is no need for 

rehab professional intervention? 

4) When and why do you feel that a rehab professional is needed? 

5) What was the involvement like of any caregivers (famiiy or  others, could be 

formal or informal) regarding your equipment? 

6) 1s there anything else that you wish to add? 



Appendix G3: 
Code: 

SEPARATE QUESTIONS TO CONSUMERS HIGHLY INVOLVED 
IN INDEPENDENT LIVING MOVEMENT 

1) Would you describe the current assistive technology system as meeting the needs 
of the consumer? 

2) Does the current system include principles of Independent Living such as making 
choices, N k  taking, etc. 

3) What a r e  some of the initiatives that the consumer community has taken to make 
changes in the Systern? 

4) What changes in the System would the consumer community like to see to 
improve it. 



Code: 

SEPARATE QUESTIONS TO CONSUMERS 
NOT INVOLVED IN INDEPENDENT LIVING MOVEMENT 

1) What do you think should be your role in decision making regarding assistive 
devices? 

2) What level of involvement should professionals have when it cornes to your 
assistive devices? 

3) If a professional said you could not have a device, what would you do? 



APPENDIX H: INVITATION TO PARTICIPATE IN A FORUM 

You will recall that you participateci in the study "The Assistive Technology 
System Viewed fiom the Consumer Perspective: Independent Living Considerations". The 
data fkom your interview aiid h m  al1 of the other i n t e~ews  have now been analyzed and 
put together into a report. 

1 would iike to invite you to a forum composed of persons who participateci in the 
in te~ews .  This will give y m  an oppominity to see the results as well as to respond to 
them. It will also give you the information should you or your group wish to use it in any 
further lobbying effons regarding assistive technoiogy in the province. 

You are under no obligation to attend this session. If you do not attend you will 
still receive a s u m w  of the final report if you desire it. 1 will arrange a wheelchair 
accessible meeting place that is convenient. Again, your identity will be kept confidentid 
when information fiom this session is published in my report. 

If you are interested in attending this session, please contact me at your earliest 
convenience at 254-6732. If I don? hear from you within one week, 1 will contact you. 

Sincerely, 

Laurie Ringaert 



Appendk 1: Data Analyisis Form 

(Adapted from Miles, M. B. & Huberman, A. M., 1995) 

Contact Summary Form 

Contact # 
Contact Date: 
Today's Date: 

1. What were the main issues o r  themes that stmck you in this contact? 

2. Summary of info from each of the target questions for this contact. 

3. Anythiag else that struck me as salient, interesting, illuminating 

4. New questions to pursue: 

5. Agencies dealing with assistive technology mentioned in this interview: 



June 1994 

Oct 1994 

Nov 94-Feb 95 

Ethies Cornmittee approval 

Access to sites approval 
Letters to participants 

Interviews with Independent Living Involved 
and Non-Involved, preliminary Analysis 
- Development of profile of assistive 

technology system in Manitoba 

Mar 95-Sept 96 Analysis of Data/ Writing of Thesis 

Octi96- JuIyI97 Editorial revisions to thesis 

Thesis Defence 

Final ]Forum 



Appendix K: Letters Requesting Information 

Appendix K-1: Letter to Home Care Equipment Pool 
Appendix K-2: Letter to Special Devices 
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Appendix K-1 
Laurie Ringaert 

Graduate Student 
Community Health Sciences 

University of Manitoba 
32 Mohawk Bay 

Winnipeg, Manitoba 
R2J 2C7 

January 17, 1995 

Margaret Gaune 
Home Care Equipment Pool 
1500 Regent Ave 

Dear Margaret : 

1 am a graduate student at the University of Manitoba in the Department of 
Community Health Sciences. As part of my program, I am doing a research study. 1 am 
writing to you to descnbe the study and request information on your program. 

The study is called " The Assistive Technology System Viewed Through the 
Consumer's Eyes: Independent Living Considerations". 1 am interested in talking to 
persons with mobility and agility impairments who have had experiences with the assistive 
technology system. By assistive technology 1 mean specialized equipment that assists 
individuals to live independently such as wheelchairs, environmental control systems, 
dressing aids, bath aids, etc. The system 1 define includes a) sources of equipment: 
governrnent finded programs, store front vendors b) sources of funding and c) personnel: 
professionals, vendors, etc. 

1 understand that your program either provides equi pment (assistive t echnology) 
directly or provides fùnding for equipment. I would like to develop a profile of these 
s e ~ c e s  in Manitoba as part of the study. 1 am requesting documentation fiom you on: 

1. the objectives of your program 
2. who is eiigible 
3. what is provided 
4. who b d s  your program 
5 .  what is the procedure for the consumer to obtain equipment or fùnding fiom 

your program including any assessments from professionals 
6. anything else that you feel would help descnbe your program 
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7. Ifyou have any statistics that you would be d i n g  to provide,this wodd also be 
appreciated 

I hope that you wiU be able to provide me with this information. Lfyou have any 
questions or concerns please contact me at 256-9005. 

Sincerely, 

Laune Ringaert BSc., BMR-OT 



Graduate Student 
Comrnunity Health Sciences 

University of Manitoba 
32 Mohawk Bay 

Winnipeg, Manitoba 
R2J 2C7 

January 17, 1995 

Paul Tuston 
Special Devices 
Health Sciences Centre 
800 Sherbrook 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 

Dear Paul: 

1 am a graduate student at the University of Manitoba in the Department of 
Community Health Sciences. As part of my program, 1 am doing a research study. 1 am 
writing to you to describe the study and request information on your program. 

The study is called " The Assistive Technology System Viewed Through the 
Consumer's Eyes: Independent Living Considerations". 1 am interested in talking to 
persons with mobility and agility irnpairments who have had experiences with the assistive 
technology system. By assistive technology 1 mean specialized equipment that assists 
individuals to live independently such as wheelchairs, environmental control systems, 
dressing aids, bath aids, etc. The system 1 define includes a) sources of equipment: 
goverment funded programs, store Front vendors b) sources of tùnding and c) personnel: 
professionals, vendors, etc. 

1 understand that your program either provides equipment (assistive technology) 
directly or provides funding for equipment. 1 would like to develop a profile of these 
seMces in Manitoba as part of the study. I am requesting documentation from you on: 

1. the objectives of your program 
2. who is eligible 
3. what is provided 
4. who fùnds your program 
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5 .  what is the procedure for the consumer to obtain equipment or fùnding from 
your program including any assessments Born professionals 

6.  anything else that you feel would help descnbe your program 
7. If you have any statistics that you would be willing to provide,this woufd aiso be 

appreciated 

1 hope that you will be able to provide me with this information. Ifyou have any 
questions or concems please contact me at 256-9005. 

S incerely, 

Laune Ringaert BSc., BMR-OT 
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